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CHALLENGE: FIND A GOOD WAY FOR US TO TELL MANY PEOPLE ABOUT (TOPIC, PROBLEM).
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Preface

The USMES Project

13

Unified Sciences and Mathematics for Elementary Schools:
Mathematics and the Natural, Social, and Communications
Sciences in Real Prdblem Solving (USMEB) was formed in re-
sponse to the recommendatiohs of the 1967 Cambridge Confer-
ence on the Correlation of Science and Mathematics in the
Schools.* Since its inception in 1970, USMPS has been
funded by the National Science Foundation to developand
carry out field trials of interdiscip;inary units centered
on long-range investigations of real and practical problems
(or'"challenges") taken fram,the local schooitcommunity en-
vironment. School planners can use these units to design a
flexible curriculuX for grades kindergarten through eight in
which real problem solving plays an-important tole.

Development and field trials were' carried out by teachers
and students in the classroom with the assistance of univer-
sity specialists at workshops and at occasional other meet-
ings. The work was coordinated by a staff at the Educatio4
Development Center in Newton, Maseachusetts. In addition,
the staff at EDC coordinated implementation programs in-
volving schools, districts, and colleges that ate carrying
out local USMES implementation programs for teachers and
schools in their area.

Trial editions of the following units are currently
available:

Advertising
Bicycle Transportation
Classroom Design
Classroom Management
Consumer Research
Describing Peopie
Designing for Human Proportions
Design Lab Design
Eating in School
Getting There
Growing Plants
Manufacturing
Mass Communications

Natnre Trails
Orientation
Pedestrian Crossings
Play Area Design and Use
Protecting Property
School Rules
School Supplies
School Zoo
Soft Drink Design
Traffic Flow
Using Free Time
Ways to Learn/Teach
Weather Predictions

*See Goals for the Correlation of Elementary Science and
Mathematics, Houghton Mifflin Co., Boston, 1969.

ix
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USMES Resources

1..

ng to a long-range challenge, the students

and ers often'have need of a wide range of resources.

In fact, all of the people and materials in the school and
community are important resources for USMES activities. In

addition USMES provides resources for both teachers and stu-

dents. A complete set of all the written materials comprise
the USMES library, which should be available in each school

using USMES units. These materials include--

1. The USMES Guide: This book is a compilation
of materials that may be used for long-range
planning of a curriculum that incorporates
the USMES program It describes the USMES
project, real pc-'lem solving, classroom
strategies, the pesign Lab, the units, and
the support materials as well as ways that
USMES helps students learn basic skills.

2. Teacher Resource Books (one for each chal-
lenge): Each of these guides to using USMES
units describes a broad problem, explains how
students might narrow that problem to fit
their particular needs, recommends classroom
strategies, presents edited logs from teachers
whose classes have worked on the unit, and con-
tains charts that tndicate basic skills, pro-
cesses, and areas of study that students may

learn and utilize.

3. Design Lab Manual: This guide helps teachers
and administrators set up, run, and use a
Design Lab--a place with tools and materials
in which the students can build things they
need for their work on USMES. A Design Lab
may be a corner of a classroom, a portable
cart, or a separate room. Because many "hands-
on' activities may take place in the classroom,
every USMES teacher should have a Design Lab
Manual.

4. "How To" Series: These student materials pro-

vide information to students about specific
problems that may arise during USMES units.
The regular "How To" Series covers problems
in measuring, graphing, data handling, etc
and is available in two versionalra series of

15
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cartoon-style booklets for primary grades
and a series of magazine=style booklets with
more reading matter for upper grades. The

Design Lab "How To" Series is available in
two illustrated card versions--one for pri-
mary grades and one for upper grades. A comr
plete list of the "How To" Series can be
found in the USMES Guide.

5. Background Papers: These papers, correlated
with the "How To" Series, provide teachers
with informationtand hints that do not appear
in the.atudent,materials. A complete list
can be found in the USMES Guide.

6. Curriculum Correlati6m Guide: By cortelating
the twenty-six IISMES units with other curric-
ulum materials, this book helps teachers to
integrate USMES with other school activities
and lessons.

-

The preceding materials are described in brief in the
USMES 1:-ochure, which cin be used by teachers and adminis-
trators to disseminate information about the program to
the local community. A variety of other dissemination and
implementation materials are also available for individuals
and groups involved in local implementation programs. They

include Preparing People for USMES: An Implementation
Resource Book, the USMES slide/tape show, the Design Lab
slide/tape show, the Design Lab brochure, videotapes of
classroom activities, a general report on evaluation re-
sults, a map showing the locations of schools conducting
local implementation of USMES, a list of experienced USMES
teachers and university consultants, and newspaper and
magazine articles.

Because Tri-Wall was the only readily available brand of
three-layered cardboard at the time the project began, USMES
has used it at workshops and in schools; consequently, ref-
erences to Tri-Wall can be found throughout the Teacher
Resource Books. The addresses of suppliers of three-layered
cardboard can be found in the Design Lab Manual.
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ntroduction

Using the Teacher Resource Book When teachers try a new curriculum for the first Ube,
they need to understand the philosophy behind the curriculus
The USMES approach to student-initiated investigations of
real problems is outlined in section A of this Teacher Re-

source Book.
Section B starts with a brief overview oi possible stu-

dent activities arising from the challenge; comments on pre-

requisite skills are included. Following that is a discus-

sion of the classroom strategy for USMES real problem-
solving activities, including introduction of the challenge,
Student activity, resources, and Design Lab use. Subsequen

pages include a description of the use of the unit in-pri-
mary grades, a flow chart and a composite log that indicate
the range of possible student work, and a list of questions
that the teacher may find useful for focusing the students'
activities on the challenge.

Because students initiate all the activities in response
to the challenge and be-Cause the work of one class may dif-
fer from that undertaken by other clathses, teachers familial
with USMES need to read only sections A land B before intro-
ducing the challenge to students.

Section C of this book is the documentation section.
These edited teachers' logs show the variety of ways in
which students in different classes have worked at finding
a solution to the challenge.

Section D contains a list of the titles of relevant sets
of "How To" Cards and brief descriptions of:the Background
Papers pertaining to the unit. Also included in section D

is a glossary Of the terms used in the Teacher Resource Booi
and an annotated bibliography.

Section E contains charts that indicate the comparative
strengths of the unit in terms of real liroblem solving,
mathematics, science, social science, and language arts. II

also contains a'list of explicit examples of real problem
solving and other subject area skills, processes, and areas
of study learned and utilized in the unit. These charts an(

lists are based on documentation of activities that have
taken place in USMES classes. Knowing ahead of time which
basic skills and processes are likely to be utilized,teach-
'ers can postpone teaching that part of their regular prograt

until later in the year. At that time students can study
them in the usual way if they have not already learned them
as part of their USMES activities.

17



A. Real Problem Solving and IISMES

Real Problem Solving

18

If life were of such a'constant nature that
there were only a few chores to do and they were
done over and over in exactly the sane way, the
rase for 'knowing how to solve problems would not
be so compelling. All one would have to do would

-be to learn how to do the few jobs at the outset.
From then on .he could rely on memory and habit.

Fortunately--or unfortunately depending upon one's
point of view--life is not simple and unchanging.
Rather it is changing so rapidly that about all we
can predict is that things will be different in the
future. In such a world the ability to adjust and
to solve one's problems is of paramount importance.*

USMES is based on the beliefs that real problem solving
is an important skill to be learned and that many math,
science, social science, and language arts skills may be
learned more quickly and easily within the context of stu-
dent investigations of real problems. ,Real problem solving,
as exemplified by USMES, implies a style of education which
involves students in investigating and solving real problems.
It provides the bridge between the abstractions of the
school curriculum and the world of the student. Each USMES
unit presents a problem in the form of a challenge that is
interesting to children blcause it is.both real and prac-
tical. The problem is real in seiaral respects: (1) the
problem applies to some aspect of student life in the school
or community, (2)'N solution is needed and not presently
known, at least for the particular case in question, (3) the
students must consider the entire situation with all the
accompanying variables and complexities, and (4) the problem
is such that the work done by the students can lead to some
improvement in the situation. This expectation of useful
accomplishment provides the motivation for children to carry
out the comprehensive investigations needed to find some
solution to the challenge.

The level at which the children approach the problemd,
the investigations that they carry out, and theesolutions

*Kenneth B. Henderson and Robert E. Pingry, "Problem-Solving
in Mathematics," in The Learning of Mathematics: Its Theory
and Practice, Twenty-first Yearbook of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (Washington, D.C.: The Council,.
1953), p. 233.

19
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The USMES Approach,

that they devise may vary according to the age and ability
of the children. However, real problem solving involves
them, at some.level, in all aspects of the problem-solving
process: definition of the problem; determination of the
impoitant factors in the problem; observation; measurement;

1

4 collection of data; analysis of the data using graphs,
charts, statistics, or whatever means the students can find;
discussion; formulation and trial of suggested solutions;
clarification of values; decision making; and communications
of findings to others. ,In addition, students become more
inquisitive, more cooperative in working with othepa, more
critical instbeir thinking, more self-reliant, and more in-
terested in helping to improve social conditions.

To learn the process of real problem solving, the stu-
dents must encounter, formulate, atd find some solution to
complete and realistic problems. The students themselves,
not the teacher, must analyze the problem, choose.the vari-
ables,that should be investigated, search out the facts, and
judge the correctness of their hypotheses and conclusions.
In real problem-solving activities, the teacher acts as a
coordinator and collaborator, not an authoritative answer-
giver.

The problem is first reworded by students in specific
terms that apply to their school or community, and the
various aspects of the problem are.discussed by the class.
The student's then suggest approaches to the problem and set
priorities for the investigations they plan to carry out.
A typical USMES class consists of several groups working on
different aspects of the problem. As the groups report
periodically to the class on'their progress, new directions
are identified and new task forces are formed as needed.
Thus, work on an USMES challenge provides students with a
"discovery-learning" or "action-oriented" experience.

Real problem solving does not rely solely on the
discovery-learning concept. In the real world people have
access to certain facts and techniques when they recognize
the need for them. *The same should be true in the classroom
When the students find that certain facts and skills'are
necessary for continuing their investiOtion, they learn
willingly and quickly in a more diiacted-way to acquire
these facts and skills. Consequently, the students should
have available different resources that they may use 'as
they recognize the need for them, but they should still be
left with a wide scope to explore their own ideas and
methods.

20
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Certain information on specific skills is provided by the
sets of USMES "How To" Cards. The students are referred
only to the set for which they have clearly identified a
need and only when they are unable to proceed on their own.
Each "How To" Cards title clearly indicates the skill in-
volved--"How to Use a Stopwatch," "How to Make a Bar Graph
Picture of Your Data," etc. (A complete list of the "How
To" Cards can be found in Chapter IX of the USME§ Guide.)

Another resource provided by USMES is the Design Lab or
its classroom equivalent. The.Design Lab provides a cen-
tral location for tools and materials where devices may be
constructed and tested without appreciably disrupting other
classroom activities. Ideally, it is a separate room with
space for all necessary supplies and equipment and work
space for the children. However, it may be as small as a
corner of the classroom and may contain only a few tools and
supplies. Since the benefits of real problem solving can be
obtained by the students only if they have a means to fol-
low up their ideas, the availability of a Design Lab can be
a very important asset.

Optimally, the operation of the school's Design Lab
should be such as to make it available to the students when-
ever they need it. It should be as free as possible from
set scheduling or programming. The student- use the Design
Lab to try out their own ideas and/or to design, construct,
test, and improve many devices initiated by their responses
to the USMES challenges. While this optimum operation of
the Design Lab may not always be possible due to various
limitations, "hands-on" activities may take place in the
classroom even though a Design' Lab may not be available.
(A detailed discussion of the Design Lab can be found in
Chapter VI of the USMES Guide, while a complete list of "How
To" Cards covering such Design Lab skills as sawing, gluing,
nailing, soldering, is contained in Chapter IX.)

Work on all USMES challenges is not only sufficiently
complex to require the collaboration of the whole class but
also diverse enough to enable each student to contribute
according to his/her interest and ability. However, it
should be noted that if fewer than ten to twelve students
from the class are carrying out the investigation of a unit
challenge, the extent of their discovery and learning can be
expected to be less than if more members of the class are
involved. While it is possible for a class to work on two
related units at the same time, in many classes the students
progress better with just one.

The amount of time spent each week working on an USMES
challenge is crucial to a successful resolution of the

21



Importance of the Challenge

problem. Each challenge is designed so that the various
investigations'will take from thirty to forty-five hours,
depending on the age of the ,children, before some solution
to the problem is found and some action is taken on the
results of the investigations. Unless sessions are held at
least two or three times,a week, it'is difficult for the
children to maintain their interest and momentum and to be-
come invelved intensively with the challenge. The length of
each sesiion depends upon the age level of the children and
the nature of the challenge. For example, children in the
primary grades may proceed better by working on the challeng
more frequently for shorter periods of time, perhaps fifteen
to twenty minutes, while older children may proceed better
by working less frequently for much longer periods of time.

Student interest and the overall accomplishments of the
class in finding and implementing solutions to the challenge
indicate when the class's general participation in unit
activities should end. (Premature discontinuance of work
on a Specific challenge is often due more to waning interest
on the part of the,teacher than to that of the students.)
However, some students may continue work on a voluntary
basis on one problem, while the others begin to identify
possible approaches to anothir USMES challenge.

Although individual (or group) discovery and student
initiation of investigations is the process in USMES units,
this does not imply the constant encouragement of random
activity. Random activity has an important place in
children's learning, and opportunities for it should be
made available at various times. During USMES activities,
however, it is believed that children learn to solve real
problems only when their efforts are focused on finding
some solution to the real And practical problem presented
in the USMES challenge. It has been found that students
are motivated to overcome many difficulties and frustrations
in their efforts to achieve the goal of effecting some
change or at least of providing some useful information to
others. Because the children's commitment to finding a
solution to the dollenge is one of the keys to successful
USMES work, it is extremely important that the challenge be
introduced so that it is accepted by the class as an im-
portant problem to which they are willing to devote a don-
siderable amount of time.

The challenge not only motive,tes the children bTstating
the-problem but also providPs Lhem with a criterion for-
judging their results. This criterion--if it works, it's
right (or if it helps us find an answer to our problem, it's

22



of the Teacher

a good thing to do)--gives the
children's ideas and results

a meaning within the context of their goal. Many teachers

have found this concept to be a valuable strategy
that not

only allows the teacher to respond oositively to all of the

children's ideas but also helps the children
themselves to

judge the value of their efforts.

With all of the above in mind, it can be said that the

teacher's responsibility
in the USMES strategy for open

classroom
activities is as follows:

1

1. Introduce the
challenge in a meaningful way

that not only allows the children to relate

it to their particular
situation but also

opens up various avenues of approach.

2. Act as a coordinator and collaborator.
Assist,

not diiect, individuals
or groups of students

as they investigate
different aspects of the

problem.

3. Hold USMES sessions at least two or three times

a week so that the
children have a chance to be-

come involved in the
challenge and carry out

comftehensive investigations.

4. Provide the tools and supplies necessary for

initial hands-on
work in the classroom or make

arrangements
for the children to work in the

Design Lab.

5. Be patient in letting the children make their

own mistakes and find their own way. Offer

assistance or point out sources of help for

specific information
(such as the "How To"

Cards) only when the children become frustrated

in their approach to the problem. Conduct

skill sessions as necessary.

6. Provide frequent opportunities
for group reports

and student
exchanges of ideas in class dis-

cussions. In most 'cases, students
will, by

their own critical examination of the procedures

they have used, improve or set new directions

in their investigations.

23



USMES in the Total School Program

7. If necessary, ask appropriate questions to skim-
ulate the students' thinking so that they wirk
make more\extensive and comprenensive investiga.,
tions or analyses of their'data.

8. Make\sure that a sufficient number of students
(usually ten to twelve) are working on the
challenge so that Activities do not become
fragmented or stall.

Student succesa in USMES unit activities is indicated bi

the progress they make in finding some solution to the
challenge, not by following a particular line of investiga-
tion nor by obtaining specified results. The teacher's
role in the USMES strategy is to provide a classroom at-
mosphere in which a)l students can, in their own way,
search out some solution to the challenge.

Today many leading educators feel that real prol)lem
solving (under different names) is an important skill to
be learned. In this mode of learning particular emphasis
is placed on developing skills to deal with real problems
rather than the skillg'needed to obtain "correct" answers
to contrtved problems. Because of this and because of the
interdisciplinary nature of both the problems and die re-
sultant investigations, USMES is ideal for use as an impor-
tant part of the elementary school program. Much of the
time normally spent in the class on the traditional ap-
proaches to math, science, social science, and language
arts skills can be safely assigned to USMES activities. In

fact, as much as one-fourth to one-third of the total echos
program might be allotted to work on USMES challenges.
Teachers who have worked with USMES for several years have
each succeeding year successfully assigned to USMES activ-)
ities the learning of a greater number of traditional
skills. In addition, reports have indicated that students
retain for a long time the skills and concepts lezirned and
practiced during USMES activities. Therefore, tbe time
normally spent in reinforcing required skills can be great
reduced if these skills are learned and practiced in the
context of real problem solving.

Because real problem-solving activities cannot possibly
cover all the skillt and concepts in the major subject
areas, other curricula as well as other learning modes
(such as "lecture method," "individual study topics," or
programmed instruction) need to be used in conjunction with
USMES in an optimal education program. However, the other
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Ways In Which USMES Differs From Ofaer
Curricula

instruction will be enhanced by the skills; motivatiqn, an
understanding provided by real problem solving, and, in

i

some cases', work on an USMES challenge provides the contex
within whit the skills and concepts of the major subject
areas find pplication.

.

In order 1 for real problem solving taught by\USMES to.ht
an optimal value in the school program, class time should
apportioned with reason anciforethought, and the pequence
of challenges investigated by students during their years
elementary school should involve them in a variety of skil
and processes.' Aecause all attivities are initiated by st
dents in response to the challenge, it is impossible to .

state unequivocally which activities Will take place. Ho
ever, it is possible to use-the doCumentation of activitie
that have taken place in USMES trial classes to schedule i
struction on the specific skills and processearequired by
the school system. Teachers can postpone the traditional
way of teachiag the skills that might come up in work on a
USMES challenge until later in the year. At that time stu
dents 4ian learn the required skills in the usual way if th
have not already learned them'during their USMES activitie

These basic skills, processes,.and areaa of study are
listed in charts and lfsts contained in each Teacher Resou
Book. A teacher can use these charts to decide on an over

\ all allocation of.class time between USMES and traditional
learning in the major subject disciplines. Examples of in
dividual skills and processes are also given so that,the
teacher can see beforehand which skilla a student may en-
counfer during the course of his investigations. These
charts and lists may be found in section E.

As the foregoing Lndicates, USMES differs significantly
from other curricula. Real problem solving developsthe
problem-solving ability of students and does it in a way
(learning-by-doini) that leadi to a full understanding of
the process. Because of the following differences, some
teacher preparation is necessary. Some teachers may have\
been introduced by other projects to several of the follow
ing new developments in edutation, but few teachers have
integrated all of them into'the new style of teaching and
learning that real problem solving involves.

1. New Area of Learning--Real probiem solving i a

new area of learning, not just a new approach or
a new content within an already-defined subject
area. Although many subject-matter curricula

25
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include something called problem so'living, much of

this problem solving invo1res contrived problems
or f agments of a whole situationind'does nnt
requ re the cognitive skills needed for the inr
ves igation'of real and sOraCtical problems.
Learning the cognitive strziteg'y required for real
Trolitnsolving is different from other kinds
of Ilea "ing.

3. In er ci liner EducationReal problem olv-
. .

i g i tegrates the disciplines in a natür way;'3

t ere is no need to impose a multi-discin nary
s) rugture. Solving real and practical.pr blems
requires the application of skills, conce ts;
and Processes from many disciplines. TheJ number

I

tnd.kange of disCiplines are unrestricte and
helimportance of each is demonstrated i pork-
ingfroward the solution of practical pr lems.

3./ Stddent Planning--To learn the process f prob-
leM solving, the students themselves, i E the
te'cher, must analyze the\problem, cho se the
v iables that should be investigated, +iirCh
otit the facts, and judge the correctne s of the
h4potheses and conclusions. In real problem-

! qqving activities the teacher acts a A

coordinator and collaborator, nol as n

nuthoritative source of answers.

4. Learning-by-Doing--Learning-by-doing or dis,cov-

nry learning as it is sometimes call d, comek
about naturally in real problem solving since
the problems tackled by each class have unique
aspects; for example, different lunchrooms or
pedestrian crossings have different problems
associated with them and, consequently, unique
solutions. The challenge, as defined in each
situation, provides the focus for the children's
hands-on learning experiences, such as collecting
real data; constructing measuring instruments,
scale moAela, test equipment, etc.; trying their
suggested ioprovements; and (in some units) pre-
1,aring reports and presentations of their findings
for the proper authorities.

5. Learning Skills and Concepts as Needed--Skills
and concepts are learned in real problem solving
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as the need for them arises,in the context
of the work being done,'rather than having a
situation imposed by the teacher or the text-
book being. used. Teachers may direct this
learning when the need for it arises, or stu-
dents may search Out information themselves
from resources provided.

6. Group Work--Progress toward a solution to a

real problem usually requires the eficirts of
groups of students, not just individual stu-
dents working alone.- Although some work may
be done individually, the total group effort
provides good opportunities for division of
labor and exchahge of ideas among the grotps
and individuals. The grouping is flexible.'

and changes in order to meet the needs Of the
different stages of investigation.

7. Student Choice--Real problem solving offers
classes the oiportunity to work 'on problems
that are real to them, not just to the adults
who prepare the curriculum. In addition,

students may choose to investigate particular
aspects of the problem according to.their
interest. The variety of activities ensuing
from the thallenge allows qach studept tb
make some contribption towards the solution of
the problem according to his 9r her ability and
to leard specific.skills at a time when he or
she is ready for that particular intellectual
structure.
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B. General!Papers on Mass Communications

1. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVITIES

Challenge.

Firld a good way for us to tell many

people about
(topdc, problem).

Possible Class Challenges:

Inform people at school and in the
, community about,the problems of
vandalism.

How'can we tell Other students about
playground safety?

Find the'most effective mass communi-
cations method to teach the metric
system to everyone in the school.

28
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, The Mass Communications challenge may be introduced when
the students have-a need to tell other peop,le About a spe-'
cific topic or problem. In some classes the need may be
identified during 4 clasi discussion relating to a particu-
lar incident at school (e.g., an accident on the play-
ground) or to a specific area of study (e.g., the metric
system) tbout which the students would like to inform many

people: In other clasies another USMIS unit may lead to
the Mtss CommuniCations challenge, for example, Orientation,
if the students decide to expand their actiVities or orient-
ing new ttudents to include keeping the entire school in-,

formed about,school eventi and news.
After the intended audience (another class, the PTA, the

school, the local community) has been identified, the stu-
dents discuss ways they can communicate with these people
quickly and effectively. In some classes the,children may
divide into three or four grbups, each working on a partic-
ular task necessary for the use'of one medium. In other
classes the groups may be able to work with different media,
choosing, for example, among photos, filmstrip, videotape,
newspaper, live skit, tape recordings, announcements, post-
ers, flyers, or booklets. They may first decide to examine
commercial presentations on television and radio, in news-
papers and magazines, and on billboards to analyze charac-
teristics of successful communicatias, for example, color-
ful photographs and drawings and distinct speech in an-,-

nouncements.
The st4dents then explore the technical,aspects of using

the media, such as how to take and develop a good photo-
graph, and they lay out an oVerall strategy for making ef-
fective presentations to their audience. In planning their
presentations, the groutWconsider the relationship between
the size of the audience and the type of mediumused. Per-

iodic class discussions are held during which,tbe stoups

report on their progress. They *leo evaluate one another's
work-and make suggestions for any needed changes in the
presentation, additional information required, new groups

needed, etc.
After)the presentations have been made, the studentn may

conduct a survey of their audience to deterudne the'effec-
tiveness of the medium or media used. Results can be dis-
played on bar graphsp, and if several media have been_used,
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2. CLASSROOM STRATEGY FOR
MASS COMMUNICATIONS

30

I.

The Procesi of Introducing the
Challenge

their relative effectiveness can be determined. If only one
medium has been used, the students may decide to try another
medium on the same or a different problem.

Although many of these acavities may require skills and
concepts new to the children, there is no need for preliir
inary work on these skills and concepts because the children
can learn them when the need arises. In fact, children
learn more quickly and easily when they see a need to learn.
Consider countingl whereas children usually count by rote,
they can, through USMES, gain a better understanding of
counting by learning or practicing it within real contexts.
In working on Mass Communications, children also learn and
practice graphing, measuring, working with decimals, and
dividing. Although dividing seems.necessary to compare
fractions or ratios, primary children can make comparisons
graphically or by subtracting medians (half-way values).
Division may be introduced during calculation of percent-
ages, averages, or costs per unit.

The Mass Communications unit is centered on a challenge--
a statement that says, "Solve this problem." Its success
or failure in the dlassroom depends largely on (1) the rel-
evance of the probiem for the students and (2) the process
by which they define and acce*Ot the challenge. If the
children see the problem as a real one, they will be com-
mitted to finding &solution; they will have a focus and
purpose for their activities. If ehe students do not think

the problem affects them, their'attempts at finding solu-
tions will likely be disjointed and cursory.

The Mass Communications challenge--"Find a good way for
us to tell many people about (topic, problem)."--can be
worded to apply to many situations. Students in different

classes define and word the challenge to fit the particular
problems of their school and thus arrive at a specific
class cnIllenge. For example, students who are concerned
about the large number of injuries on the playground might
state their class challenge in terms of finding effective
ways to communicate with their schoolmates about playground
safety.

Given that a problem exists, how can a teacher, Without
being directive, help the students identify the challenge
that they will work on,as a group? There is no set method

because of variations amottg teachers, classes, and schools
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and among the UM'S units themselves. However, USMES tea&
ers have found that certain general techniques in introduc-
ing the challenge are helppl.

Due such technique is to turn a discussion of some re-
cent event towards a Mass Communications challenge. The

problem may concern only the school or it.may be a topic of
interest to the community as well.

A second-grade class used the Mass Communica-
tions unit to conduct a campaign promoting school

pride. They became involved in the unit when
the teacher read a note from the principal asking
students to refrain from writing on the walls in

the bathrooms. One girl in the class had"also
complained about the writing on the outside walls

of the school. The students decided to use pos-

ters, a storyboard with photographs, public
address announcements, notes to the classrooms,

. and a tape-recorded message to tell other students
wpat things they liked and didn't lipke to happen
at school (e.g., don't throw rocks at the school;

do'work nicely in the classroom).

A class of sixth graders had recently read news-
paper articles and watched television programs
dealing with many incidents of vandalism in the
local community. Just after they had started a
school wide poster campaign against vandalism, two
of the classrooms were vandalized at night. The

problem became increasingly relevant, and the
students decided to carry.their message to the
local community by getting in touch and working
with local authorities and other schools.

A Mass Communications challenge may }arise from the
children's work on another USMES unit, such as Advertising,
Ways to Learn, or Orientation. For example, students work-

ing on an Orientation challenge may decide to expand their
activities of orienting new students to school to include
keeping the entire school informed about school events

1and news.
When children working on another USMES challenge encoun-'

ter a problem that leads to a Mass Communications chollense,

one group of children may begin work on this secondichal-
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lenge while another continues on the first. However, there

should be at least.ten or twelve students working on any
one challenge; otherwide the children's work may'be fiag- ;
mented or superficial or may break down 'complete*.

The Mass Communication ! challenge may also evolve during,
a discussion of a specific topic being studied by the class:

For example; students learning about the metric system or
energy conservation may become interested in relaying the
information to others.

While one eighth-grade class was,studYing the
metric system, they decided they.. would like to
share their knowledge with seventh graders. The'

class devised presentations about the metric system
by.producing their own posters, slides, overhead
projector transparencies, amm film, printed mate-
rials, and skits. To evaluate the effectiveness
of their different communications methods, the
eighth-grade students first adalinistered a pre-
test to their audiences and later after the
three-day teaching period, a posttest. One 'group

of students beceme so interested that they wrote,
dittoed, and distributed to parents and other
students a six-page metric newsletter containing
cartoons, limericks, recipes, puzzles, and a
"Dear Mental Meter" column.

Sometimes the discusSion of a broad problem may encompasli
the challenges of several related units. For example, a
discussion of problems in the school could lead to Eating
in School, Classrood Menagement, Classroom,Design, Sdhool
Rules, Getting There, or Mass Communications, depending on
which problems the children identify.

After discussing various problems at school, one
sixth-grade class focused'on using mass communica-,
tions to show the need for a walkway between the
main school building and the portable classrooms.
Most students were using an angle footOath as a
short cut; consequently, the grass was worn down
and the students were carrying much dirt into the
portable claSsrooms, especially when it rained.
To communicate their plans to other students and
to enlist their support, the class made posters,
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Initial Work on the Challenge

took and developed photographs, made several video-
tapes, and published a newsletter.

An experienced USNES teacher is usually willing to have
the children work on any one of the several challenges that
may arise during the discussion of a broad problem. While
this approach gives the children the opportunity to select
the challenge they are most interested in investigating, it
does place on the teacher the additional responsibility of
being prepared to act as a resource person for whichever
challenge is chosen.

Classroom experience has shown that children's progress
on a Mess Communications challenge may be poor if the teach-
er and students do not reach a common understanding of what
the challenge is before beginning work on it.' Having no
shared focus for their work, the children will lack the
motivation inherent in working together to solve a zeal
problem. As a result, they may quickly lose interest.

In one intermediate class the teacher issued a
very general challenge for the students to use
mass med$11 to communicate with other people.
There were no prior class disoussions of a parti-
cular problpm or topic about which the children
could see a need to tell other people. Subse=
quently, the class divided into three groups, each
working on any topic they chose. After two months
of work, only one group had carried out any of
their plans. The other students had floundered
in their activities, frequently changing topics.
Because they had no real need to communicate with
others, their interest and enthusiasm waned and
the unit was discontinued.

A similar situation occurs if the teacher, rather than
ensuring that the children have agried.upon a challenge,
merely assigns a series of activities. Although the teacher
may see how these activities relate to an overall goal, the
children may not.

Once a class his decided to work on allass Communica-
tions challenge, HMS sessions should be held several
times a week, but they need not be rigidly scheduled. When
sessions are held after long intervals, students often have

34
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investigations and their momentum diminished.-

When the students have agreed that there is a real need
to communicate witth a large group of people, they often
list approaches to solving their problems, including the
varioue media they could use. Next they categorize their
ideas, list the tasks necessary to carry out their plans,
and set priorities for the tasks.

Often a clasa divides into smaller groups to prepare
their media presentations. However, if too many groups are
formed, work on the challenge can become fragmented, espe-
cially if the groups are using different media. The teacher
finds it impossible to be aware of the progress and cmoblems
of each group; in addition, the small number of students in
each group lessens the chance for Varied input and inter-

-actton.

The problem of fragmentation can become critical in the
Mass Commdnications unit if many small groups are using a
variety of communications methods. Often children, partic-
ularly younger ones, have not had hands-on experience using
media equipment and therefore need increased help from the
teacher for supervision, skill sessions, and resource ma-
terials. This can result in greater competition for the
teacher's time and attention and also in the possibility
that some groups may become stalled aed disinterested be-
cause of long waits'for assistance.

One class of third and fourth graders listed
twenty-one posslible communications methods to
use for their Mass Communications challenge and
then chose nine: signs, videotape, intercom,
Aotographs, bOoks, 16mm film, tape recorder,
and slide show. Each group contained only a few
students who had little or no prior experience in
producing pedia presentations. ,Because the teach-
er was unable to provide adequate attentiun for'
a// the groups, the students encountered many
problems, including wasted materials, broken
equipment, decrease in interest, and frustration.
,Work became so fragmented and nonproductive that
't,be challenge was eventually abandoned.

Fewer groUpd investigating the techniques of using either
the same medium or only two or three media will make the
situation mote manageable for the teacher and lessen the
chance that some groups will become discouraged because
of lack of direction.



:Refocusing on the Challenge

Resources for Work on the
Challenge

37

As a class works on it Mass Communications challenge,
the children's attention should, from time to time, be re-
focused on that challenge so that they do not lose sight of
their overall goal. Teachers find it helpful to hold peri-
Odic class discussions that include group reports. Such

sessions help the students review what they have.accom-
plished what they still need to do in order to complete
their inveetigations. Without these discussions, there,
is a strong possibility that)the children's efforts will
overlap unnecessarily. These sessions also provide an
opportunity for students to evaluate their own work and
to exchange ideas with their classmates.

One intermediate-level teacher allowed the students
to divide into groups to work on different media
presentations and thereafter neglected to call
everyone together for class discussions or evalua-
tions. The teacher was frustrated and disappointed
that the quality of work in some groups was far
below what she had expected; yet she felt she
shouldn't be the class critic Di:4r always offer
suggestions. These difficulties cloUld perhaps
have been avoided had the entire class met for
frequent, short discussions in which each group
reported on its progress and the other students
had an opiortunity to critique the work and make
suggestions for improvements.

During the course of an USMES unit, a teacher may feel
that the children are taking a wrong approach, and'he or
she is faced wich the question: Should I interfere? If

the teacher feels that the direction in which the children
are leading is legally or morally unsound; he or she has
the option to intervene. For instance, if children working
on a Mass Communications challenge decide to videotape,
photograph, or tape record an activity to find out which
students are misbehaving.or if they decide to publicize the
names of children who have broken rules, a teacher might be
inclined to forbid such activities. However, before the

teacher steps in, the children themselves might question
the fairness of their plans.

As one class of sixth graders developed a media
campaign against vandalism, the P.A. AnnOuncement
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Group met to discuss the content of their messages.
Gee boy wanterd'to broadcast the names of suspected
vandals,. but the other group members voted down his
idea, fearing that it might do more harm than good.
Later when.class representatives were preparing
a presentation for the School Committee, the students

.
suggested certain things that might be avoided.
For example, names of suspected vandals should
not be used because, without proof, this would be
a very serious charge.

If the children do not recognize a moral or leial con-
flict on their own, the teacher might ask questions that
stimulate the children to think about their values and
sense of responsibility to others. For example, a teacher
might ask the children how they would feel if another class
had the power to record their behavior on film and to eval-
uate their actiOns or to publicize accusations that they
were guilty of illsconduct.

The technique of asking open-ended questl.ons is also
useful when children encounter other difficulties during
their Mass Communications investigations or try to decide
on solutions before collecting enough data. These ques-
tions stimulate the children to think more comprehensively
and creatively about their work. For example, instead of

telling the children that the lettering on their posters
is too small, the teacher might ask, 4What improvements can
you make on your poster?" or "How do you think other people
will view your poster?" Examples of other nondirective,
thought-provoking questions are given at the end of this

section.
The teacher may also refer to the "How To" Cards relating

to Mess Communications for information about specific
skills, such as using a stopwatch or drawing graphs. If

many students or even the entire class need help in partic-
ular areas, such as taking a survey of finding averages,
teachers should conduct skill sessions as these needs

arise. (Background Papers on topics relating to Mass Com-
munications activities may be helpful.)

USMIS teachers can also assist students by making it
possible for them to carry out tasks inyolving hands-,on

activities. Media equipment can usually\be borrowed from
the school or district audiovisual department, and Some-
times the children may bring materials from home.
teacher who is unfamiliar with certain media techniques can
sometimes learn them before a class begins using the
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Culminating Activities
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equipm nt. The children may also get in touch with re-
<

.soar e ersonnel from the audiovisual departient or lobby-

ists who could Conduct skill sessiae on using particuliro,

media.
If theThildren's tasks require them to construde items,

such,as:stage scenery or props, the teacher should make

sure that they have access to a Design Lab--any collection

of toole, and materials kept in a central location (in part

of the classroom, on a portable cart, or in a separate

room). A more detailed description of the Design Lab may

be found in the USMES Guide.
Valuable as it is, a Design Lah is not necessary to be-

gin work in Mass Communications. The Design Lab is used

only when needed, and, dipending on the investigations
chosen by the children, the need may not arise at'ill.

One class of eighth-grade students worked
successfully on the Ness Communications chal-
lenge without the use of a Design Lab. Tb

introduce seventh graders to the metric system,
the students devised a slide show, an Omm film,
a dive skit, posters, and a learning packet
consisting.of dittoed materials. They com-

pleted all their preparations in the classroom
or outside school and then assessed which

method had been most successful In relaying
information about the metric systems

To carry out construction attivities in schools without

Design Labs, students may scrounge or borrow tools and
supplies from parents, local businesses, or other members

of the community. The extent to which any Design Lab is

used varies witn different classes because the children
themselves determine the direction of the Mass Communica-

tions investigations.

Student investigations on Mass Communications generally
continue until the children feel that they have effectively
communicated their message to other people. If the class

has concentrated on using one medium, they may wish to ex-

plore other media for commufiicating their message. The

students may decide to conduct an opinion survey.of their
audience to determine which medium was preferred or best

relayed their message. If the climes message_iain-
tended to effect a change in the behavior of the audience,
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7 Y. USE OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS IN
THE PRIMARY GRADES

42
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3

the students might investigate ways to determine whether a
chinge actually occurs; for example, observing audience'be-
havior after presentations or administering a posttest and
graphing the results.

Because young chilareu are naturally egocentric, the
topic or problem they,choose to communicate usually deals
directly with their own day-to-day concerns. Thus,-the
scope of their messowtends to be smaller than that-of
older students and, consequently, the size of their in--
tended audiencemay also be smaller, usually consisting of
their schoolmates and their families. For example, several
primary classes have concentrated on telling Other students
about school situations such as playground rule's, writing
on walls, and'Uttering.. One combination class of second
and third graders worked on a Mass Communications chal-
lenge to tell other people at school how their Community

-looked in 1776.
After deciding to communicate a particular message,

children often work in several smaller groups to develop
. their presentations. 'Some of the communications methods
frequently used in primary classes include crayon pictures,
'posters., signs, storyboards, notes, tape-recorded messages,
intercom announcements, and original skits. Most teachers
find that lragmentation of activities Can be avoided if
primary children work on only one or.two presentations at
a time. When these are completed, the clasi can then work
on additional presentations.

Although lneking technical axpertise, primary children
can learn to operate some of the_simple,-almost-unbreakable
media eRuipment that are now avSilable (see bibliography).
However, teachers, audiovisual personnel, or older students
can also assist primary children hy operating the more
sophisticated equiptent for them if thesneed should arise.
They could, for example, videotapeethe children's play,
operate a movie camera., or have a,newsletter typed. -"In
one second-grade class the students dedided to make a
storyboard using photographs. The-ehilOren discussed and
then drew sketches of how they wantereach photograph to
be set up. Then they selected class members to'pose for
each scene and the teacher used her own catera to take the
photographs.

As the children begin to develop their prepentations,
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they will encounter many opportunities to learn and prac-.

tice counting skills. The activity may be as simple as

counting the number of posters needed to display in certain
locations or counting the number of classrooms to find out

how many notes to write. Tallying may also be introduced

as a shorter way to keep track of many numbers. If the

computation is very complicated, the students can seek out-

side help. One class of second graders realized that they

. did not know how to add the long columns of numbers to find

the total tally for their urvey. Therefore, they invited

older brothers and sisters% to come to their classroom to

help with the addition. The children also used An adding

machine and a hand calculator to check the figurJs.

, Graphing skills may be taught as an easy way for the

children to see and eompare data. Graphs made with blocks

or pegboards are especially useful in helping children to

visualize graphic constructions. One second-grade class

was especially eager to learn to make bar graphs so that

they eould display their survey data in an easily readable

manner for an older class that had requested their survey

results.
If the primary class wants to find an "average" (e.g.,

an average number of,students per classroom), the children

can find the median number which is better and easier to

find than the mean, or average. Then theysimply order the

data from smallest to largest and count to find the middle

number. To campare ratios or percentages, primary children
can make slope diagrams and compare the steepness of the

several lines on the diagrams. For example, the children

might compare the cost per sheet of various types of paper.
Primary children may take many kinds of measurements

while working on a Mass Cemmunicatione challenge. They

may, for example, learn to use a stopwatch to time the

length of their oral announcements. This activity adds a

new dimeniion to the standard lesson of telling time from

clocks. The children may also use nonstandard units, such
as.lengths of string or "finger lengths," to make simple
approximations of distance. Then, when they see a need for

#tandard units of measure, they can learn to use the more

common measuring tools. First graders in one class were

very concerned that the alphabet letters they were making

for a persentation be the some size. As they had had no

experience using rulers, the teacher gave a skill session

aad explained how to use the one-inch markings, The

children practiced measuring different objects before they

decided to make their letters eight inches 'square.
The Hass Communications unit provides many opportuni-
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ties for primary children to develop their language arts
skills. They may devise and administer opinion surveys
to find out Other people's preferences for A particular
medium or to evaluate the popularity of their several cam-
paigns. Because they want other people to listen to or to
read their messages, primary children will try to speak
and write very clearly. One second-grade class worked
diligently to maintain good spacing between their letters
on their safety posters. Second graders in another class
carefully checked one another's writing for the notes and
letters they wrote to other classes. The teacher was very
pleased with their efforts and observed that their writing
was the neatest it had,been in a long time. One first-
grade class decided that the best way to make multiple
copies Of their letter would be to ditto it. Their teacher
gave several students brief instructions about writing on
a ditto master and then allowed them to experiment with
several sheets before making a final copy. The children
quickly realized that neatness and correct spelling were
essential since the ditto could not be eraaed.

Artistic endeavors can be a major part of a Mass Com-
municationa challenge. Primary children are usually eager
to display their artist talent and to use their imagina-
tions in making creative designs. One class of second-
graders spent several weeks evaluating and improving their
drawings showing unsafe use of playground equipment until
they were sure that other people would easily see their
messages.

Primary children may also be involved in construction
activities, depending on what is needed for their presenta-
tioni. In one class of second and third graders, a parent
helped a grOup design a scale model for a booth they needed
to build and a tiigh-school student helped another group
make a relief map. Primary children are usually enthusias-
tic about working in a Design Lab, and with adult super-
vision, they ,are able to use power tools without difficulty.
For example,'the first graders who needed large alphabet
letters carefully made patterns on paper,.and then spent
four sessions marking the Tri-Wall and cutting out the
letters with saber saws.



The following flow chart presents some of the student

activities --discussions, observations, calculations, con-

structions --that may occur during work on the Mass Communi-

cations challenge. Because each class will choose its own

approach to the challenge, the.aequences of events given

here represent only a few of tle zany possible variation0.

Furthermore, no one class is expected to undertake all the

activities listed.
The flow chart,is not a Aesson plan and should not be

used aaone. Instead, it illustrates.how comprehensive in-

vestigations evolve from the students' discussion of a

Mass Communications problem.
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Challenge:

Optional
Preliminary
Activities:

Find a good way for us to tell many people about (problem, topic).

Possible
Student
Activities:

Another o Advertising
USMES Unit. Orientation

Ways to Learn/
Teach

Discussion of a problem whose
solution requires the coopera-
tion of many ;de:

1:

Discussion of a topic or
event about which other
peoile might need or might
want to know.

ii
Class Discussion: Why should other people know about (problem, topic)? How will
telling other people help? Who will be interested in (problem, topic)? Estimating
size of possible audience. Discussion of possible communications method(s) to use.

Investigating availability of different media Researching further informatiOn needed
materials available in school, in district, for content of oresentation(s).

Class Discussion: Discussing important characteristics of each medium, Deciding which com-
munications method(s) to use. Organization into groups working on various aspects of using
same medium or different media.

Obtaining equipment and supplies. Investigating Observing and analyzing important characteristics
technical, aspects of using equipment. lof commercial presentations (e.g., distinct

speech, bright colors) which medium or media
selected by class.

Tape-recorded Intercom
messages. announcements.

'Writing scripts.,

47

skit, [Videotaped
ply., production.

Writing scripts.
Designing, assem-
bling props, cos-

, tumes, scenery.

rehearsals'and
practicing presentations.

Using a stopwatch to time length
of presentation during reheapals.

Photograph Posters,

Ji1114.1g2.___.13114gL_
+

Data Collection: Devising design,
Measuring traffic layout, content.
flow in halls or'

other locations
to determine areas
of greatest vist4
bility.

'Newspaper.' 'Mimeographed
'notes, letters.

%Le

Data Representation:
Making bar graphs.

Data Collection:
Counting number of
classrooms, number
of 'students and/or

people who'iWill

receive copies.

Class Discussion: Group reports. Evaluation of work and recommendations for improvement.
Discussion of future plans regarding data and time of presentation(s), permission from
authorities, invitations. Discussion of data to be collected concerning size of audience
reached, effectiveness of presentation.

1
(Continued on next page)
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'Designing surveys, questionbaires (pretests
and posttests) to determine if content of
ipresentation wag well received\by audience.

'Administering pretest.'

If more than one media is used,
designing survey to determine most
preferred media.

Presentations performed or displayed.

tqustibmnaires to audience(s).

ta Collection: Administering surveys,

?eta Representatiod: Displaying data on barl

graphs,\histograms, q-q plots.

JI
Class Discussion: Analysis of presentation(s) u ing data obtained from surveys,.question-

naires. Comparing predicted and actual nudber of\peoplereached by presentations. Evalu-

ating effectiveness of each medium in terms of resOlts of surveys, number of people reached,

audience response, amount of information imparted, eime to prepare and make presentation,

cost. Deciding whether to use pther media to make saMe or different presentations.

Optional

Follow-Up
Activities:

Use different media
to tell about same
topic or problem.

4 9

-
IUse media to tell
about a different
topic deproblem.

USMES UniTT
Advertising.
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5. A COMPOSITE LOG*
\

This hypOthetical account of an
intermediate-leml class describes
many of the activities and discus- \
sions mentioned in the flow charts.
The composite log shows only one of
the many progressionsof events that
might develop as a class investi-
gates the Mass Communications chal-
lenge. Documented events from
actual classes are italicized and
set apart from the text.
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Many of the students in a fifth-grade class participated
in a local bike riding day during which bicyclists toured
historic sites in the area. On the next school day the
class discusses the event. Everyone participating enjoyed
the tour, but there are several complaints. Besides dis-
liking the Slow pace set by the adults, some students com-
plain about the motorists. One boy says that a car almost
hit him, and several other students agree that they had
been frightened by the motorists who didn't slow down and
sometimes even opened car doors in the paths of oncoming

bicyclists. One of the girls adds, "We should tell all
those drivers what they're supposed to do. They don't even

see us sometimes." The students agree that the careless-
ness of some motorists is a serious problem for bicyclists
who ride on streets.

Another student comments that bicyclists are sometimes
to blame for accidents, too, becausesthey don't always obey
the JAWS. He mentions riding tfirough red lights as an
example, and the class is soon involved in quite a debate.

Some students feel that it's All right io ignore traffic
lights and signs if they look first to see hat no Ors are
entering the intersection. One girl disagrees, saying that_
bicycles are just like cars and must obey the traffic signs
and lights. The argumeni_continues until the teacher asks,
"How can you find out whether bicyclists and motorists must
follow the same laws?" There is unanimous Agreement that
the police should be able to provide the information. Sev-

eral students volunteer to stop by-the police station after
school to find out about the laws.

At the next session the students report on their visit.
They learned that both bicycle riders and motorists are
subject to the same laws of the road regarding driving on
the right hand side, signaling for turns, yielding the
right.of way,'obeying traffic signs and lights, and giving
way to pedestrians. One student says, "Thai's good for us'
to know, but I'll.bet the motorists and a lot of bicycle
riders don't know about those laws."

The class discussion presents amideal opportunity for
the teacher to issue a Mass Communications-challenge:
"Find good ways for us to tell many people about traffic
rules that affect bicyclists."

*Written by USMES staff
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The Mass Communications challenge arose naturally
during a spontaneous discussion in a sixth-grade
class in Monterey, California. ,The Students were

very upwet that their game of flag football had
been declared'a tie. They were convinced that
their team had been winning and they were anxious
bo prevent future errors in scorekeeping. Their
teacher took advantage of the discussion and
issued a challenge to find an accurate method for
communicating team scores ba participants and
spectators at schocd games. After investigating
various solutions, the class decided to construct
a portable plywood scoreboard which prevented
further confusion about team scores. (From log

by Norma Lazzarini.)

A combined class ok third and fourth graders in
Plainfleld, New Jersey, received a special federal
allocation from the Model Cities Agency to make
six field trips during the /atter pert.of the
school year. When the children learned that they
would be the only two classes in the entire school
system to be given this opportunity, they realized
that their trips would be very.special. Because
the students were eager to share their experiences
with their schoolmates, the teacher issued the
challenge, "How can we best share our field,trips
with the rest of the school?" On each trip the

students took photographs, wrote notes, and some-
times asked the teacher to use the videotape to

record some interesting sites. Later the class

assembled a slide show and a "mini-museum" of
their work and,souvenirs which they presented to
other students at school and to the Model Cities

Committee. (prom log by Diane Edwards.)

The class then discusses which laws are most important
for people to know. After considering various dangerous
situations that may arise because either a mororist or a
bicyclist breaks a law, the class chooses to concentrate on
the following rules:

1. No bicycle riding on sidewalks.
2. Ride bicycles on the right side of the

road with the flow of the traffic.
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3. A bicyclist should obey all traffic
signs and lights.

4. A bicyclist has the same rights.of the
road as a motorist.

5. Motorists: Watch for bicycles.
Bicyclists: Watch for cars.

The next task is to deCide which communications methods
will reach a large audience 'both inside and outside the
school. The students list on the lo,oard the following sug-
gestions:

1. television 5. posters
2. radio 6. flyers
3. newspaper 7. lilm
4. intercom 8. slide/tape show

9. play

The students agree that some of the ideas could be com-
bined, for example, videotaping a play for television.
However, one of the boys comments, "We don't haNie any of the
cameras or anything. How can we make a TV show?" Everyone
agrees that he has made a valid point and that before de-
ciding which methods to use, they should first investigate
the availability of equipment and materials. The students
who are especially interested in particular media agree to
find out about sources from whIth they can obtain needed
supplies.

Several days later the class meets to hear various re-
ports. The principal has told one st ,004 limited
amounts of ditto paper and fagre available. Another
student has found that the videotape equipment owned by the
school district can be used by the class but must be oper7
ated by a trained adult. One girl adds that the sponsor of
the pthool cateei club will lend several cameras and other
photo equipment. Another student reports that the assistant
principal has agreed to loin his Super 8 movie camera and
projector, provided that he can give.instructions on its
use. .A local radio station was called by one student, but
she was unsuccessful in reaching the station manager.

Since the students now have some idea of what type of.
equipment is available, they discuss each method in terms
of how many people it might re.a).ck and how much attention it

will attract. Einally, they vote,on the listed suggestions
and choose three methods: posters; flyers, film.

At the,children are volunteering to work in the three
groups, the teacher remahs, "Someone mentioned that we
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need to consider how much attention peo pay to our

methods. Is there any way we din fi.' out if people really

do notice what we're doing?"
The students offer suggesti , including asking'people

whether they notice the met..is, asking,bicyclists whether
motorists improve their ving habits, and finding out

whether the number of cycle-automobile accidents declines.

One girl adds that erhapi the class can ask people about,

the laws before d,after their presentations to find out

how well the ssages have been communicated. Other stu-

dents agree' that her suggestion:is good, and many children
are curidim to find out whetheeor not people are,presently
aware4i the laws. Therefore, a fourth group is formed to

be,in charge of devising and conducting surveys to assess
,flpiople's current knowledge of thelaws.

In Athens, Georgia, an eighth-gra class devised
various media presentations (. t, learning packets

of dittoed materials-f-postaris/games, slides/film,
and a final grolii using a variety of media) to
introduce seventh graders to the metric system. 445

"assess the effectiveness of the different media
the class designed and administered pretests and

posttests. In analyzing the results, the students
found that the most signigioant gains on the post-
test had been made by thore students who were pre-
sented,ea variety of media. (From log by Peggy Neal.)

The children work in their groups for several weeks and

also hold periodic class meetings to discuss the progress
of each group and any problems or difficulties the children
have encountered. The activities of each group are des-

cribed in the fo4owing paragraph's.

Survey Group ,

i At the first meeting of the SUivey Group, the students

decide that their questionnaires should be administered to
motorists and to bicyclists ten years of age and older.
They feel that ybunger bike riders might have difficulty
understanding the questionnaire and that younger children
often are not allowed to ride their bikes on streets. The

group refersto the five rules selected by the class and

discusses how they can ask questions td find out whethet or

not people are aware of the rules. After much discussion

they agree that they and any of their classmates who wish
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to assist will conduct "on-ale-street" interviews by read-
ing a sentence and,asking for a response of true or false.
They reason that people will more likely take time to an-
swer if the questions and answers are short and if they
don'ehave to be bothered with writing anything.

While working *on a campaign against vandalism,

one group of sixth-grade,students Dr-Arlington,
. Massachusetts,-conducted two sets of on-the-street
intervlews. To avoid taking up too much of the
interviewees' time,'the students asked the ques-
tions orally and briefly jotted down the responses.
The second sef ofNinterviews was videotapedrand
the children noticed a change in the people's be-
havior; many people deliberately avoided the
camera by crossing the street or by saying that
they had no time to answer questions. (See log
by Bernard Walsh.)

The children devise the following questions for their in-
terview:

1. If the traffic is heavy, a bicyclist
should ride on the sidewalk. T F

2. A bicyclist should come to a complete
T Vstop at a red light.

3. If a car and a bicycle are turning right
at he same time, the car always has the
rig t of way. T F

4. A icycle rider has the same rights of
the road as a motorist. T F

5. 'A icycle rider should ride facing the
traffic so he can see oncoming cars. T F

The group decides not to ask the name of the person
being interviewed but to note whether the person is an
adult or a student and whether the person uses an automo-
bile or bicycle or both. They decide that people who use
neither bicycles nor cars will not be surveyed since their
knowledge of the rules would not be important for the sur-

vey results.
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One child copies the questionnaire onto a ditto master
and arranges to have copies made in the office. The stu-

dents then spend several days conducting their sUrvey both
during and after school.

A sixth-grade class in Ocala, Florida, worked on a
Mass Communications challenge to use media to en-

courage others to support the beautification of their
school. The students decided to conduct a sample
survey to determine which of five different types
of pathways between the main building and portable
classrooms uas preferred by most students. The class

first met to define their target population and then
decided to do a sample survey of ten classrooms.
They agreed that in each room they would distribute
the survey to four students, then skip one, to four
more students, then skip one, etc, Approximately

twenty-four people in each class were thus randomly
selected for the survey. (From log by Sue Willis.)

When all the interviews have beep completed, the entire
class works together tq coNpile the data. As they are dis-

cussing how to score the questionnaires, the students decide
that they shOuld mark the number of correct answers on each
survey and then find the average score for each category--
motorists, bicyclists, and those who use both cars and

bikes.
After the surveys are marked, they are separated into

the three categories, each distributed to a group of stu-
dents who will be responsible for finding the average

score. The teacher reviews the method for calculating aV-
erases and recommends that latex the students will probably

find it easier to compare the average scores of the three
groups if they use decimals rather than fractions.

When the average scores are determined, the Survey Group
agrees to display them on a bar graph. The class then an-

alyzes the results and sees that bicyclists and people who
use both autos and bikes scored better than motorists.
Everyone agrees that this confirms their feeling that motor-
ists need more education about the rights of bicyclists.

Someone mentions that it would be interesting to compare
the scores'from children in different grade levels. The

Survey Group agrees to compile this data and later presents

a bar graph showing the average scores for fourth, fifth,

and sixth graders, junior and senior high students, and
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adult bicyclists. The class quickly see, that younger chil-
dren ecored lower than older childeen and adulta. The stu-
dents feel that their film will be wost beneficial to
younger bicyclists. Because the work of the Survey Group is
temporarily completel, ttese children join other groups to
help with the presenCations.

Poster Gram
The children in the Poster Group decide to display post-

ers both at school awl in community areas where many people
congregate. While they are discussing the layout of the
posters, a heated argument erupts. Some of the children
want to borrow the eamera equipment from the school camera
club and use pbotogrephs to illustrate the rules. They
point out that some children, eapeeially younger ones, win
not be able en read the posters. Other students feel that
photos would be good,' but,because they have no money for
film and developing :wets; they ahead just write the mules
and maybe draw some,pictures. At Ude point the teacher
suggests that before making & final decision, the group
should investigate the expense involved in taking photo-
graphs.

Several students talk with thn eponeoe of the camera
club who suggest& that, if they're interested, they can SAVA.;
on expenses by actually developing End printing the photo-
graphs themselvea. The,children are indeed intereeted.
The sponsor Adds that cameras, a few rolle of film, develop-
ing chemicals, and print paper ere available free from the
club. Their only expeeee il1 be for approximately five
additional rolls of fiim which the sponsor cen.order at 84e
per sixteen-exposure roll,

These students report to thtir greup and learn from An-
other student that the Film Group plane to ask the PTA fer
money from the special projects fund,, The Posecr Groep
agrees that they will also sebmit a request for $4.20 to
purchase film.

Students in the Ocala class decided to QS., ehotoe
graphs on posters as one method of communicatlng
with their schoolmates. The eiyht students who
formed the Photography Group were the f.g.rs in the
whole school of over 1,000 students to leer --photog-
raphy. The group obtained the principal's pgrmission
to clean up the old darkroom equipment which hadn't
been used for over four years, and to set up a dark

room. They also had access to cameras but only
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limited money for suppdies. They very carefully
kept track of their expenses and decided to take,
develop, and sell photographs of other students to
raise money to cover their expenses. (Fromlog
by Sue Willis.)

ln the meantime, the group discusses how many posters
they will need for different locations. The children agree

that they should choose areas where maay people frequently
congregate and then ask permission to place posters there.

Several students draw a rough plan of rle school and desig-
nate areas with high density traffic, such as the school
lobby, cafeteria, gym, central office, and main corridors.

A combined class of fifth and sixth graders in
Burnsville, Minnesota, worked on a Mass Communi-
cations challenge tp make people in their school

more aware of the bicentennial. The students
developed various displays for the school corri-
dors including a five-foot by six-foot poster,
bulletin boards, display case exhibits, a wall

hanging, and many pbsters. Rather than placing
their ,nosters in many locations around school, the
class decided on a gallery effect, choosing to
pdace them all along one 'corridor which they called

"Bicentennial Wall." (See log by Linda Anderson.)

Other students begin listing local stores and public
places, such as the city library, banks, recreation halls,
and churches, where they hope to place posters. The group

then divides the community areas and assigns students to
find out whether they can place posters there.

The Arlington students conducted two poster cam-
paigns in their school and then pdaced their
posters in various areas of the community. One

group of students interviewed ten local merchailts

and found that only two would not display the

posters. The other sites selected by the class
included areas where many people frequently con-

gregated such as the public library, banks,
churches:, and recreation buildings. (See log,by

Bernard Walsh.)
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Several days later the group compiles their information
about poster.sites and findp that they will need forty-two
posters. Of these, twelve are to be placed in the school.
The children concur that for the school and for some other
locations they can reuse caktag which has one clean side
because the llack won't be visible. . -

Good news is received from the PTA--the film costs will
be paid by a special projects fund. The students are eager

to tell the camera club sponsor right away. Sh ! agrees to

provide basic instruction in camera use as soon_as they are

ready to start taking pictures.
The group meets to discuss the content of their photo-

graphs. They feel that it would be good if they could get
live-action shots, but they agree that they would have to
wait too long for an appropriate time. They decide, in-

stead, to have the students pose for the pictures and to
ask adults to pose in their cars. Photographs showing peo-
ple breaking rules will have a large X drawn through them.

One group of second graders in Lansing, Michigan,
chose to'make a photograph storyboard as one of
their communications methods for telling other
students what they did like and didn't like hap-
pening at school. The children first sketched
the "Do" and "Don't" scenes and then posed for
the pictures which the teacher took with a Pol-
aroid camera. The students selected eight photo-
graphs which they mounted on heavy cardboard
covered with aluminum foil, and they devised
captions for each picture (e.g., "Do play
nicely," "Don't fight.") (See log by Marie

Marshall.)

The group refers to the list of rules and agrees to set

up the following situations:

1. A bicyclist riding against the traffic

2. A bicyclist riding on the sidewalk
3. A bicyclist riding through a stop sign

4. A bicyclist and a motorist turning right at
the same time

5. A bicyclist turning left while a motorist waits

6. A bicyclist and a motorist waiting for pedestrians
to cross in a crosswalk
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7. A motorist stopping at a yield sign while a
bicyclist passes

8. A motorist opening a door in the path of an

oncoming bicyclist

The students feel that these scenes will adequately cover
the situations showing that a bicyclist and motoriit must
obey the same rules of the road and that each driver should

watch out for the other. They agree that the forty-two
posters don't need separate pictures since the same people
won't be seeing all of them. The students decide to select
the best picture to represent each rule and then to make

several copies.
The camera club sponsor shows the children how to use

the cameras an4 how to load and take out film. The children

experiment by taking posed photos of each other on the play-

ground. When all the group members have had the opportunity
to take at least half a roll of film, they contact the De-
sign Lab manager who has agreed to help them develop the

film.
In the Design Lab the manager explains how to remove the

film and place it inside a developing tank, using a black

cloth bag as a ml i-darkroom. Then he asks the children to

fill one bucket with warm water and four buckets with water

at room temperature. Since there are puzzled looks on the

children's faces at the mention of room temperature, the
managet explains that it means approximately 70°F. He pro-

vides a thermometer so that the children can test the yater.
They are all surprised that the water feels cooler,thhn they

would have thought. The manager says that three buckets
with room-temperature water ire used for rinsing and the
other contains the fixing solution; the bucket with warm

water contains the developing solution. So that the chil-

dren can remember how long to keep the film in each bucket,
the manager writes the time limits on a chalkboard: ,

1. Rinse 1 minute (room temperature)

2. Develop 5 minutes (warm)

3. Rinse 1 minute (room temperature) '

4. Fix 5 minutes (room temperature)

5. Rinse 1 minute (room temperature)

6. Hang on clothes line to 'dry.

The children develop their negatives during this session

and hang them up to dry.
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Ocala students working on photography first viewed
two fllmstripa on how to use cameras and take good
pictures, and group members arranged to have a
college student also assist them. .When they tan

into problems with developing procedures, the
students blindfolded each other to practice rolling
film on the reel for the developing tank. The

group also learned about degrees Fahrenheit and de-
grees Celsius and made a conversion graph to use in
determining water temperature. When several sets

of photos had been developed, the students presented
them to the class for an evaluation. After a care-
ful inspection, eome pictures were-accepted,and
others rejected, and the reasons were discussed.
(Rnom log bg Sue Willis.)

The next day the Poster Group meets to see how their
negatives came out. The manager explains how to use the
Repro-Negative paper for making prints from one negative
at a time. The children set up the negatives and paper in
a sandwich glass (two pieces of thick glass which prevent
the paper and negative from curlina, expose them to the
sunlight for only a second, and then rinse the paper in the
developer until the image appears. Finally, the photo is
rinsed in fixer, then -in water, and dried with a paper

towel.
The children are very excited when they see some of their

own images start to appear in the photographs. Many of the
pictures are blurred, a few are too dark, and several are
double-exposed, but the studentaare, nevertheless, thrilled
with their first attempts at photography. So that their

,next attempts will be better, the manager leads an evalua-

tion discussion. The students examine each photo to deter-
mine what was done correctly and how improvements can be

made.
The Poster Group shows the photos to the rest of the

class during the next session, and many students volunteer
to pose for any additional pictures. When the final photo-
graphs are taken, one of the mothers plays the part ot the
motorist, and the group members who have brought their bi-
cycles to school take turns posing as the bicyclist.

Later the group develops their film in the Design Lab,
and during a class meeting the best pictures are chosen to
represent the rules. After school several students work in
the darkroom with the camera club sponsor to enlarge the
selected photographs to 4" x 5".
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Before gluing the photos to the oaktag, several students
meet briefly with members of another class, who, in working
on Advertising, bad tested various colors of posterboard to
see which attracted the most attention. The Poster Group
uses as many bright colors of oaktag as are available and
under each picture includes a caption stating the rule.
When all the posters have been completed, the group dis-
tributes them among the members who are responsible for
placing them in the designated areas at school and in the
community.

Flyer Group
The chil4ren in the Flyer Group firit discuss the format

of the flyers. They decide that, to attract attention, they
will use large block letters across-the top -reading, "Motor-
ists, Watch Out for Bicyclists." They consider using their
alphabet stamp so that they can priLt with different colors,
but they finally decide that it,will be too time-consuming
to print a large quantity of flyers by hand. When they ask
the teacher for advice on how to ditto two colors on their
flyers, they learn that they can write the heading on one
color of ditto and then write the text on a different color
ditto.

For composing their message, the group refers to the
list of rules compiled by the class. At the bottom of the
note, they include a brief explanation that the flyer has
been written and distributed by a fifth-grade class con-
cerned about the safety of bicyclists.

Quite a debate arises when the children discuss where
and how they will distribute the flyers. One student wants
to hand them out at school, but other.ahildren mention that
this method won't reach many mororists. Someone else sug-
gests placing them on car windshields at parking lots and
shopping centers. There is immediate objection by several
students who feel that people will not rea4 them and that

' they will only litter the ground. Finally one boy.proposes
that the group dell,ver the flYers door-to-door to all the
houses in town. He adds that in this way the flyers won't
become litter and that they will reach both adults and
children.

The other children agrue that it would be a good way to
distribute the flyers, but a few are uncertain whether
there will be enough time for them to visit all the houses.
The children decide to look at a city Map to figure out how
many streets they will need to cover, but even with the aid
of the map, the Children are unable to determine how many
flyers they will need. One girl volunteers to call the
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Town Hall and other students agree to investigate other
possible sources of information.

At the next session the girl reports to the group that a

clerk at the Town Hall said that the approximete number of
houses could be found by dividing the latest census figure
(14,713) by an average family size of four. The girl says

that this number is 3678 or approkimately 3700 houses. The

children are surprised at the figure and at the:quantity of
paper they will need to distribute one flyer to each house-
hold.

The girl adds more information. She was referred to the

Town Clerk's Office where she was told that if the class
decides on door-to-door distribution, the flyers cannot con-
tain controversial messages and cannot be placed in mail-

. .

boxes without a canceled stamp. Also, the police department

should be told about the distribution--who is handling it,
on what days, and in what areas. ,

Some of the children feel discouraged at the prospect of
trying to reach so many people. However, one of the stu-
dents does some quick division and says that if each of the
twenty-nine students in the class helps with the distribu-
tion, it will mean only about 125 houses per student. He

adds that the students can work in pairs to cover both sides
of a street and that in two or three days they can easily

reach all the houses. He notes that on his paper route he
delivers,one-hundred newspapers every day and it usually

takes him only about one and a half hours when he rides

his bike. His argument convinces the others that it can be

done.
Before they ask for assistance from other class members,

the students agree that they should first find out whether
the school will provide such a large quantity of paper. One

child speaks with the principal, who says that although the
students can use the ditto machine, because of the tight
budget the school can provide only one ream of regular ditto

paper. He offers eight reams of cheaper paper used for
practice work in math, and the group is satisfied that this

paper will serve their purpose.
The next task is to plan how the group will present their

proposal to the class. Using a city map and a clear plastic
overlay, they'divide the city into fifteen approximately

equal areas. They omit the business districts because there
are so few houses and because they feel that people living

there will probably see the other group's posters.
The plan is presented to the other students at a class

meeting. One boy explains the details of the distribution

and shows a sample flyer and the divided areas on the map.
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After thorough discussion of the plan, the class agrees that
the activity should have a worthwhile effedt. The children

choose partners and areas of the town for which they will be

responsible.
The group next transfers their message to ditto masters,

and the school secretaries give instructions on how to use

the ditto machine. Because the quantity of flyers is so
large, the children spend several sessions making the copies
and sorting them into individual student stacks of 125

copies.
One girl checks at the police station to give final

details about the distribution and to get official approval

that their message is pot contxoversial. With the permis-
sion granted, he.group divides the flyers among the class
and reminds everyone about his/her responsibility to com-
plete the task.

The distribution is carriednut over a three-day period,
Friday afternoon and the weekend. On Monday the class meets

to discuss their work. Four students have not completed
their distribution, and the Flyer Group is angry with their

lack of cooperation. The students promise to finish the

job within the next few days.
Several children complain that their districts are too

large and that they didn't have enough flyers. Others say

that they have flyers left over. The group agrees to use

the information.from their classmates to finish the distri-

bution themselves. In general, the class has enjoyed the
work, and they relate their experiences meeting many of the
people, most of whom had agreed to consider the rules and
also to inform their children.

Film Group
The assistant principal has agreed to loan the Film Group

his Super 8 camera and equipment and to help them learn to

operate it. However, before actual shooting begins, the
gropp,meets for several sessions to decide on a general
saeme for their film and to make a general script of scenes

thky want to shoot. They decide to take candid shots on the

sgreit and to follow a student's suggestion to film after
sdhool when many children are leaving on their bikes. To

4emonstrate the rules listed by the class, they feel that

i:

hey will probably still need some posed scenes with class

(embers playing the role of bicyclists.

Before they began actual videotaping, sixth-grade
students in Boulder, Colorado, were taught the
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The group submits to the PTA committee a letter expl ning

their plans and the projected Cost. Several days later

they receive approval to purchase the supplies.
The group again meets with the assistant principal who

,explains how to operate the camera. He says that each shot

should be at least seven seconds long and that the children
should stand with their feet approximately eighteen inches
apart to steady themselves. Because there is only one

camera, the childreh take turns using it for thirty seconds

each.

A group of the students in Boulder learned to
operate the VTR machine and camera with the
teacher's assistance. Before beginning actual

hands-on wqrk, the teacher assigned TV viewing
for homework. The students tallied all close-ups
(CU), medium shots (M.5), and long shots (LS)
for a fifteen-minute segment of a favorite program.
This activity helped the students realize that a
TV (or videotape) production requires a great
amount of planning and shooting. Later the
teacher taught one student to thread the video-
tape, record from the TV monitor, and rewind
and change the tape. The student then taught
this process to a classmate. As each student
learned the operation, he/she became the teacher

of another.person in the group. (From log by

John Limon.)

While the group is waitinA for the film to be developed,
the assistant principal beging\to explain how to edit and

splice film. The childxen practice on old film obtained

from the district audiovisual department. Because the chil-

dren are so involved in the techniques of filming, the as-
sistant principal asks whether they have consideied other-
things besides their scenes to include in the film. One

-girl mentions a title, and someone adds that they should
make a sound track, too. The group agrees that these things
are needed, but they decide to delay work on the sound track
until they have the film in its final form.

The practice film is developed and arrives within a week.
The group presents it to the ehtire class, and everyone
enjoys the viewing. After the children discuss which scenes
contained the clearest pictures, the tWO best camera opera-

tors are selected to be the cameramen. The entire class is
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storyboard technique. The teacher expaained that

this was a plan of the sequence of the story that
would help them decide which scenes could be takeh
during the same shooting and which would need to
be spliced adjacent to each other after the filming.
(From log by John Limon.)

One group of sixth-graders in Marina, California,
developed a videotape presentation for third graders
on the proper way to take care of teeth. Tpey

researched for additional information and also
obtained on loan a model of oversized teeth on jaws
that opened and closed. The viewers felt that it

was an interesting piesentation, especially the,
demonstration on the proper way to clean teeth,
for which the girls used an eighteen-inch length
of dental floss. (From log by Philip Dershem.)

With a general format outlined, the group reviews their
plans with the assistanE principal. He says that although

he has all the needed equipment--Super 8 cametiiii and ptojec-
tor, editing viewer, and splicing kit--he does not have
extra film. He estimates that they will probably need about
five rolls of three-minute film so that they can practice
shooting and then get enough footagetto edit into a five-
inute movie. He adds that they will also neectito consider

the cost of developing film.
Since they have not discussed funds for their production,

the children are silent. One boy then suggests that they
could have a money-making project to raise the money. The

assistant principal reminds the group that this would be

againsi the new, school policy. He suggests that they could
present an estimated cost to the new special projects com-

mittee of the PTA that has been established for such activi-
ties as theirs.

One student checks at a local photography shop and makes

the following calculation:

5 rolls of 3-minute Supei 8 color
film (costs $3.40 each)

Developing 5 rolls
(costs $2.60 each)
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invited to pose or a shot to be used inithe credAs.
The students begin shooting their candid shots at school

dismissal time, and they are excited to film a motorist
driving through a pedestrian crossing when student bicy-
.clists are trying to crosi. The rehearsed scenes are filmed
with group members riding their bicycles and the sstistant
principal acting as the motorist. One of the boys develops
a iitle design and a list of credits which.are also photo-

,

graphed.

Children in a Salem, Virginia, class planned a
Super 8 movie,showing the various geometrical
shapes (circle, square, rectangle, triangle)k
that were present in their everyday env4ronmeht.
Because some of their segments were introduced
by signs announcing the shape that was to follow,
the.children found phat they needed to know how
much time the audience needed to read the words.
To solve the problem, the children used a AO-
watch to find the lemgth of time it took several
students to read the signs silently. They

averaged the individual times, and while one
child filmed, another used a stopwatch to tell
the camera operator when to stop filming.
(From log by Barbara Kurshan.)

;

After waiting anOther week for the film to be processed,,
the grouP shows their raw footagq to the entire class. Some

of the scenes have turned out very well, and the students

help select the beatones for the edited version. They time

each good section and decide that the total time is slightly
less than'that needed to fill one five-minute reel.

The Film Group works With the assistant principal to cut

the film into sections. The scenes they will use are taped

to a wall and ordered according to their sequence in the

film. Finally the pieces are spliced and the filmcwliting

is completed.
Again the group shows their work to the class and every-

one seems pleased. Someone suggests that music be added to
the introduction when theaudiotape is made, and the Film

Group agrees to consider this idea.
A2ter timing the actual length of the film as four min-

utas,\ thirty-fiye seconds, the group begins to work on the

script. They decide what' message is needed to accompany

the different scenes, and then they practice reading the
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first draft while the movie'is shown. Revisions are made
so that the words are better coordinated.with the scenes.
No boys have worked outside cfass to write a parody of a
rock 6ong about motorcycles, changing the words to bicycles.
The group likes the song, but the students feel that it
would be better as an ending rather thah as an introductione
They finally decide on a lively instrumental to use at the

start of their film.
The children try recording their script with different

students reading separate sections. However, when they
listen to the results, they feel that handing the microphone
back and forth causes too much background noiSe. They

select one boy to be narrator for the eneire script.

1

One group of secondgraders in the Lansing class
decided to communicate by using a tape recorder.
The students devised two lists, one for things
they liked and-one for things they didn't like
happening at school. When they recorded, they
took turns reading one item at a time, and later
played their tape over the intercom so that *all

studenis would hear their message. (See log by

Marie Marshall.)

The sixth graders in Marina solved the ,problem

of the excess noise from shuffling paper notes
that interfered with their videotape recording.
They printed their scripts on large sheets of
butcher paper which were then held next to the
video camera and usedias "idiot cards." Thus,

the students did not have to memorize a complete
script and rather thairlooking down to read
their lines, they were, able to face the camera.

(From log by Philip Detshem.)
\

Another problem is encountered with the children try to
synchronize the audiotape with the film. Even though they

try to start both at the same time, they find that it is
almost impossible to do so since people wind the leader tape

at different lengths. They discuss various possible solu
tions, such as including in their film a sign'that says,
"Start tape here," or a beep on the recorder to indicate

that the film should be started,
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Several students in the Burnsville classes
worked on an original slide/tape show to help
primary students understand our nation's bi-
centennial celebration. They designed twenty-
four drawings on acetate and wrote an accompany-
ing narration which they recorded. To indicate
a change of slides, they used a bell which rang
so loudly they had to redo the tape with the bell
on the other side of the room. (See log by,
Linda Anderson.)

The assistant principal makes a suggestion that solves
their problem. The students place a crayon mark on the
film where the sound should commence. the students add a
brief instruction to the beginning of the audiotape: "When
I say stop, stop the recorder and turn on the film. When
you see the ink mark on the film, start the recorder again.
Stop," When the students are conVinced that they have
found thecorrect synchronization, they replace the crayon
mlrk with a horizontal ink scratch across the film.

The Film Group is quite pleased with their work. they
give presentations,to their own class and to other classes
at school. At the next meeting of the PTA, the group shows
their finished film so that the committee will see how the
funds have been used. The other two groups also show exam-
ples of their posters and flyers.

The community reaction to the class's work is good. A
reporter from the local newspaper comes to interview the
students and to take photographs of their work.

To find out more information about vandalism in
their community, the Arlington students invited
guests from the police department, PTA, school
committee, and Town Meeting to visit their class.
Through their work with adults, the students
were invited to send class representatives to
make presentations of their activities to the
school committee, the high school student
council, and a town-wide conference on vandal-
ism. The local newspaper also sent a reporter
to interview the class. The students were very
pleased to see that their activities comprised
the major focus of two newspaper articles. (See

log by Bernard Walsh.)
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When the article is printed, the class begins to receive"
requepts from several other organizations that wish to view
the film. The children have already started to make presen-
tations at several schools, and now they are invited to show

\i.h
th film,at scout meetings, the local library, and the
sero rd. e

With e flyers distributed, the posters displayed, and
the film presented, the class meets to discuss their final
task. The Survey Group forms again to review the results
of the first questionnaire. They expiain that they will
conduct a second set of on-the-street interviews to see
whether their presentations have had an effect. One stu-

dent suggests that they also add a question asking which
methods--posters, flyers, or movies--were noticed.

The,interviews are conducted and again the class works
in groups to score the questionnaires and to compute'the
average score for each of the three categories. Members
of the Survey Group depict the data from both questionnaires
on a bar graph so that the two scores for each category can
be more easily compared.

When the second graders in Lansing had presented
their five communications methods (posters, photo -
board, notes to classrooms, audiotape, and live
intercom announcements), they conducted a survey to
determine the most effective method. When the re-
sults from all classes were tallied, the teacher
introduced the students to graphing as a clearer
way to represent data. The children were very
pleased when sixth graders used their surveyirer
sults to help plan an adveltising campaign. "I
(See log by Marie Marshall.)

During a class discussion the children agree that a
greater awareness of the rules is reflected by an increase
in the average scores. In reviewing the data, they notice
that while all three groups showed some improvement, the
motorists had increased their average score more than the
other two groups.

After some discussion of how to handle the data on the
effecti/eness of the three campaigns--posters, flyers, and
film--the students decide to tally the number of people who
were reached by each method. Later the class complies the
following data on the board.
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6. QUESTIONS TO STIMULATE FURTHER
INVESTIGATION AND erALYSIS

posters

motorists 56

bicyclists 72

uto/bike 61

total 189

motorists 108

bicyclists 85

uto/bike 92

total 285

motorists 24

bicyclists 93'

auto/bike 31

total 148

The children sea that their flyers reached a larger
audience than the posters or the film. They note that more
bicyclists saw the film than any other method. The children

reason that this is because most bicyclists interviewed were

students who had seen the film at school; most adults had

not had an opportunity to view the film.
At the following meeting of the PTA, the class presents

their graphs and charts to show that there has been a gen-
eral overall increase in the awareness of bicyclists and
motorists regarding the laws affecting bicycle riders.

411 Why Is it important to tell many peoplie about

(topic, problem)?

Who is your intended audience?...other classes?...the
school?...other schools?...the community?...a select group

:/47 2

f people within the school or community?

(

,
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Why should other people be interested in your message?

(e.g., tducation, information, entertainment).

How can you teach a large number of people in a short

timP?

What are the different forms of mass communications you

can use?

How large an audience can you reach with each medium?

Which medium do you want to try first?

Where could you fine information about techniques for

using media (vidL-,ape, tape recorder, camera, ditto

machine, slides, etc.)?

What can you learn from looking at or listening to
commercial presentations (e.g., TV, radio, newspaper,
magazines, billboards) that you m4ht want to include in

your presentation?

How can you figure out the best sizeci of lettering, best
colors, etc., to use on your posters, newspaper, display

board?

What relationship does the size of the audience have to

the size of posters, photographs, display?...to the
loudness of announcements, tape recordings, speeches?

How can you determine the costs of using different media?

Can you compare the costs of using different media to
the number of people reached by each?

Where do you think the posters or signs should be placed?

How can you determine the best locations?

4(
How can you figure'out how many posters, newsletters,

flyers, etc., you will need?

How can you make pictures of your data on colors, s*ze of

lettering, etc.?

How can you dhow your survey data More clearly? What

kinds of graphs can you make?

0
What improvements can you make in your presentations?
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When is the best ,time of day to make your presentation?

What can you tell other people to expect about the length

of your presentations?

How can you determine if your messages are effectively

reaching the intended audience?

How can you find out which medium was the most effective

in conveying the message?

If the presentation is designed to produce a change in
the behavior of the audience, how can you determine if

that change has occurred?
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C. Documentation

1. LOG ON MASS COMMUNICATIONS

by Marie.Marshall*
Allen Street School, Grade, 2
Lansing, Michigan
(October 1974 - February 1975)
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ABSTRACT ,

Children in this second-grade class porked for five
months on a Mass Communications challenge to use the fastest
means to inform other students about what they liked and
didn't like happening at school.. The class worked in groups
to develop six presentationsPosters, crayon pictures, a
photobaird, a tape-recorded message, intercom announcements,
and notes for each Classroom. Afterwards the students con-
ducted a survey to determine which methods had best communi-
cated their message. To find the total survey tally, they
invited older brothers and sisters to help add the long
columns of numbers and later they learned how to ke bar
graphs for displaying the survey results., The chil ren dis-
tributed copies of the survey results to other classes and
were especially pleased that two upper-grade classes used
their information in selecting presentations for an adver-
tising campaign.

My second-graders became involved in the Mass.Communica-
tions challenge during a class discussion of the fastest way
to communicate with other students at school. Our discus-
sion originated from a principal's note asking students to
refrain from writing on the walls of the girls' bathroom and
also from a complaint within our class about the graffiti on
the outside walls of the school. The children agreed that
both complaints were valid and that a problem did exist.
However, when we began to talk about[how to improve the
situation, the children first suggested that the principal
or the teachers could talk to each class and tell students
not to write on the wails. I then asked what could be done
if the principal didn't have time to visit every class, and
the students began listing other ways to'communicate with
the entire student body, such as writing poems to read on
the intercom and putting up signs. Gradually, then we had
focused our discussion from what the administration could
do to what our class could do.

*Edited by USMES staff
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The students then worked in four groups to brainstorm
ways to tell everyone that they didn't like to see writing
on the school walls, The discussion in some groups also in-
cluded other things that happened at school that the chil-
dren didn't like, such as fighting. After about fifteen
minutes, the class reassembled tO hear group reports, which
consisted primarily of things the children did like and
didn't like happening at school. Our discussion ended with
one boy's suggestion that we attach signs to helium-filled
balloons and fly them over the school.

The following day we continued the discussion and viewed
drawings that some children had made to illustrate ways we
could communicate with other people. The girl who had com-
plained' about writing on the walls was still very concerned
and expressed her eagerness for our class to tell other stu-
dents.about it. '

Because some of the children seemed to have difficulty
understanding that our class could tell the entire school,
I posed the question, "What is the fastest way we can use to
tell everyone how we feel about the school?" The children
suggested the following ways:

sitns (in flan, on doors) sign parade
send notes to classes puppet show
TV show, movies circus show
tape-recorded messages plPY
assembly program in gym photographs

When we:later discussed the various suggestions, sev-
eral stOdents mentioned that signs would be a good idea.
They thOggnt that we shogld have two kinds of signs giving
both "Dos" and "Don'ts.',50'The other children lUed this
idea, and they made the following, lists of messages to use
on the signs:

Do

1. Please help the school.
2. Help the painter pick out a pretty [wall] color.
3. Help pick up the trash at school.
4. Walk and don't push at school.
5. Keep bathrooms clean.

Don't
1. Don't take chalk outside.
2. Don't steal things off people's desks.

3. Please don't throw gum at the school.
4. Don't litter.
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4.

5. Don't throw rocks at the school.
6. Don't throw things around at school.

The students' interest was very high, and they were eager
to start work on their signs in the Design Lab. 4fter some
debate, the children decided to form only two groups, girls
an,2 boys, with each making one sign to list the "Dos" and
"Don'ts."

Work began on the pigns in the Design Lab and the follow-
ing week we reviewed/Other ways to tell students how we felt
about the school. The children decided to try the following
six methods of communication:

1. Signs 4. send notes to classrooms
2. draw pictures 5. radio message
3. photographs tapes

0041fr HisAV the Desi
Everyone then selected a group, except for six students who
returned to gn Lab to finish the signs. (See
examples in Figure C1-1.)' The activities of each small

ill.g<vai /am group, which continued for about three weeks, are describedj / in the following paragraphs.

Photograph Group

The children first discussed what they would like to
photograph and then drew sketches of their ideas which they
separated into "Do" and "Don't" pictures. (Two examples of
"Don't pictures are shown in Figure C1-2.) One of their
biggest decisions was selecting students to pose for the
photographs. One boy suggested that the "bad" students who
usually misbehaved should be in the "Don't" scenes, but the
other children disagreed. They felt that his idea really
wasn't fair; besides, they-all wanted to be photographed.

The group agreed that one of their "Don't" pictures
should be captioned "Don't sass." They had first thought
that they would like to invite the principal to pose with a

student for this photograph, but none of the students wanted
even to pretend to sass the principal. They finally de-
cided to change the caption to "Don't sass,the teacher," and
they invited another teacher to pose for the`picture.

I used a Polaroid camera to take the first photographs of
the children as they posed in the classroom. They really
enjoyedat, especially the scene for "Don't fight in the
classroom." Everyone was a real ham.

The next several days were very cloudy, and the children
anxiously awaited a sunny day so that we could take the re-
maining shots on the playground. When the sun came out 'at
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y Nice 17.
Figure C1-3

last, another class was also outslle, and so there was no
lack of.actors to pose for th "Don't" scenes--everyone
wantpd to get into the act!

From the photographs we took, the children selected
eight, three "Dos" and five "Don'ts," which ehey decided
mere the most explicit demonstrations of their messages.
The group then worked in the Design Lab to mount the photos
on thick cardboard which they cbvered with tin foil. They
used a red felt pen to print a caption under each picture
explaining what the children either wanted or didn't want to
happen at school. (See example of "Do" picture in Figure
C1-3.) One of the boys expressed concern that other stu-
dents might pull the photographs off the board. After some
discussion, che group decided to cover the entire display

. with clear plastic wrap to avoid Olis problem.

Tape-recorded Message Group
The Design Lab manager worked with this group in the lab.

The children first made lists of things that happened at
school wh:ch they either liked (twenty-one items) or dis-
liked (seventeen items),

/

A sample from their message fol-
lows:

I. What we don't like happening at school:

1. We don't like fights.
2. We don't lake peorle with money at school

having it taken away.
3. We don't like bad words.

4. We don't like people 1nnking in the windows.
5. We don't like wearing new clothes at school

because we get ali dirty and then our mothers
wili spank qs.

6. We don't lihe people throwing milk at break-
fast time.

II. These are things we do like happening at school:

1. We like to get our work done.
2. We like to bring in things at "Show and T.,111"

time.

3. We can play games with the big kids.
4. We like to come down to the Design Lel).
5. We like to play in the sand.
6. You can get to meet a lot of friends.
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After the.children had practiced reading the lists, they
tovk tutna reading one item at a time for the five-minute
recording which they planned to play over the intercom
system. This group especially enjoyed their activities be-
cause they liked to hear their voices on the tape. The
children were very serious, and no one laughed when one boy
included that he didn't like "sticking your middle finger
out." The entire group agreed with him, and so I decided
not to censor it.

Radio Script Group
This group had the most difficulty getting organized and

deciding what they wanted to say for their live intercom
announcement. They finally decided to follow a procedure
similar to that of the Tape Group, and they made lists of
the reasons they liked school (e.g., the.school is clean,
we like to sing gongs) and the things they didn't like
(e.g., we don't like fights, we don't like to play rough).

Crayon Picture Group
The children in this group drew large caryon pictures tc

illustrate things that happened at school. Several showed a
happy school; another showed a safety Patrolman helping
children dressed in Halloween costumes to cross a street
(see Figure Cl-4). The real artist of the group even drew a
picture of the principal shooting a student who was litter-
ina.

When the pictures were comple*ted,4the children mounted
them on oaktag in the Deaign Lab. Several students dis-
cussed making frames for the pictures. One boy's suggestion
to make squiggly lines around the borders was readily ac-
cepted as the solution.

Note Group
These children decided to send notes to each classroom

asking students to help them make the school a better place.
At first they seemed to have problems deciding how to word
their message. I worked with them during one session, and
the message was written. The children decided that two
group members, who were the best spellers, should do most
of the writing. The others assisted by surveying the
school to compile a list of room 'numbers and teachers. This
was quite an undertaking for them because our school is a
large, three-story building, and they were unfamiliar with
most areas outside the primary classes.

These same children also helped by proofreading the fin-
ished notes. They soon discovered that the writers were so
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intent on copying the exact words that they were copying
the same room number on all the notes. The wrong numbers
were carefully erased and the correct ones filled-in. Be-
cause they realized that other people would be reading their
notes, the children were very careful to form the;I: letters

/CS re Peon 1// correctly. It was the neatest printing I had seen in a long,,,, time. (See Figure CI-5.)

te7 2/0/0 c \///2y words

cc) rAc P ease

k /cif that we
wouli //ke he 1/1

cholk />) 00/.
Figure C1-5

* -4-- lr- * * *

When all the groups had finished their work, we had a
class discussion to decide what our next action should be.
The children felt that before using any of our messages,
we should first obtain permission from the principal. Be-
cause this was a class effort, we decided that we could best
explain our work by making a class presentation. Together
we composed an invitation to the principal, which,I wrote
on the board.

fa koil/e When the note was read, the children felt that it looked
long but sounded short. To make it longer and to provide
an added incentive for the principal to view the work, they
decided to list the six projects they had prepared. The
class selected one of the boys who was a good printer to
copy the note (see Figure C1-6), and a girl was chosen to
,read the note to the principal. The invitation was completed
right away, and the girl returned with good news: the prin-
cipal had set a specific day and time during the following
week when he would visit our class. The children were de-
lighted.

The following day we discussed the format for our presen-
tation to the principal. There were many suggestions of-
fered, particularly regarding the number of people from each
,group who would describe that group's work. Some students
wanted only one person to speak, others preferred four
people reading in unison, and others suggested having two
people talk. We discussed the different methods and then
voted. The students elected to have two people describe
the group project while the other members of the group held
up their work.

The groups then decided what they would say to the prin-
cipal, and as each group dictated, I wrote the message on
the board, and one of the group members copied it. (See
Figure Cl-7.) They chose two people who would make the pre-
sentations and suggested that the speakers take the notes
home to practice reading them. As some of the second
graders had difficulty reading the words, I mentioned that
their parents might help them to practice.
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On the day of the presentation, the children worked very
hard to clean and straighten our classroom. Everyone
greeted the principal, and then each group began reporting
on their activities. I was very pleased that when one boy
forgot some of the words in his 'report, the other members
of the group helped him, and no one laughed.

The,group presentations lasted about fifteen minutes,
and afterwards the principal gave us permission to use all
the work whenever we were ready. The students were so hap-
py, they applauded. I was really proud of everyone. I have
never seen sUch a calm, cool group as they were that day.
They knew exactly what they wanted to say, and they said it.

After Thanksgiving we met to discuss how we would use our
messages. One of the first questions a student asked was,
"What do we do now?" I returned the question to the stu-
dents, asking them what they wanted to do. Someone men-
tioned that we could find out which was the best way to tell
other studerts how we felt about school. I explained that
the name for what they wanted to do was a survey. That
meant asking other people questions and then counting their
answers. The children agreed that this was a good idea,
but they thought that bdTore using the six methods, they
should first tell their schoolmates what they should first
tell their schoolmates what they were planning to do. Vol-
unteers formed a committee to draft a letter to other class-
es describing the purpose of our activities (see Figure
C1-8).

We next decided to deliver the mites and put up the post-
ers, signs, and photoboard on one day, followed by the radio
script and tape presentations the next day. The children
thought that this second afternoon would also be a good time
to conduct their survey to determine which of the methods
had attracted the most attention.

On the day we began using our communications methods,
the Letter Group finished their final copies, and one of the
boys prepared a list of rooms and teachers. Children vol-
unteered to go in pairs to a room of their choice (usually
where they had a brother or sister) to deliver the letters
and also ihe messages from the Note Group. I was pleased
that no one got lost in our large school and that no one
abused the privilege of working without my supervision.

While the messengers were visiting classrooms, I stayed
with the remaining students who selected areas around the
school to hang the crayon pictures and signs. They decided
to place the photoboard outside our room so that we could
keep an eye on it. We also stopped by the main off,ice, and
the school secretary put the Radio Script and Tape,Groups
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on the intercom schedule for the following morning. This

session was really a great experience in working together
for all the children, and I heard several students comment,
"This is fun!" The other teachers were generally very co
operative with our messengers, and we noticed that many stu
dents were soon stopping to look at our posters and signs.

The next day, after the oral announcements had been made,
teams of two children delivered the survey to each class
room. The response was generally good, but not all the
teachers participated in having their classes complete the
surveys, and we did run into some other problems. The chil
drpn who delivered the surveys were not consistent in ex
plaining how to fill them out;therefore, some responses
were made with check marks and others were written with
"yes" or "no." (See one survey in Figure C1-9.)

Although the children from the third.grade up were able
,to read and to complete the survey without assistance, the
younger children had difficult. Some of the primary

teachers had read the questions aloud and had asked the
students to raise their hands for "yes" or "no" votes. Too

late we realized that our survey was actually geared toward
older children and that it would have been easier for
everyone if we had made a simple checklist.

The December vacation interrupted further activities
until Jannary.--When we again met for an USMES session, I
distributed the completed surveys to.the children and waited
to see whether they could think of a method for tallying the

votes. When, after about twenty minutes, no one seemed to

have a solution, I collected the surveys.
The next day I gave a skill session on tallying, and we

then worked as a group to tally the results from one class
at a time, with each child checking one paper. As I read
each survey question aloud, the children raised their hands

if a response had been checke4 on their copies. We counted

the number of hands and recorded the number on the board.
One girl was very uPset and said it was "terrible" that

on the first question some people had checked items, such Lo
movies, when we hadn't even used those methods. On the

third question, the children were distraught that some of
the answers were in cursive writing, which they couldn't

read. I made an arbitrary decision, which invalidated this
question, and told the children to ignore the answer if they
could not read it.

During this period we were able to tally the surveys from

th:ee classes. One of the children recorded the results
from the board for future use in making a total tally. By

the third session of tallying, the children were able to
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work in small groups by themselves to complete the surveys
of the remaining tvo classes. I felt very unneeded but
really pleased with the children's initiative and coopera-
tion.

One of the reasons for the children's enthusiasm for tal-
lying the surveys was a request from two upper-grade dasses
for copies of our results. These classes were planning ad-
vertising campaigns for their school store, And they were
interested in knowing which of our communications methods
had attracted the most attention. My children were very
excited about the prosprt of sharing their information
with older children.

With the survey of eaeh class tallied, I asked the chil-
dren what we needed to do next. There were various sug-
estions, including "Throw them away," "Give them to the
lder students," and finally, "Count them."

i We used a procedure similar to the one used to tally the
fresponses from each class. The children sat in small groups
:with each group responsible for the total tally from one
iclass. On the board I wrote the names of the teachers for
each of the ten classes that we had surveyed. Then, as I
called the teacheris name, the group of student. who had
the total tally of that class supplied the number of votes
for a particular item. They were so involved with the tal-
lying and the room was so quiet that I actually could have
heard a pin drop.

During this session we completed the first three items
for question one. Our results are shown below:

QUESTION I: What ways did we use to
message?

TV 2. PA System

tell you our

2,Newsplaer1.

_-

Teacher 111 4 12 4

2 0 20 4

3 5 13 3

47- 13 2 2

5 2 6 7

6 0 14 8

7 6 6 0

8 3 4 5

9 4 12 6

10 0 15 5

We finished recording the votes from a11 the classaa at
the next session. During a discussion of what we should do

4
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with al Ehe numbers, I listed on the chalkboard the follow-
ing sugg'èaions from the children:

1. Hake copies of the numbers.

2. Put copies of the results all over the school.

3. Someone could go to' the rooms and explain the

numbers.

4. Run it through the copier and make lots of copies.

5. Children from our room could deliver the copies.

I thsn asked the class about the students who wouldn't be
able to add the long columns of numbers. The children
quickly realized that they needed to total the columns be-
fore people would be able to understand their survey re-
sults. However, because they had had little experience with
adding so many numbers, they felt incapable of performing
the computation by themselves. They immediately thought of
using the class adding machine which had been donated by one
student's father. While we were discussing who would use
the machine, one student offered another suggestion: maybe

his older brother could help add the numbers. The other

children quickly picked up on his idea, and many offcred to
invite their older brothers and sisters to help. We .4greed

to ask five upper-grade students to assist with the addi-

tion.
On the day we added the columns of numbers, the children

were beside themselves with enthuaiasm. We ended up with
eight helpers, several older brotLers and sisters, as well
as the father who had loansd us the adding machine. He

also brought along a hand calculator for our use during this

session.
I wrote the columns of numbers on the board, and the

children teamed up with their older partners to add them.
The first group to finish each column called out the answer,
which was then checked by a student using the calculator.
Two of our student helpers were real math "whizzes" who gave
the machines a good race. All the children had an opportu-
nity to use both the adding machine and the calculator, and
we added all the columns during this period, as shown below.

1. What ways did we use to tell you our message?

TV 46 *Notes 67 Movie 24

*PA 104 *Camera 52 Slides 23

*Tape 82 *Posters 100 Newspaper 44

Signa 67 *Records 21
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2. What did we tell you?

*How we feel about our school 147

How to do your schoolwork 42

How to walk home from school 39

I

3. Which way was the best way that told you our
message?

*Interc& 40

*poster., 22

*Media we used

*Signs 14

Tape 8

, In our next session I used the "How To" Cards to teach a

skill session on graphing. I distributed graph paper and

explained how to count the squares and label the axes. We

completed several examples together and then the children

worked individually. They were so interested in this new
way to show their survey results that, on their request, I
extended the length of the session. Although some children
did have difficulty, more than half the class understood
the procedure and beganTiaking their graphs correctly after

this initial introduction. (See example in Figure CI-10.)
We continued working on the bar graphs for several ses-

sions and I helped the children who were having problems.
Some of them had difficulty understanding that one square
equaled ten votes. Other students had failed to start their
bars ftom the same vertical line, and a few had erased the

numbers from their graphs.
While I continued to work with these children, the other

students who had completed their graphs met to discuss what

to do with the survey results. They decided that the in-
formation should be dittoed and given to each class at

school. Later the entire class agreed to this plan, and
when they made the copies, we used the same distribution
system that we had previously used; i.e., students chose
partners and delivered the surveys to each teacher. The

children also requested that the results be read aloud in
class, but we didn't knoW whether this was always done.

We were all very interested toz) see whether the two upper-

grade classes, who hgd specifically requested our results,

would use our information. The children were thrilled when

they, heard the sixth graders' intercom announcements about
their school store; this had been our moOt successful method

of communication. The children were very pleased with their

a
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work. Besides Informing people of how they felt about
school, they,had also been able to provide useful informa-

tion to other studenis.

..
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2. LOG ON MASS COMMUNICATIONS

100

by Linda Anderson*
Vista View School, Grades 5-6
Burnsville, Minnesota
Septeiber 1975 - January 197C

ABSTRACT
Students in this intermediate-level class worked for

four months on their Mass Communications challenge to make
their schoolmates more aware of America's bicentennial cel-
ebration. Various groups were formed to carry out,differ-
ent activities and as the tasks were compileted, new groups
were formed. For hall-decorations, groups worked on display
cases, bulletih boards, a wall hanging made from burlap, a
five-foot by six-foot poster, and many posters for their
"Bicentennial They also made weekly intercom an-
nouncements, conducted several surveys, and made an original
seven-minute slide/tape show. One group coordinated the
bicentennial activities for the entire school and helped
set qp the February Open Rouse as the culminating event.
The class also arranged:to have their weekly announcements
continued by different homerooms and'to have the Pledge of
Allegiance said by the entire student body once a week.
Because of the class's efforts and their schoolmates' co-
o'Peration, the school was awarded a Minnesota Bicentennial
Youth Certificate signed by the governor.

We began our unit by discussing iass communications and
discussed tellinOany people about some topic. We then
talked about what-things we might lilce to tell others and
listed these things on the board. This continued for some

time and soon the board was full.
We immediately realized that we had too many things and

that some of them (food, universe; space, flowers, beauti-
ful, Super Bowl, wire fences, lake cabins, shoelaces, candy
store) were too broad or too silly. We began eliminating
some of them by a show of hands, #ut the period ended before
we had finished.;

During the next session we pared the original list of
102 items to 37. Then, at the Suggestion of one girl, we
agreed that each child should write nn a piece of paper ,
those items remaining that he or she would like to tell
others about. The students turned in their lists, and two
girlstallied the results on the board. We decided to keep
those:which received four or more votes; this left 18 items.

*Edited by USMES staff
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At the next session the claw; voted for their top five

choices ind agreed to keep only those items Teceiving five

or tore votes. The remaining choices were cLndles, tele-

vision, (U.S.) Bicentennial, animals, USMES, and games.

We then discussed what we would do with each of the topics.

After this discussion we voted again and television, the

Bicentennial, and animal'', were chosen.

The group favoring the Bicentennial then point6d out that

we could do many things--for example,'skits telling'about

the war and about famous people--and then noted that we

would never see another centennial. Some students then

changed their votes, and we settled on telling others about

the V.S. Bioentennial--"Find a good way to help people at

Vista View School be more aware of Our nation's 200th

birthday."
Small groups of students worked on a variety of activi-

ties and as goals were reached, new groups wtre formed to

carry out additional tasks. The major undertakings of

several groups are described in the following paragraphs.

Intercom Announcements
One of the first groups formed by the class was the In-

tercom Announcements Group. The principal gave them per-

mission to make weekly announcements, on Wednesdays between

8:30 anti 8:40.
The day before the first announcement I Met with the

group in the media center. The boys had selected a re-

cording of the PStar Spangled Banner" to use as an intro-

duction and elso background music, but I soon learned they

had accidentally erased the tape recording of their an-

nouncement and they had also lost the script. They agreed

that they did need a written script and with time funning

out, I acted as group secretary, writing down what they

dictated. They had lots of good ideas, but they didn't

always agree. However, I made sure that they reached de-

cisions and soon they had a narration for their tape. One

boy then automatically assumed responsibility as narrator

and began practicing the script.
Oft one point the'group had been unable to reach any

agreement: the students couldn't decide whether or not to

ask the classes to-stand and say the Pledge of Allegiance

along with the tape. The narrator resolved the indecision

bi Asking that it be repeated with him. The first take of

the recording was going very well until the narrator made

a mistake in reading, and the tape was stoOed. The stu-

dents were going to try to pick it up again at the same

point until they realized how difficult it would be to 'get

102
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"GOod morning! It's time for our .

Bicentennial moment.
The week before last we Wormed

you that 15 classrooms didn't say the
pledge. We are happy to inform you
that after two weeks now we only have
10 classrooms not saying the pledge
and 4 are gain9 to start. ,

We would like to encourage_you to
say-it and to YOU who do say thel
pledge, thank you. If you haven't
already said it this morning would
you please stand and say it with
me?

I pledge allegiance....
Thank you!"

Figure C2-1
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the background music synchronized. When I41eft, they were

starting on take two.
The next morning I sat with crossed finger waiting for

the tape to be played. The school secretary Introduced it
by saying the USMES class hid an announcement about the bi-
centennial. The tape was a little loud at first bui some-
one must have told the students because they turned it
down: It wee guite cleir and understandable, and I was
very impreiled: My homeroom, which was one that had not
been saying tlhe Pledge of Allegiance, stood and said it
with the narrator who,later returned to class beaming.
(See Figure C2-1 for a copy of the narration.)

The sime group of students continued setting up and
making the announcements for the next-several weeks. Their
greatest problem always seemed to be deciding on a topic

and getting a narration written down. I helped again the
second week by writing down their ideas, but afterwards I
left them to do the'orgenizing on their own. They some-
times did' research in the library on such topics as the

Boston Massacre.'
One week the group was veryqilow in setting alltheir

material together, and when they tried tk make their tape
with a new phonograph recorder, they endid up with only
music and no narration. One of the boys promised to pre-
pare and practice a narration at home, but the next morning
he said he had forgotten. Our announcement that day was

just music and the brief bxcusc to the. school:

"Due to technical failure in paking the tape,
we just have the 'Star Spangled Banner' for

you. Thank you. That is all."

After several weeks the announcements were made by dif-
ferent voluneers in class. (See Figure C2-2 for one of

the later broadcast scripts.) While many of the students
did a good job, I was disappointed in some who appeared to
1* satisfied with anything they could put together. One

group of students, for example, used joki about colonial
life from a hicentennial book. The jokes were rather cute,
but the students tried'to disguise their pices, using
phony English accents, and they themselves laughed.so much
at the jokes that it was difficult to unde stand them.

Near the end of our work on the challeng the class de-
cided that it would be worthwhile for the W dnesday an-
noucements to continue, even though we would no longer be
together as a group. The tudents decide0 to open up the
announcements to other classes and to ute bur final week to
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ask for volunteers. One of the,girls offered to make a

large sign-up sheet to placeinIthe office, and another
girl offered to prepare the last script. I was delighted

with the second girl's offer. She tended to be such a

follower and rarely showed any initiative, but she really
took charge of the three-member script-writing group. (See

Figure C2L.3 for a copy of their script for the final broad-

cast.)

Surveying
During the course of our Sork on the challenge, several

ylifferent
survey groups were'formed for varioul purposes.

One survey was taken to find out whether students knew
the answers to Several question* on American history. Our

Survey Group devised two sets of questions and usede tape
recorder to interview three or four students from each

classroom. Kindergarteners through second graders were

asked the following questions and-provided with multiple

choice answers:

1. Who made the first flag?
2. What do we do on July Fourth?
3. When is our nation's 200th birthday?

Students in grades three through six were asked these
questions without any multiple choice answers:

\

1. When was the Declaration of Independence signed?
2. How long is our nation's bicentennial going to

last?

3. When is the next bicentennial going to be?

Two of the girls who helped to conduct this survey later
formed a group to make a board game to help students learn
American history. -They used colored oaktag and felt-tip
pens to make the boards and then they made up queitions
and answers for the cards. By the end of our unit, the
girls had three completed games to put in our school li-

brary.
Another survey was devised, as the students explained

it, to find out how much "Americanism" was at school, and
they asked all the teachers the following three questions:

1. Do you say the Pledge of Allegiance in your
homeroom?

2. Do you have a flag in 'your room?

3. Would you be willing .to do * project for the

bicentennial?
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The survey results were later placed on a chart and reported

to the class. Only two rooms didn't have flags, while
twelve homerooms said the pledge and fifteen didn't This

information was later relayed to the entire school by the
ottler students making intercom announcements.

After classes had begun to say the Pledge of Allegiance
on a more regular basis, the students decided to find out
how their schoolmates felt about it. They interviewed only
the upper-grade classes and received an overall negative

reaction.
When we were discussing the results and the reasons that

older students felt as they did, someone mentioned that our
data would probably reflect a different attitude if primary

students were included. Several students volunteered to

find out whether this 'hypothesis were true. When the re-

sults were tallied, we saw right away that primery students
were much more responsive to saying the Pledge of Allegiance
than older students.

These survey results were reported to the principal who
then visited our class to share her feelings about saying

the Pledge of Allegiance. She said she would like for

everyone at school to say it together at least once a week--
on Mondays, for example--and she asked our class to try to
set up something to use on the intercom.

The students agreed to the principal's suggestion, and
after she left, we discussed the possibilities. The general

feeling was that they, as a class, did not want to.take the
responsibility of leading the Pledge of Allegiance every

week, but they did have other suggestions.
The class finally,decided to.find as many teachers as

would be needed to finish the year to take a Monday for

their homeroom. Each class could then decide what to,in-
clude with the Pledge of Allegiance, such as a poem or song.
Two girls volunteered to organize everything and to make
out a schedule for the remaining weeks of school. At some-

one's suggention, we asked theprincipal to lead the Pledge
of Allegiance the first week, and we had no difficulty
getting teachers to sign up for the remaining weeks.

All School Group
Soon after the class had started working on the chal-

lenge, the principal asked me to attend a district work-
shop presented by the State Department of Education Youth

Coordinator for the Bicentennial. I arranged for three
students to accompany me, and we learned that every school

was expected to celebrate the bicentennial in some way.

Schools in ilhich the students themselves organized and
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Dear Parents d Friends,

-In the it the Bicentennial, you and yeur children are

invited an .House ,elehrat,n1 our nation's ihnth tirthday.

We at Vista View ha,X t-on tusily creparinl diSplaya and demon-

strations for yens to enjoy en Tuesday, Fo'ruary 10, froe 7:01 to

4:30 P. h.

Como look. listen, and learn.

Sinctroly,

V1,ta View Students, Staff,
and Administration

4Z1

WE A ft *V'E 1 H E,A R YrIll

REMEMBER: COME ONE, COME ALL1

TOI SISTA VIEW BICENTENNIAL CELEARA

WHEN: TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 3a7A

WHERE: VISTA VIEW ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

TrmE: 710 ta 8130 P. M.

SEE YOU THERE!

Figure C2-4
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carried out bicentennial activities would be awarded a

Youth Bicentennial Certificate signed by the governor.

At the next USMES,session we reported to the class on

the meeting and discussed what part our class's.challenge

could play in Vista View's bicentennial celebration. We

finally decided that a small group of students could'orgen-

ize and coordinate the school's bicentennial activities.

The principal was enthusiastic about our proposal tnd sug-

geted that we use the FebrnafrOpen House as a culminating
. event for the school activities. That idea fit right inl

with the class's Original plans to present a total school

program.
,Several of the girls wrote letters to the dresses ex-

plaining the meaning of the bicentennial and tfie reason

for the school's activities. They also enclosed a list of

forty7nine possible ptojects, many of which had been sug-

gested at the district workshop we attended.

The group also used Information from the workshop to

wtite away for free materials on the bicentennial which,we

placed in the media center for teachers to use with their

classes.
To avoid duplication of projects, the girls placed a

.
sign-up chart in the office and set up their own chart to

keep a record of,what each class decided to do. One of the

students also came up with the theme word, "Celebrate,"

which,we used on all communications to the school. When

some teachers were rather slow about meeting deadlines, the

group sent reminders and also got in touch wieh them per-

sonally.
When alr the clasies had selected a bicentenial project,

this grouplopused on plans for Open House night. They

sent notices to each teacher asking about any special re-

quirements of their Classes, such as whether certain space

or a particular time would be needed.

'One of the girls made four or five samples of Open

House notices that could be sent to'parents: The principal

said that tivo notices could be sent, one to go home the
week before Open.House and the second io be sent the day

before. (See Figure C2-4 for copies of the two letters

that were sent.)
I.

Posters and Displays -
Several differept groups worked at various times on

posters, wall dec6rations, bulletin boards, And display

Cases for the c
iP

rridors. The Poster Group worked during
the entire cha lenge on a variety of posters while the other
groups were tore temporary; they were organiied when a need
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Figure C2-5

for them arose, they completed their tasks, and the members
then,joined other groups.

he Poster Group firsrlUarged on a huge cardboard poster,
abOu five feet by six feet, of a.design they copied from
the cover of a bicentennial book (see facsimilie in Figure
C2-5). They first painted the entire background blue and
then painted Jn the other colors. They soon discovered,
however, that the additional coats of paint chipped off
'reasily, and so they scraped off all but the blue painr and
used colored paper sz)r the letters, stars, and candles.

When the poster was completed, the students obtained the'
principal's permission to hang it in the center hall. They
decided to hang it on wires from the metal strips in the
ceiling which they measured as twenty-four inches apart. To

determine where to place the*wire in their poster, the stu-
dents used a bc , as their measuring tool and then a hammer
and nail to k ch the holes. Because we didn't have access
to a ladder, several students asked the custodian to hang
the poster whidh they left for him.

Several mer,bers of this group next made a poster of the
Liberty Bell. They found a picture in a book which they
placed in the opaque projector so they could trace the de-
sign. No gray markers were available, and So they decided
to use paint,.mixing white and black to get a light gray.
The girl who was mixing soon learned a valuable lesson,
She began by adding white paint to black, but before she
even came close to getting the shade she wanted, she had
gobs of gray paint. She later told me that when mixing
paint, one should start with the lighter color and add the
darker.

After Christmas vacation, the group came back to find
that their unfinished Liberty Bell had been badly torn.
After a brief Consultation, the students decided to start
again with gray construction paper, using their Old model
as a pattern.

Other students worked on "serious" and cartoon posters
depicting colonial scenes, such as Washington crossing the
Delaware, the Boston Massacre, and the Mayflower. After

Christmas vacation the group decided that rather than
placing the posters in various lbcations around school,
they'd put them all on one wall in the main hall and call
it "Bicentennial Wall."

Among the other corridor di'splays made by the class was
a bulletin board entitled "The Declaration of Independence
and, the Bill of Rights" a d a displdy case, "Our 200th
Birthday," showing libr y books on American history. 'Two
girls, who had finishe their group work early, spent the
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last couple of weeks making a wall hanging of a cannon,
using gray burlap and'yarn.

Slide Show
Toward the end of Novfmber several girls who had com-

pleted work on the dispray cases were looking for something
else to do. I met with them and they mentioned preparing
something to present to primary children on the meaning of
the bicentennial. I thought that was an excellent idea and
discussed with them the types of media presentations that
would be appropriate. They weren't very interested in
videotape, but were quite excited by the prospect of making
their own slides.

I provided some tesource books on slide-making, and we
looked through them together, noting that a slide show in-
volved two major steps: (1) planning and making a narration
and (2) planning and making the slides. The girls decided
that to be really informative about the bicentennial, they
would'need to start with the Pilgrims and explain how we
became a free and independent country. We discussed how
complicated this could he and how, since primary children
were their intended audience, they'd have to keep every-
thing short and very simple. 4

The girls were so eager to begin, they started vork right
a ay drawing squares for their slides on a large sheet of
paper. They worked diligently from the end of November
until their slide show was presented at Open House. Even
with occasienal set-backs, such as losing the paper with
almost all their squares drawn, the girls never got dis-
couraged. They had started to redraw all those squares
when I suggested Thermofaxing a page from the resource
book to make a ditto master of squares. The girls agreed
and were soon working out the details of their slides.

When they had.drawn up quite a few pictures, they chose
twenty-four to form the basis of their slide show. These
drawings were transferred to acetate with the pictures out-
lined in black on one side and colored in with markers on
the reverse side to avoid smearing.

With the slides,completed, the group next wrote an ac,
companying narration which they recorded. We found a bell
in the supply room which they used to indicate that the
sslide should be changed. When they listened to their first
recording, they discovered the bell was so loud that they
decided to redo the tape--this time vith the bell across
the room.

Our USMES sessions ended before the girls were able to
complete their slide show, but they had done such a good
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After a year, the Pilgrims came to the-
United Staies. The Pilgrims started
another new', town. Their new town was
called Plymc\uth.

On July 4,-1776, the Declaration of
Independence, written by Thomas
Jefferson, was accepted. The Liberty
Bell set up a glad ringing. A crowd
gathered and listened while the
Declaration was read.
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Figure 1C2-6

Benjamin Franklin helped the people to
get'along together. He made a newspaper.
Most of the people who came to America
wanted to be free.

The Americans won the war. "We are free
and independent,"'said the people. We
have our own nation now and we've had
it for 200 years.
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What I did accomplish: intekom
about thice, scripts for play,
practices, game out parts for play,
sign up sheet for intercom.

What I didn't accomplish: play.

I think odr class accomplished
pretty mueh of our goal. I

really liked this class, it
was fun.

Tiffany Daniel

We think it was the most funniest
and interesting science class we've

ever had! We had alot of fun making
slides for the little kids and telling
them about the bi-centennial. We also

enjoyed making the story and tape re-
cording it. We really had a good time

at Mass ComMunications!!
Sue and Anne

I helped with the intercom and with.
the tapes on Wednesdays and with the
posters and I know I didn't do that
much cause -I didn't like this class
and well that's it.

John Forbord

We've done the survey on propose
amendments and the show case do

stairs. We like this class bec se

kids can decide what they want t
do instead of the teacher always
saying.

Mary and Kris

Figure C2-7
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.job, I encouraged them to continue. They woied during
free time and after school and had their seven-minute slide
show ready for Open House where if was shown twice to very

receptive audiences. Afterward they informed primary teach-

ers that it would be kept in the media center for tildir use.

(Four of the slides and tha, accompanying narration are
shown in Figure C2-6.)

*

When our USMES sessions ended with the change of classes
in mid-January, we all agreed that -we had met our challenge.

Everyone at Vista View was certainly aware of America's
200th birthday and all students at school were involved in

some type of bicentennial activity. (Students' evaluation

of th4r own work is sham in Figure C2-7.)
The-00en House, which was devoted to the bicentennial

and largely planned by our class, was a huge succ!ss. Be-

cause of our efforts, the school received the Minnesota

Bicentennial Youth Certificate signed by the governor. We

had it framed and the day after the Open House, at a school
assembly, I presented it to the group leader of the All-
School Projects who accepted it on behalf of all the.

students.
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3. LOG ON MASS COMMUNICATIONS

by Bernard lalsh*
Hardy School, Grade 6
Arlington, Massachusetts
(January - Juni 1975)
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ABSTRACTI
This aixth-grade class worked for two or three hours each

week on their campaign against vandalism. Because Mr. Walsh

was not the regular classroom teacher, he had to schedule
specific times for USMES sessions. The students flrst

'sponsored two poster campaigns within their own school.
After conducting a survey to assesethe effectiveness of the
Posters, the class decided that to reach a larger audience

in, the local community, they would expand their campaign by

working in.three groups. The P.A. Announcement Group reid
their messages over the school intiercom and submdtted one
as an editorial message to a local television station. The

Flay Group wrote and performed a skit for the student body
and for parents and made plans to have a videotape of it

shown to other schools. After placing posters.in various
shops and public buildings, the Poster Group conducted
on-the-street interviews. To gather more information about
combating vandalism, the students invited people from the
PTA, police departmnt, school commitlee, and Town Mee4ng
Council to speak with the class. 1Several.students also
researched for vandalism statistibs at the local government
,offices, and the class then worked together to compile the
data. As a result of their work with adults in the commun-
ity the class was invited to send representatives to the
high school student council, a town-wide meeting on v

ism, and the School Committee. At the end of the y the'

,
students agreed that the problem of vandalism was long-

term one.that could not be quickly resolved. They felt,

however, that they had at least helped other people to
become more aware of the problem.

1

Bedause I was not a regular classroom teacher, I had to
schedule specific USMES times to meet with the hixth-grade

class. This impoped rigidity made the introduction of the
Mass Communications challenge less spontaneous than-it
should have been and less natural than I would have pre

ferred!.

We spent the f&st sever41 USMES meetings discussing

forms of mass communication, such as television, radio,

*Edited by USMES staff
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newspapers, tape recorders, and deciding on a topic or

problem about which the students would like to inform many

people* Their list of suggestions yes very long'and in-
cluded a variety of subjects which the children discussed
and then narrowed to'fbur. During a second ballot, the'

topic of vandalism received a majority of 4otes and that

choice seemed to-satinfy everyone.
I was curious as to whylthe students were so interested

in vandalism. They explained that in.the past several
Weeks television programs and local newspaper aiticles had

focused on thetbstruction caused by vandals. They were

also aware of several incidents of-vandalism t our achool,

including damaged playground equipment and sl hed tires on

a teacher's cir.
The students noted that before.they could form others

about vandalism, they would need to obtain more information.
They held a brief brainstorming session on sources of in-
formation, and then for the next two meetings the students
brought-in whatever data they could gather. For,example,

one boy tape-recorded an interview with his mother and

several students talked with their neighbors who had been

vandalized. We discussed the newspaperarticles the chil -
,dren had collected and one in particular that described
vandalism that had occurred at our high school. Later the

students displayed the newspaper articles and the written
accounts of their interviews on large construction paper so
that the information would be readily available to everyone

in the class. (Set Figures C3 -1 and C3-2.)

The vandalism really struck home during the last veek in

January. Two classrooms at our school were broken into at

night and left in complete disarray. Several of the sixth

graders accompanied me to the rooms to get a firsthand ac-
count of what had occurred from the teachers and -the inves-

tigating police officer. One student even borrowed a caw:

era from the school camera club and shot,a whole roll of

photOs. (Unfortunately, the camera, or perhapi the student,

was not operating ,-..-orrectly, And no photographs came out.)
The children were real detectives searching for clues.

They discovered two different sizes of sneaker footprints

and deduced that at leakt two children between the ages of

nine and eleven had been in the classrooms. They learned

from the custodian that the veAdalism toull have occurred

*In other classes the challenge to tell others about a

problem might be introduced after a specific problem
naturally arises and the children decide*that one way to

remedy the problem is to tell other\people bout it.--ED.
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nly during a Cub Scout meeting held the previous evening
cause that was the only time the.burglar alarm wail not,

\
ned cn.

s students and I later met with the Scout Master to,

dis uss the break-in. He seemed rather surprised at all the ,

,informat n'the students had gathered and also upset that
li

probably one or mo e of his troop memberi-were the culprits.
his was the secon Auch incident that had Occurred during'

One oE his meeting but thanks to his cooperation, it was
,

-

also the last.
To in erest the r schoolmates in,our campaign against

vandalism, some children started drawing posters to

place areund schoo . Those.studentlf who had suggested try-

ing seve al different communications methods were persuaded
to wait o see what effect theposter campaign would have.

,When everwl. pos ers were co4041ted, the class carefully
examined them and d scussedAswether people might view
them. The students noted diet using color made the posters

more noticeable. One child mention4 that'the younger
childrenin kindergarten and first grade might have diffi-
culty, reading the words. Another Student added that this

woad il o be a problem for his parents who did not,sieak
.

or Txead nglish. We concurred that the pictures Otti4IL
posers Should ideally be detailed enough to explairCour
message Oithout words. .

he students worked'for several more sessions on the
. ,

posters g,nd then met tndiscuss where to place them. They

agreed that the best locations would be where most children .

would see them, for example, in the halls by the stairways,

, lunchroom, and main office. They decided that no announce-

ment would be made about the posters which would later help
theM, determine how many people had actually noticed them. ..' .

That afternoon the class divided into three teams, one
per floor, to hang the posters in selected areas.' At our
next meeting the groups reported on the locations, and Xhen

we considered how to conduct a-survey to assess whether the

posters were noticed.
The children decided that the simplest method would be

to ask their questions orally (Did you notice our posters?
Whatvas the message?) and to tally the affirmative and
'negative responses. They decided that five survey groups
were needed to visit all the classrooms and to inverview

the school staft, ineludin4 the office personnel, custodi-
ans, lunch mothers, and special teachers. Each survey

group was composed of two students, a tallier, who counted
how many people had noticed the posters, and a checker, who

recorded the data.

+
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The survey groups later reported that the following

number of people had noticed the posters*: .

Grade

Room 1

Room 2

only

cnly

Yes

Kindergarten
Grade 1

teachers
7'

teacher

Rook- 3 5

- Grade 2 Room 4 18

Room. 6 13

Room 7 15
-

Grades 3,4 Room 12 19

Room 13 5

Room 15 3

Room 16 4

Grade 5 Room 8 13

Room 9 14 .

. Room 10 20

Grade 6 Room 25 7

Room 28 15

The teams visiting the kindergarten and first grade classes

noted that although some of the y9unger children had seen

the posters, they had not understood the purpose because

they could not read the words. One of the teachers had

mentioned that even if someone had read the posters to the

younger children, they probably would not have understood'

the meaning of vandalism. We agreed that a special set of

posters was needed for this age group.
later the,stuaents further evaluated each other's draw-

ings for clarity and action expressed and then completed a

second set of posters which they again placed in high traf-

fic areas around the.school. .After several days they con-

ducted another survey on which there were many more affirms-

tive responses. We found that the first survey had drawn

attention to our campaign against vandalism and that many

children'hid started to look for'our posters.

With the4iwo school-wide poster cappaigns completed, we

-met to decide onr 'text course of action. The children

realized,thai so far their campaigli had been directed toward

their schoolmates, but they felt that miny'people respons-

ible for vandalism were in other parts of the community.

Therefore, they.focused on communications methods to use

*The students might calculate the percentage of children

in each grade lemel whO answered yes and then construct a

histogram to Show clearly this information.--ED.

A
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in reaching a larger\audience, one outside our school. Af-

ter listing and discussing varlous Suggestions, the stir

dents decided to concentrate initially on three.areas: '

1. posters to place in stores
2. intercom announcements, choosing one to

submit as a television editorial
3. skit to perform for our student body and

'guests and for other schools.

We also resolved what same students saw as competition
from another class who intended to include articles about
vandalism in their new school newspaper. Some of my stu-
dents were upset and angry and complained that their ideas
were being taken,away. I suggested that both classes Could
work together on those particular articles, and after some
thought, the students decided that it might be a good oppor-

tunity to share ideas. (See Figure C3-3 for articles about

our class actiirities that later appeared in the school news-

paper.)
For the next several ses ons, the students worked on

preliminary planning in thei three groups. At the start of

each meeting the groups briefly reported'to the clsss on

their progress. These discussions brought out the fact that

the chilOren needed additional information about vandalism.
For example, dip Poster Grote wanted some of their posters
to include graphs showIng the rising rate of vandal* to
houses, stores, cars, Parks, and gardens. To obtain the

needed information, the children began to yisit local gov-
ernment agencies after school and also to invite people
from the PTA, police department, school committee, and Town
Meeting Council to our class for interviews.

F,r ae!gral weeks our group work was interspersed with
interviadflg these visitors, who discussed the problems of
vandalism and what could be done to prevent it. Everyone
who came was very cooperative and provided a big boost to
the children's enthusiasm.. They also offered some good.
suggestions on how the class could find more data and how
they could involvemore people in the cbmmunity in their
campaign.' Interviews with three of our five guests are

briefly described below.
The chairperson of the School Committee suggested that

the children make pure that copies oftheir information
were brought before her committee, that the class play be

videotaped to show in other schools, and that a Point be

madeof involving parents. The head of the safety unit

for in police department Old the students where they might
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1 Senior .High 601

2. Stratton 327'

3.- Locke 271

4. Crosby 216

5. Bishop 202

6. Hardy 194

7. Brackett 187
B. Cutter 129

9. Peirce 1 c,

10. Parmentei 6F
11. Thompson 63

12. Dallin 55

13. Jr. High West 47

14. Central 36

15. Jr. High East 16

Total 2,504

Figure C3-4
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locate exact data. He especially encouraged them to use the
local newspiper and television stations to get other people

involved. The officer later informed the assistant super-
intendent of schools nbout our activities'which resulted in
Ian invitation to meet with the high school student council

"at a later date.
Our interview with a member of the PTA Executiye Board

produced same interesting results because she was also
chairpersoin of A community campaign against vandalism. One
group of children reported on the total annual tally of van-
dalism cases, plug e donth-by-month breakdown which they had
obtained from the town clerk. Our visitor vas very inter-
ested because she had been trying to find some of this data.
S'he and the children agreed that the amount of time re-
quired just to locate information on vandalism in our com-
munity was a major problem. Because differenegovernment
offices were in charge of separate records, it was necessary
to travel from one town ager.cy,to another and io search
through the files. She Lavitad some of the children to help
her starch for-additional data at the Town Hall, and the
studints readily accepted.

Later the chairperson of the town-gide campaign against
vandalism, three students, and I visited the Town Hall to
gather whatever information we could about vandalism. We
soon realized that it would iake a great'deal of searching,
but we were able to make some progress. We found the number
of reported cases of vandalism in each school for a ten-
month period, and we were able to obtain on loan almoet
fifty photographs of vandalism in all the schools. The,

children also checked with the cemetery department and re-
ceived a count of the number of gravestones damaged-. .

When we met with the class, the children reported on the
trip and the information collected. The students felt that
they would.be able to use same of the data for the graphs
on their posters.

Two students used the weekly figures on repair to tally
the number of broken windows at each school during the-past

year. We displayed the numbers on the board and the class
ranked them from highest to lowest number of windows broken.
Out of fifteen schools, our own was sixth with 194 broken

windows. (See Figure C3-4.)
We discussed why some schools had more breakagez,than

others. The children felt that the senior high school ,

ranked in first place because older children attended
classes there and because it was a very large building and,
consequently, had more panes of glass which could be broken:
We were all surprised,that both junior highs were in low
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positions. The children noted that the economical standing
of the surrounding neighborhood seemed to have little bear-
ing on the nuiber of broken windows; some of the schools in
poorer areas had fewer breaks. As we further analyzed the
data, the students recognized that these figures did tot
necessarily represent acts of vandalism. The children felt
that many of the breaks could have occurred accidentally.

During our discussion one of the girls had used the class
adding machine to find the total cost of replacing windows /

at all the schools. She wrote the following figures on the
board:

cost of materials - $10,655.96
cost of labor - 17 656.59

total - $28,312.55

Everyone was astonished at the cost, especially the charges
for labor. '

The children were curious to find out whether there were
any seasonal differences for the number of broken windows.
We used our own school as an example and found that out of a
yearly total of 194 breaks, 61 had occurred during the two
and a half months of Eummei vacation versus 133 breaks dur-
ing the school year. The children felt that this meant
that more vandalism occurred during the school year.*

The following day a group of "students met with the high.
,chool student touncil to explain their activities and to
/share their information and pictures. The older students
said that they, too, had been trying to deal with vandalism
problems, but so far they had had little or no response from
the town officials. They were, however; planning to attend
the city conference on vandalism, and they asked our class
to be sure to participate by making a presentation of their
findings.

With their interviews completed and their information
collected, the class made several decisions about their fu-
ture activities. They decided to display the photographs
on a three-panel folding screen so that all the students in
our school could easily see them. They also decided to fin-
ish up their group work as soon.as possible. Each group's
activities are described in the following paragraphs.'

*If the children had figured the percentage of breaks during
- the summer, they might have realized that the sixty-one

breaks represents an increase rather than a decrease. They
could haVe used these figures to support their suggestion
to the School Committee that the schools remain open for
public use during the summer months.--ED.
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Play Group
The Play Group had encountered some difficulties with

members who did not always attend their planning Seetings,
but by the first'of March, they had worked out their prob-
lems and-completed.their script for "Vandalism Does Not

Pay." The central characters were a gang of youag vandals
who were always causing trouble in their neighborhood: One

of the membersr Waldo, went along with the gangionly because
he was Aared to by the others, but he never caused damage.'
Eventually the gang was caught by the police and a =re'
scene followed. One of the'vandals conftised to the judge,

and all, except Waldo, were sent to reform school. The

first two drafts had been evaluated by the other students in'
class who suggested that there be longer scenes, less change
of scenery, and more dialogue with J.ess use af slang.

Once the script was revised and the group%iras satisfied
with the changes; copies were dittoed for the fourteen
actors and a student director. The children set dates for

their rehearsals and for the school performance. One group

of children volunteered to work in the Design Lab to make
the stage scenery, which included Tri-Well bushes, a house
facade with a door; and a jury box. I was very prolathat

many of the activities of this group were initiated entirely
by the children as they paw a need for them.

To accommodate the entire student body and visitors, the
students gave two performaikes Of their play on April 1.')
We had previously arranged to have the skit videotaped so
that we could show it to other schools in the district.
Several girls had composed an original song with guitar
accompaniment which the entire class sang at the close of

the play. (See first stanza of lyrics in Figure C3-5.)
Both performances went very well, and the audiences were

very responsive. The students were eipecially pleased with
congratulatory notes sent by three other clisses and with
the many favorable comments from their schoolmates.

Announcement Group
Members of this group also spent part of their language

arts periods working'on their intercom announcements with
their regular classroom teacher. The students decided that

their messages Should be brief; have appeal for all age
groups, and relate some incident that had occurred at.sohool

or in the community. They rejected one child'esugges 'ti on

to broadcast the names Of suspected vandals,.fearing tha
this might create more bad response than good.'

When the first drafts of the announcements were coMpleted,
the group met to review them. One ofiiiiiNboys had followed'

through on'one of the original ideas of thik class by tele-

n
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no difficulty for the group, but the children we e uncertain
whether they were complying with the time limit. They used,
a stopwatch to time their scripts and found that four were
too short and one was six seconds too long.

The messages were revised and then evaluated and timed
by group members. The stuflents also wrote a brief intro-

duction to identify themselves and-their project. A great

discussion followed on how to select one message to ubmit
to the television station. Finally, the group agreed that
each person would anonymously read his/her announcement on
the intercom and then the teaehers would vote for the best
one.

TIte group followed through with this plan and the message
shown in Figure C3-6 received the greatest number of votes
from the teachers. Although the message was neatly copied
and submitted to the television station, we had no response
from the editorial selection committee. One boy telephoned
many times to try to find out whether our message would be
used but was never able to speak with anyone besides a
secretary who provided no information.

Poster Group
The Poster Group oecided that they would prefer to dis-

plaY different posters rather than making multiple copies of
one design, which they felt might be boring. Several stu-
dents worked to ether to mak ar graph of the vandalism

statistics that we had gat red (see Figure C3-7). A few

, posters had been completed hen the students decided that
,before proceeding tett!, they should determine exactly

how many.posterS therRould need..
Consequently, while the class continued to work in

groups, I accompanied six members-of the Poster Group to
visit nearby merchants to find out whether they would be
interested in displaying our posters. The children decided
that this would also be a good opportunity to interview the
businessmen about their feelings towards vandalism, and so
they prepared the following list of questioni:

1. Have you ever had problems with vandalism,
and if so, would you tell us about them? '

2. What did the police do when you reported it?

3. Did they catch the vandals and what happened
co them if they did?
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4. What age are the
damage?

5. Every time there
it cost you more

vandals who do \sost of the

is a case of vandalism, does
in insurance? .

We walked, to the nearby'businesedistrict,,and:fhe chit-,
dren worked in pairs; one child asked the questions: and the

other took notes. When they went fo the next store, they,.
to reversed what they had done so that everrne had the oppor=

tunity to ask questions. I observed the children's Inter;
viewd and noted that, tn a feS instances, the merchants
seemed rather taken aback by what the children,were trying

5 to accomplish and put them off,lby saying theyjnite !too busy

to talk. In most etores the children were'received favor-,

ss ably and they handled themselves well.- They were very pa:
lite but also very nervous.

When ten interviews had been completed, we returned to
school. The children discussed the information'ind pre-
pared a report for the class. They mantic:6d thit because
they had not been in the stores to buy anything, it was
difficult to talk with the managers because of constant in--.
terruptions from custemers.. Meet merchants aPPeared to be
interested in the children's activities, but some were also,
afraid; more thanone had requested thet^his/her nails not
be used if the information was to appear in the newspapers.
One woman refused our requeek to display a poster.because
she thought it might provoke vandalsito attack her store.
However, eight out of ten merchants did.agree to display
the class's posters.

' After the Poster Group's report, someone mentioned that
we should also consider other locations besides the eight
stores. Everyone agreed with one student's suggestion that
we choose "i plaids where a lot of people go and it's not
cluttered."' As we listed various sites, iuch as libraries,
supermarkets, movie theaters churches, post offices; and
recreational buildings, the'iChilarenvolunieered to ask for
permission to place our signs in those Vuildings.

One boy reperted on an idterview hated already conducted
with the head librarian at the public library. Not only.

did she_agree to place a poster on the main "bulletin board,
but she also offered to show the videotape of our plai to a
children's group that regularly met on Saturday mornings.

ihe foster Group kept a count of the number of locations
and then prepared the needed number of posters. The children
felt quite successful with the.poster placement iince most
people readily agreed to display them.

Figure C3-7
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Many of our USMES activities were delayed during the re-
mainder'of April because of spring vacation and other school
activities. Early in May we had guests from the offiCe of
the Town Manager who came to learn more about the class's
'campaign against vandalism and to tell us more about the
forthcoming city conference on vandalisd. The chilifilin made

a good persentation, and I was very proudot the way they

were'able to respond to the questions and to preseut their
data in a logical manner. Among their observations and
recommendations Were the,following:

1. Often'Adults don't take children seriodlay. They

feel that children don't undetsfand thg vandalism
problem and so cari'e do anything ahout it.

2. Many adults ire afraid to deal with the vandalism
problem because they are afraid'vandals will
retaliate by attacking their property.

3. Vandalisa occurs in allneighbdrhoods, regardless
of the incote level.

4. The schools should belong to the community and
,not be closed up at the end of the school day.
They could be used for adult education classes
and programs for children.

5. There should'be a progiam whereby vandals Wm; are
caught would work in the schools to help repair
the damage,or to help the school in other areas,
such as in the Design Lab or as teacher aides.

6. There should be more communication between adults
(parents, teachers, town officials) *14 students.

.More pride has to be built intp the teaching of
children, starting at home and darrying over into

the school.

Our guests seemed impressed with the children's findings

and observations. They issued a formal invitation for a

group of our students to present their infqrmation at the

town-wide conferenoe on vandalism which was held two days

later.
I accompanied three of our students to the conference.

They were a little nervous it the thought of speaking before
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representatives of all the town agencies, both civic and
governmental, but I felt they could handle the situation.
When their turn came to make their presentation, they re-
peated 'many of the recommendations they had given to the
conferknce meiberivwho visited our class. In addition, they
suggested that their own activities might be used to show
teachers and students at other schools what chiidren can do
about the probliam.\ Again theatudents were Well received,
and they were asked to show the videotape of their play at
'le future meeting of the conference. They mere also issued
another invitation to give their presentation, along with
the,high school students, to the School'Commiltee.\

At our next-Class meeting, the three students reported
on the conference. They brought in a statistics sheet on
vandalism that had been distributed at the meeting, and the
claps discussed the data. They saw that since 1973 the-rate
of vandalism hed been steadily increasing and that most 'of
the vandals who were apprehended were given only a warning
(for eiample, in 1973 and 1974,, out cf 225 apprehended van-
dals, only 24 cases went to court). They also Tinted that

there was very little restitution by the vandals who were
caught. The children felt that theie statistics proved
whet they had learned from their research.

The three'students also reviewed other items discussed
at the meeting. Quite i bit of time had been spent defining
Vandalism and distinguishing deliberate from nonmalicious
vandalism. In summary, ey added that the class had found
much of the same informat on as the committee had found.
They generallyagreed tha4 the yandaIism problem could be
dealt with by the schools with. the help of the parents and

the general public.
The class spent the next session preparing for the pre-

ientaelorl to the Schwa Committee. -17kt-riiur-ttddent-repres,-- ---,

sentatives were concerned about what information to,reporg.
Some of the children saggested that certain things mighebe
avoided. For example, no particular group lf people should
be blamed forvandalism. They explained that in talking to
the high school students, many had said that sometimes the
police questioned Vandals,(gave them only a warning, and
then let them go with no punishment. My students felt that
if the police were blemid, we wouldn't get their cooperation
in solving the problem. Someone else sai0 that the names of

1(
suspected vandals should ot be used because, without proof,
this would. be a very ser us charge. The children agreed
that they should be very careful to give exact data, espe-
cially because the press would be attending the meeting and
might possibly publish our findings.

137,
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The students' presentation before the School Committee
was very good. Ve high school representatives, who spoke
first, acknowledged that they had more of a personal reac-
tion whereas our class had collected substantial data. My

listudents presented their information, including some si the
lidata we had analyzed from the town-wide meeting.on vandalism,

1 and they passed aroundtheir posters and photographs. Sev-

,eral Committee members were curious'as to why some of the
data gathered by the children had not been previously made
available to them.

Several days later two newspaper articles in the
Arlington Advocate focused on our class presentations Zsee

Figure C3-8). A reporter had attended the city-wide con-
ference and the School Committee meeting and had also inter-

viewed our class. It was really an excellent session be-
cause the reporter asked questions that made the students
really think about what they had been doing. Before leaving,

he asked whether the students felt that their activities had
been a good way to learn. There was unamimous agreement
that a great deal of learning had taken place and that they
would be interested in doinganother Mass Communications
unit.

During a later class meeting, we\reviewed the videotape
of our play along with several observers from the Town Man-

, ager's Office who came to help us evaluate it. After the

.showing, the children made the following suggestions:

1. Make an introduction to the tape explaining how
the class became involved in the project.

41.
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2. Show the tape to a kindergarten class to see if
the younger children could understand it.

3. Show the tape to a sixth-grade clasa at another
school to get the students' reactions.

We agreed that some parts'of the tape were not as good as

we would have liked. The laughter and applause of the aud-
ience had drowned out some crucial lines, in particular the
last one where the vandals stepped forward and said, "We
learned the hard way that vandalism does not pay."

Our visitors said that the play was good. However, they

added they would like to see a more positive sequel to the
videotape so that rather than having the young vandals to
to reform school, they would be involved in constructive
activities (e.g., show the vandals helping teachers and
children at school and repairing damage). The children
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Figure C3-9

accepted the criticism well and agreed to discuss it fur-
ther.

Although the students could see the point raised by our
visitors, the initial reaction at our next session was to
defend their play. They felt that by showing the vandals'
disrespect of property, adults, And even the court system,
they were depicting reality. They finally agreed that a
sequel could be made to shOw th ngs the way they should be.
However, our school year was ne ring an end and there was
little time left to produce a follow-up to the skit. The
children suggested that since they would be entering junior
high in the fall, they conld try to Interest an upcoming
sixth-grade class in continuing our campaign against van-
dalism. They also decided that when the,play was performed
for parents at the end of May, the announcer would inform
everyone that a sequel might be added.

With very little time remaining before summer holidays
began, we still had one major task to complete.. When the
children had originally placed their posters in local
stores, they had decided to conduct follow-up surveys to
find out how much attention they had attracted. However, as
we began discussing format, the questionnaire, rather than
being an evaluation of our use of posters, turned into an
opinion survey of how people feli about vandalism,jsee
Figure C3-9). The children also wanted to compare people's
reactions to iliterviews conducted with anonymous question-
naires versus interviews with taRe recorders and videotapes.

The children conduceed the interviews over a two-day per-
iod. Unfortunately, the tape recorder group had technical
difficulties and was unable to participate. I accompanied
the children to a nearby business area and then they were
on their own. We picked a time limit of fifteen minutes and
a meeting place where I waited and was available for assis-
tance if they needed me.

The children really did a good job. they later commented
that at first they had been a little afraid to stop people
on the.street, but they had found that,most people were very
cooperative. One student interviewed a woman who'asked him
more questions about what he was doing than he was able,to
ask her about vandalism.

We were able to have the second set of interviews video-
taped, and the children noticed quite a difference in peo-
ple's reactions. Many people deliberately walked out Of
our shootin range, and others avoided looking at the cam-
era. Quite few people who wAre stopped wouldn't be in-
terviewed ttil they were sure that the tape wouldn't be
shown on t levision. We also had more refusals with ex-
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cuseefrom the people that they were too busy to stop or
that they didn't know anything about vandalism.

The two interview groups brought their information back
.to class and together we compiled the data according to
male and female responses.* (See Figure C3-10.) Some of
the questions had not been answered by all the people in-
terviewed, but the students were still able'to maks some
generalizetions..! Most of,the people seemed to feel that
punishment for vendals was not severe enough end that some
vandalism could be eliminated by Providing more activities
for youths. Adults felt that children between eleven and
eighteen years of age accounted farmbst of the vandalism,

The class decided to add.several of the videotaPed in-
terviews tosthe tapt of the play. I told the'students that
I had already informed the other elementary principals that
the class videotape would be available in the fall to show
to their students. One student reported that he had talked
with a sixth-grade teacher who agreed to work with her class
in the fall to add a sequel to our videotape. We were quite
pleased that someone would be following through with our
plans.

At our final session the students reviewed their activi-
ties and evaluated their campaign against vandalism. We
agreed that not only we but alio the general public and the
town officials had learned i'greatdeal about vandalism be-
cause of the class's involvement.

The students realized, however, that.they had made only
a start towards solving the problem of vandalism, but they
did feel that they had perhaps increased many people's
awareness of the problem. I pointed out that, at least in
our own school, the rate of vandalism had diminishedeince
their campaign had started.

I was really pleased with what the class had been able to
accomplish-in a relatively short period of time. The stu-
dents carried over much of what they had learned to social
studies and language arts. Both the regular classroom
teacher. and I felt that striving towards a common goal had
helped to draw the Class cloier together.

*The children might calculate the percentage of yes answers
to the most important questions and then show the results
on a bar graph. They might also graph the data on the
number of occurrences of vandalism during different times
of day.--ED:

Figure C3r10
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1. LISTS OF "HOW TO" SERIES

GRAPHING

The USNES "How To" Series are written resources that*help
children learn skills they need to solve re#1 problems

(e.g., designing an opinion survey, drawinf various types
of graph).

"HOW TO" CARDS

Below are listed the current "How To" Card titles that \

students working on the Mass Communications challenge may
find useful. A complete listing of both the "How-To" Cards
and the Design Lab "How To" Cards is contained in the USMES
Guide. In addition, the Design Lab Manual contains the list
of Design Lab "Haw To" Cards.

GR 1 How to Make a Bar Graph Picture of Your liata
GR 2 How to Show the Differences in Many Measurements of

the Same Thing by Making a Histogram
GR 3 How to Make a Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 4 How to Decide Whether to Make a Bar.Graph Picture

or Line Graph Picture of Your Data
GR 5 How to Find Out If There is Any Relationship Between

Two Things by Making a Scatter Graph
GR 7 How to Show Several Setsl.of Data on One Graph

MEASURING M 1 How to Ms topwatch

M 2 How to Mta Distances

M 9 How to Mak a Conversion Graph to Use in Changing
Measurements from One Unit to Another Unit

M 10 How to Use a Conversion Graph to Change Any Measure-
ment in One Unit to Another Unit

PROBABILITY AND'STATISTICS, PS 2 How to Record Data by Tallying
PS 3 How to Describe Your Set of Data by Finding the

Average
PS 4 How to Describe Your Set of Data by Using the Middle

Piece (Median)
PS 5 How to find the Median of a Stt of Data'from a

Histogram

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 How,to Compare Fractions or Ratios by Making a
Triangle Diagram* -

R 2 How to Make a Drawing to Scale
R 3 How to Make Sirale Drawings Bigger or Smaller
*Now-called-slopsdiagram_

1. A 7
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COLLECTING DATA

GRAPHINd

MEASURING

1

'SIMPLIFYING DATA,

I

BEGINNING "HOW TO" SERIES
-

'The cartoon-style format of this series helps younger
children and those witti reading difficulties acquire the
skills and knowledge they may need during work on Mass

Communications.

"Hay To" Record, Data

"Haw To" Do aia Expeiiment -
"How To" NAke an Opinion Survey
"Haw To"*Choose'a Sample

"Bav To"'hoose Whicti Graph To Make
"Haw To".Make a Ear 'Graph
"How To" Mike a Ear Graph Histogram
"How To" Make a Conversion GrAph
"How To" Make a Line Chatt
""How To" Make a Line Graph
"How To" Make a Scatter Graph
"How To":NAke a Slope Diagram

"How To" litle a Stopwatch
"How'To",Choose the Right Tool to Measure Distince

"How To" NAke a\Scale Drawing

-"How To" Round Off Data
"How To" Find the Median
"How To",Find the Average,
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INTEIDIEDIATE "1101 TO" SERiES

This bookiet-style series covers in more detail essen-

_ tially,the same itsformation as the Beginning "Row To" Scarfs*

witk a few booklets on additional skills. This series re,-

' quires a greater reading skill and gives-students a chance
to read something they-have a need to read. Those pertinent

to Mass Communications are listed below.

cosumm DATA "How To" reflect Good Data
"How To" Round Off Dafa as You Measure

'low To" Record Data
-"How To" Do an Experiment
"How To" MXke an Opinion Survey
"How To" Choose a Sample

OMANI:MG "How To Choose Which Graph to Make
"How To" Make a Bar Graph
"How To" Make a Histograt
"How To" MXke a Line Graph
"How To"-Make a Conversion Graph
"How To" Use Graphs to Compare Two Sets of Data

.

MEASVRING "How To" Use a Stopwatch
"How TO" Choose the Right Tool to Measure Distance
"How To" Make a Scale Drawing

SIMPLIFYING DATA "How To" Tell What Your Data Show.
"How To" Find the Median
"How To" Find the Mean
"How To" Find the Mode.
"How'To" Find Different Kinds of Ranges
"How To' Use Key Numbers to Compare TWo Sets of Data
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2. LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS

DESIGN PROBLEMS

GRAPHING.

e
GROUP DYNAMICS GD 2 A Vot' g Procedure Compariso .That My Arise in VSMES

As students work on USMES challenges, teachern may need
background information that it; not readily accessible else-

,

where, The Background poapers fulfill this need and often
include descriptions of activities and investigations that

. iaudents might carryiput.

Below are listed title's of current Background Papers
that teachers may find pertinent tO-Miss Communications.
The papers are grouped in the categorins shown, but in some
cases the categoriei overlap-. For example, some papers
about graphing also' deal with probability and statistics.

The Background Papers are batng revised, reorganized, .

and rewritten. As a results xanyof the titles will change.

eN,

DP 13 People and Space by Gorman Gilbert.

e

GR 3 Using Graphs to Understand Beta by Earle Lomon
'GR 4 Representing Several Sets of Dat.t, on One ,Graph by

Betty Beck
GR 6 Using Scatter Graphs to Spot Trends by Earle Lomon
GR 7 Data Gathering Ad.Generating Graphs at the Same Time

(or Stack 'Em and Graih%tEm at OnerelI Swoop!) by
Edward Liddle

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

Activfties by Earle LoMon

PS 1 Collecting Data in Sets or amp1 'by USMES Staff

PS 4 Design,of Surveys and 3amp2 J. Devlin and
Anne E. Freeny

PS 5 Examininy bne ang TwoeSets of Data Part 1i A General
Strategy and One-Sample Methods by Lorraine Denby and
James Landwehr

PS 6 Examining .0ne and Two gets of Data Part II A Gr aphi-

cal Method for Comparing Two Samhles by Lorraine Denby.
and James Landwehr

RATIOS, PROPORTIONS, AND SCALING R 1 Graphic Comparison of Fractions by Merrill Goldberg
R Z Geometric 'Comparison of Ratios by Earle Lomon
R 3 Making and Using-a Scale Drawing by Earle 1.omon

014
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3. BIBLIOGPAPHY OF NON-USMES WERIALS

Books for Teachers

1 .4 1)1.0

The following references and materials may be helpful for
classes working on &II's. Communicitions challenge. The

USMES Guide contains a list of references on general mathe-
matics and science-topics. (Publisher's prices, where
listed, may have changed.) -

Lidstone, John and Don McIntosh. Children as Filn Makers.
197,0. Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, 450 W. 33rd Street,
New York City,,NY 10001. ($7.95)

An excellent reference for teachers of all grides whose
students are interested in movie production'. Includes
advice on selection of movie camera, care and maintenance,
and basic Operation. Drawings and photograihs illustrate
explanations on how to edit film, use sound, and make
animated movies.

Ring, Arthur. Planning and Producing Randmadd Slidei and
Filmstrips for the Classroom. 1974. Lear Siegler, Inc./
Fearon Publishers, 6 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002.
($2.75) ,

Explains and illustrates how simple handmade slides and
filmstrips can be made in the classroom using inexpensive
materials such as acetate film, thermofax ttansparency,
overexposed and underexposed commiarcially mounted slides,
and clear adhesive shelf paper. Also includes master
worksheets for both slide shows and filmstripa, along
with advice^on making presentations.

The Center for Understanding Media. Doing the Media: A

Portfolio of Activities and Resources. 1972. The Center
for Understanding Media, Inc., 75 Horatio Street, New
York City, NY 10014. ($5.00)

Introduction to use of various visual media, photography,
film, and vidc , and description of practical classroom-
tested activities, such as Super-8 animation, story-
boarding, making slides without a camera, using an
overhead projector.

Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridge Street, Watertown,
MA 02172.

. The Camera Cookbook. ($3.50)

' An illustrated guide to use with inexpensive photo-
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graphic materials and equipment also available from work-

shop for Learning Things. Explains how to use camera,

develop film, and make prints in the classroom without
use of a darkroom.

Books for Students Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridge Street, Watertown,

MA 02172.

Inexpensive Media Equipment
and Materials

154

. Children Write. ($3.50)

A folder containing children's writings) drawings, and

photographs. Good examplei for students who are pro-

ducing their awn books.

. It's So Simple: Click and Print. ($2.00)

A fifth-grade class explains in their own words, photo-
graphs, and drawings how to use a simple camera, develop
negatives without using a darkroom, and make prints on

three. kinds of reproductive paper.,

"Most of the Pictures Came Out Real Well." .($1.50)
Criginal writings and photographs by fifth and sixth

graders who used simple, inexpensive cameras.

. The Label Press. ($1.00)

Asbooklet with suggestions for children on using plastic

label makers to print aultiple copies.

Elementary Science Study (ESS). Children Printing. Distri-

buted by the Teachers Bookshop, 90 Sherman Street,
Cambridge, MA 02140. ($1.50)
Examples of printing done mainly on letter press and silk
screen press by children from grades one to six.

Both sources listed below sell.excellent, low-cost mate-
rials) especially developed for chadrenis,use. Write

for each project's catalog for complete descriptions and

order forms.

Workshop for Learning Things, 5 Bridge Street, Watertown,

MA 02172. (Our Catalog, $1.00)

. Bookmaking Instruction Kit. ($5.95)

Includes posters with instructions for three methods of
bookbinding, and tools and materials to make five books

of each type.
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. Paper Making'Kit. ($68.00)

. Materials and instructioni- for a simple method of re-
cycling small qu4ptities of paper.

. OffSet piinting Press. ($19.50)
Reusable press Ind supplies for transferring printing
from master sheet onto paper up to WI" x 11".

. Printing Press Kit. (163.00)
Contains type case, pess bed, type font, and all equip-
ment needed for prihtini.

. Camera Kits.

Several kits available include 3-Camera Kit .($36.00),
6-Camera Kit ($81.50), and 35-Camera Kit ($295.00). Each
contains simple cameras, black and white film, Camera
Cookbook, and supplies for taking, developing, and re-
producing photographs without using a darkroom. Addi-
tional supplies may be purchased individually or in
expandable kits.

Selective Educational Equipment (SEE), Inc., 3 Bridge
Street, Newton, MA 02195, (Free catalog)

. 6-Student Camera and Enlarger Kit. ($93.50)
Contents of 6-Student Camera Kit plus equipment for de-
veloping negatives and making darkroom enlargements from
35mm, 120, 126t and 127 square film.

. Photo Enlarger. ($12.50)
'Materials for use with either 6-Student Camera Kit;
masking tape, 6 five-quart plastic pails, clothespins,
sponges, twine, 6 large trays.

1 6



.--ir(G-LOSSARY 7 The following definigons may be helpful to a teacher
whose class is investigating a Miss Communications chal-

lenge. Some of the words are included to give ihe teacher
an understanding of technical terms; others are included
because they are commonly used throughout-the resource

book.
These termsmay be used when they are appropriate for .0-

the children's work. For example, a teacher may tell the
-children that when they conduct surveys, they are collect=

ing data. It is not necessary for the teacher or students
to learn the definitiens nor to use all of the terms while

working on their challenge. Rather, the children will be-

gin to use the words and understand the meanings as they
become involved in their inveltigations.

Y
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Audio Relating to the transilission, reception, or reproddetion of,

.sound.

Audiovisual Relating to both hearing and sight.

_Average The numerical value obtained by dividing the sum of the
elements of a set of data by the number of elements in

that set. Also called the mean.

Caption An explanatory-titIe-thatSCCompanies a drawing or photo-

graOh.

Conversion Changing from ope form to another. Generally associated

in mathematics and science with the change from one-unit of
measurement to another or the change from one form of energy

to another.

Correlation

Cost

Darkroom,

Data

1 7

A relation between two sets of data.

The amount of money needed to produce or to purchase goods

or services.

An unlighted room used for handling light-sensitive
materials, such as photographic negatives.

Any facts, quantitative information, or statistics.
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Decibel

Develop

Distribution

Edit

Film

Frequency

4

A unit of measurement of sound intensity. The nuMber of
decibels is equal to ten times the logarithm of the ratio
of the sound intensity and a standard reference point. The
reference point id the power'Inged to produce a barely
audible sound at a frequency al 0 Hertz (i.e., a pitch
nearly two octaves above middle C).

Relative Intensitiesiofitounds

in decibels in microwatts/cm
2

%

threshold of
hearing

rustling leaves
talking (at 3 ft.)
noisy office or

store
subway car
threshold of pain

0

20

40

60

100

120

-10
10

-8
10

-6'
10

10
-4

1

100 (

To treat exposed photograph materials with chemicals which
produce a visible image.

The 4read of data over the range of possible results.

To collect and arrange materials into a finished publica-
tion or broadcas .

A thise's eet of cellulose treated with light-tsensitive
etulsion and used for taking photographs.

The number of times a certOn event occurs in a givenunit
of time or in a given total number of events.

'Graph A drawing or picture of one or several,sets of data.

Bar Graph

1.59

A graph of a.set(of measures or counts whose sizes are rep-
resented by the vertical (or horizontal) lengths of bars
of equal widths or lines. Example: the number of people
who preferred particular preseritations.

4
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Bar Graph (cont.)

Presentation No. oi Votes

Newspaper 83

Posters 72

Videotape 59

Intercom Announcements 47
, .

Conversion Graph

I i°

A line graph that is used
to another. For example,

vice yersa.
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Cumulative Distribution Graph

Histogram

u3

Length of* '

Announcement

A graph that can be constructed from a histogram by com-
puting running totals from the histogram data. -Tha first

.running total is the first value in the histogram data (see

.table of values). The second running total is the sum of
the first and second values of the histogram, the third is
the sum oft* first, second, and"third values, and so on.
The horizontar scale on the graph is similar to that of the
histogram; the vertical scale goes from 0 to the total ntna-
ber of eveqts observgd or samples taken-(in the example, the
total nuMber of public address announcements that were
timed). Each vertical distance on the graph shows the run-
ning total for the value shown on the horizontal scale;
thus the graph below indicates that 28 public address an-
nounOments, or about 78 per cent of the total, lasted 50
seconds or less.

Total Number
of Announ6Sments

10 sec. or less
20 sec. or less
30 sec. or less
40 dec. or less
50 sec. or less
60 sec. or less
70 sec. or less

1

4

9

19

28

34

36

"IV :Y NO

zalli...
Ad Z li,:allia3,..ti. 1..

24

:011r5

ad

iii
a I% i II

11 en

1111111111iinumiiiiIII
0 10 10 SO 40 SO GO 70 80

LEN&TH OF, ANP/OttivcEntgriT (sec)

tlype of bar graph that shows the distribution of the num-
'ber of times that different measures or counts of the same
event have occurred. A histogram always shows numerical
data on the horizontal axis. Example: the number of pub-
lic address announcements that lasted a given amount of
time._ --



stogram (cont.) Length of-
Asnouncemest

(sec.)

1-10
11-20

21-30
31-40
41-50

51-60
61-70

Number of
Announcements

1

5
3

10

9

6

I2

Line Chart
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A bar graph that is represented by circles, triangles, or
crosses with lines Connecting them so that is has the ap-
pearance of a line graph. (See Line Graph.) This is a
useful representation whe o or more sets of data are
shown on the same grapa Example: the media presentations
?referred by stude and 17,adults.
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Line Graph

Q-Q Graph

A graph in which a wroth line or line segments pass through
or near points representing members of a set of data. Since

the line represents an infinity of points, the variable on
the horizontal axis must be continuous. If the spaces be-

tween the markings on the horizontal axis have no meaning,
then the graph is nov,a line graph, but a line chart (see
Line Chart), even if the data pointS are connected by
lines. Example: the size of letters on a poster vs. the
distance from which they can be read. (This is a line
graph because the size of letters that can be read at 38
meters is found to be 9 centimeters, even though no such
measurement was actually made.)

Letter size

cm)

2

3

4

6

7.5

10

Distance Away

(m)
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14
34
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LETTER SIRE (c.w)

A graph that shows the comparison between the same type of
data collected from two groups of people or from two dif-

ferent situations. Example: sound level readings (taken

with a VU-meter on a tape recorder) before and after posters,
asking students to be quiet are put up. The data for each

set is ordered and the smallest meadUAment of one set
plotted against the smallest of the other set, the second
smallest against the second smallest, etc. The scatter of

points is compared to a reference line,'a dashed 450 line

th'at represents data from two identical sets.
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QI-00 Graph (cont.)
VU-METER READINGS

Before Posters After Posters

-9 -14

-8 -11
-6 -8

-3
-1

-5

72

-2

+1 . -1
+2 0.

+3 +1
+4 +2

Scatter Graph
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A graJ showing a scatter of points, each of which repre-
sentj two characteristics of the same thing. _For example,
in t e graph below, the position of eadh point indicates
the n mber of gum wrappers picked up that week vs. the
numberLof intercom announcements in one week about
litteting.

Number of Number of

Announcements Wra ers

1 162

3 130
4 106

5 81

7 65

9 52
6 59
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Slope Diagram*

Histogram

Hypothesis

Inference

Lens

Mapping

Mass Production

Matrix

1 71

A graphical means of coniparing fractions or ratios. To

represent the ratio a/bi plot the point (b,a) and draw a
line from (b,a) to the origin, (0,0)." The slope of this
line represents the ratio a/b. By comparing slopes of dif-

ferent lines, different ratios can be compared; the-steeper
the line the larger thf ratio. For example, the diagram
below shows the ratio of price to number of sheets for dif-
ferent brands of paper for duplicating. The ratio of price
to sheet for Brand X is smaiier than that for Brands Y or Z,
and therefore, Brand X costs tlhe least per sheet.

Brand

Sheets of
Pa er Cost

X 300 $1.69

Y 400 $2.97

Z 500 $3.50

$s

See Graph.

YR/CI-Wm

-*-
1.-

marma I

0 /Go loo 3410 400

NUMBER o 5 HEET$
So0

A tentative conclusion made in order to test its implica-

tions or consequences.

An assumption derived from facts or information$considered
to be valid and accurate.

A piece of glass or other transparent substance that is
used in an optical instrument to form a sharp image by

focusing light rays,

Assigning each element in one set of data to a correspond-
ing element in another set.

The process of making something in quantity.

A chart of data arranged in rows and columns.

*Formerly called Triangle Diagram.
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Mean See Average.\

Median The middle value of a set of data in which the elements have
been ordered from smallest to largest. The median value

has as many elements above it as below it. Example: the

middle time from several measurements of the length of an

intercom.anaouncement.

A channel of communication, usually a publication,or.broad-
cast. (Plural \media.), A

The element or elenents in a set of data that occur most

often.

Medium

Mode

Negative

Ordered Set

Per Cent

Percentage

Population.

Probability

PropOrtion

A transparent material that carries'a photographic image
and is used for prinIting photographs.

A set ii-data arranged from smallest to largest.

Literally, per hundrec. A ratio'in which the denominator

is always 100, e.g., 72 per cent 72/100 0.72 72%,

where the symbol % rep7sents 1/100.

A part of a whole expretsed in hundredths.

\

AnY group of objects-(e.g., people) or events from which

samples are taken for stetistical measurement. -

The likelihood or chance (expreseed numerically) of one
event,occurring out of several possible events..

A statement of equality ofltwo ratios, i.e., the first
term divided by the seconcUterm equals the third term
divided by the fourth term,ie.g., 5/10 !! 1/2. Also a

synonum for ratio: when two quantities are in direct pro-

portion, their ratios are the same.

Quartile
First The first quartile is the value of the quarter-way piece

of data in an ordered sei of )iiata.

Thing'

Interguartile Range

73

The third quartile is the value of the three-quarter-way
piece of data in an ordered set of data.

The range or spread, of the mid1e 50% of an ordered set
of data; the difference between the third and first
quartiles.
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.1 Osj

Range

Rank

Ratio

Sample

The differeno between th smallettAnd the largest values
in a set of data.

To order the meMbers of,a et according eo laome criterion,
such aa size or importance Example: to put pieces of
data.from smallest to largest,

Tlie quotient of two denomin te numbers or values Indicating
the relationship in, qgantity, size or amount between No-
dgferent things. FOr example,. the ratio of 20 female
andience members to 24 male ariencemembers is, 5A6.'

A ItepresentatiNie/fraction of i population studied ta gain
'Information aboiat the whole noPulition.

Sample Size . The number of elements in a samle.

Set A collection of characteristicsApersons, or pbjects. Bach
thing in a set is called a memberr an element.

Slope Diagram See Graph.

Sound IntensIty

Sound Level Metee

Statistics

Storyboard

Tally

'Temperature

The level or loudness of a sound. \A measure of how much
sound energy flows through a givenlarea in a given time.
Measured in decibels or watts/cm2.

An initrument used to measure sound\intensity.
1

The science of drawing conclusions oA making predictions
using a collection of quantitative data.

An ordered series of pictures which teg a otory.,.

A visible record used to ketip a count df some set of data,
especially a record of the number of tiMea one or more
events occur. Example: a count'of the number of students
wha,perfer a videotaped message rather than a written
message.

Ameasure of hotness or coldness. Technically, an indica-
tion oi the average kinetic energ f moledules. Tempera-
ture is commonly measured in degr es Fahrenheit or degrees
tentigrade (Celsius).
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1

Thermometer, A thermometer on which the interval between the normal

Celsius - frtezing and boiling points of water is divided into 100
parts or degrees, ranging from 00C, to 100°C.

...--

Thermometer, A thermometer on which the interval between the normal
Fahrenheit freezing and boiling points of wager is diyided into 180

Tarts or degrees,, ranging from 32 F, to 212°F.

Video Relating to the transmission or reception of the television
image.

:
Videotape A magnetic tape used to record a television production.

,

\

,

/
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E. Skills, Processes, and Areas of Study Utilized in Mass Communications

a

The unique aspect of USMES is the degree to which it pro-
vides experience in the process of solving real problems.
Many would agree that this aspect of learning is so impor-
tant as to deserve a regular place in the school program
even if it means decreasing to some extent the time spent
in other important areas. Fortunately, real problem solv4ng
is also an effective way of learning many ok'the skills,
processes,--and conceges in a wide range of school subjects.

On the following pages are five-charts and ail extensive,
illustrative list of skills, processes and areas of study
that are utilized in USMEg. The charts rate Mass Communica-,
tions according to its potential for learning in various
categories of each of five subject areas--real problem solv-
ing, mathematics, science, social science, and language arts.
The rating system is based on the amount that each skill,
itocess, or area of study within the subject areas is used--
extensive (1), moderafe (2), some (3), little or no Use (-).
(The USMES Guide contains a chart that rates all USMES units
in a similar way.)

The chart for real problem solving presents the many as-
pects of the problem-solving process that students generally
use while working on an USMES, challenge. A number of the
steps in the process are,used many times and in different
orders, and many of the steps can be performed concurrently
by separate groups of stgdents. Each aspect listed in the
chart applies not only to the major problem stated in the
unit challenge but also to many of the tasks each small
group undertakes while working on a solution to the major
problem% Consequently, USMES students gain extensive exper-

- ience with the problem-solving process.
The charts for mathematics, science, social science, and

language arts identify the specific skills, processes, and
areas of study that may be learned by students as they re-
spond to a Mass Communications challenge and become involved
with certain activities. Because the students initiate the
activities, it is impossible to state unequi!vocally which
activities will take place. It is possible, however, to
document activities that have taken place in USMES classes
and identify those skills and processes that havebeen used
by the students.

Knowing in advance which skills and processes are likely
to be utilized in Mass Communications and knowing the extent
that they will be used, teachers can postpone the teaching

1SO
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of those skills in the traditional manner until later in

the year. If the students have not learned them during
their USMES activities by that time, they can study them in

the usual way. Further, the charts enable a teacher to in-
tegrate USMES more readily with other areas of classroom

work. For example, teachers may teach fractions during math
period when fractions are also being learned and utilized in

the students' USMES activities. Teachers who have used

USMES,for several successive years have found that students
are more motivated to learn basic skills when they have de-

termined a need for them in their USMES activities. During

an USMES,sessiOn the teacher may allow the students to
learn the skills entirely on their own or from other stu-
dents, or the teacher may conduct a skill session as the

need for a particular skill arises.
Because different USMES units have differing emphases on

the various aspects of problem solving and varying amounts
of possible work in the various subject areas, teachers each
year might select several possible challenges, based on
their students' previous work in USMES, for their class to

consider. This choice should provide students with as ex-
tensive a range of problems and as wide a varietY of skills,
processes, and areas of stud); as possible during their years

in school. The charts and lists on the following pages can

also help teachers with this type cf planning. t,
Some USMES teachers have used a chart similar to the one

given here for real problem solving as a record-keeping tool,
noting each child's exposure to the various aspects of the

process. Such a chart might be kept current by succeeding
teachers and passed on as part of a student's permanent

record. Each year some attempt could Le_made to vary a stu-

dent's learning not only by-iAtroducing different types of
challenges but also by altering the specific activities in

which each student takes part. For example, children who
have done mostly construction work in one unit may be en-

couraged to take part in the data collection and data
analysis in their next unit.

Yollowing the rating charts are the lists of explicit ex-
amples of real problem solving and other subject area skills,
processes, and areas of study learned and utilized in Mass

Communications. Like the charts, these lists are based on'
documeotation of activities that have taken place in USMES

classes. The greater detail of the lists allows teachers

to see exactly how the various basic skills, processes, and

areas of study listed in the charts may arise in'Mass

Communications.
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The number of examples in the real preblem solving list
have been limited because the list itself would be unreason-
ably 1ong if all the examples were listed for sone of the
categories. It should also be noted that the example(s) in
the first categoryIdentifying and Defining Problemshave
been limited to the major problem that is the focus of the
unit. During the course of their work, the students will
encounter and solve many other, secondary problems, such as
the problem of how to dieplay their data or how to draw a

scale layout.
Breaking down an interdisciplinary curriculum like USMES

into its various subject area components is a difficult and
highly inexact procedure. Within USMES the various subject
areas overlap significantly, and any subdivision must be to
some extent arbitrary. For example, where does measuring
as a mathematical skill end and measurement as science and
social science process begin? How does one distinguish
between the processes.of real problem solving, of science,
and of social science? Even within one subject area, the
problem still remains--whatas the difference between graph-
ing as a skill and graphing as an area of study? This preb-

em has been partially solved by judicious choice of ex-
amples and extensive cross-referencing.

Because of this overlap of subject areas, there are
clearly other outlines that are equally valid. The scheme
presented here was developed with much care and thought by
members of the USMES staff with help from others knowledge-
able in the fields of mathematics, science, social science,
and language arts. It represents one iethod of examining
comprehensively the scope of USMES and in no way denies the

-existence of other methods.
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REAL PROBLEM SOLVING
Ovetall

Rating

Identifying and defining problem.

Deciding on information and investigations
needed.

Determining what needs to be dote first,
setting priorities.

Deciding on best ways to obtain information
needed.

Working cooperatively in groups on tasks.

Making decisions as needed.

Utilizing and appreciating basic skills
and procedses.

Carrying out data collection procedures--
observing, surveying, recearching,
measuring, classifying, ekperimenting,
constructing.

Asking questions, inferring.

Distinguishin
relevant fr
reliable fr

fact from opinion,
relevant data,

nreliable sources.

1.

1

.1

1

1

1

1

1

/MAL PROBLEM SOLVING

Evaluating procedures used for data
collection,and analysi . Detecting
Ilaws in prOcess or err rs in data.

Organizing and processing da a or informa-
tion..

Analyzing and interpreting, data cr informa-
tion.

Predicting, formulating hypotheses sug-

gesting possible solutions based on data
'collected.

Evaluating proposed solutions in terms of
practicality, social values, efficacy,
aesthetic values.

Trying out'various solutions and evaluating
the results, testing hypotheses.

Communicating and displaying data or
information.

Working to. implement solution(s) chosen
by the'class.

Making generalizations that might hold true
under similar circumstances; app4ine
problem solving process to qther/ieal
problems.

Overall
Rating.

2

2

2

1

2

1

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use,,- = little or no use

1
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,MA"tHEMATICS
Overall
Rating

Basic Skills

'Classifying/Categorizing
Counting
Computation Using Operations

Addition/Subtraction
Multiplication/Division
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages
Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance

Measuring
Comparing
Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off
Organizing Data
Statistical Analysis
Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques*-

Graphing
Spatial Visualization/Geometry

Areas of Stodi

Numeration Systems
Number Systems and Properties
Denominate Numbers/Dimensions
Scaling

,

SymmetryiSimilarity/Congruence
Accuracy/MeasureMent Error/

, Estimation/Approximation
Statistics/Rahdom Processes/Probability
Graphing/Functions
Fraction/Ratio_
Maximum and Minimum Values
Equivalence/Inequality/Equations
Money/Finance
Set Theory

2

2

2

2 -

2

3

2

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

1

3

2

2

3

SCIENCE
Overall.

Rating

Processes

Observing/Describing
Classifying
Identifying Variables
Defining Variables Operationally
Manipulating, Controlling Variablesa

Experimenting
Designing and Constructing Measuring
Devices and Equipment

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Teiting Hypotheses/Modeling

Measuring/Collecting, Recording 15/la:.

Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpretinii Data
Communicating, Diiplaylng Data

-Generalizing/Applying Process*to New
Problems

Measurement
Motion
Force
Mechanical Work ana Energy
Snlids, Liquids, and Gases

Electricity
Heat
Light
Sound

Animal and Plant Classification
Ecology/Environment
Nutrition/Growth'
Genetics/Heredity/Propagation
Animal and Plant Behavior
Anatomy/Physiology

KEY: 1 = extensive use, 2 = moderate use, 3 = some use, - = little or no use

1
3

3

3

3



SOC IAL SC I ENCE
Overall
Rating

Process

Observing/DscAribing/Classifying
Identifying Pioblems, Variables
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/

Experimenting
Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses
Collecting, Recoiding Data/Measuring
Organizing, Processing Data
Analyzing, Interpreting Data
Communicating, Displaying Data
Generalizing/Applying Process to Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting responsibility for actions and
results

Developing.interest and involvement in'
human affairs

Recognizing the importance of individual
and'group contributions to society

Developing inquisitiveness, self-reliance,
and initiative,

Recognizing the values of cooperation,
groupyork, and division of labor

Understanding modesof inquiry used in the
sciences, appreciating their power and
precision

Respecting the views, thoughts, an4
feelings of others

Being open to new ideas and information
Learning the importance and influence of
values in decision making

Areas of Studg

Anthropology
Economics
Geography/Physical Environment
Political Science/Government Systems
Recent Local History
SOcial Psychology/Individual and Group

Behavior
Sociology/Social Systems

2

1

3

1

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

2

1
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LANGUAGE ARTS
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' Overall

Ratin.g

Basic Skills

Reading
Literal Comprehension: Decoding Words,

Sentences, Paragraphs
Critical Reading: Comprehending
Mianings, Irterpretation

Oral Language
Speaking
Listening
Memorizing

Written Language
Spelling
Grammar: Punctuation, Syntax, Usage
Composition

Study Skills
Outlining/Organizing
Using.References and Resources

Attitudes/Values

Appreciating the value of expressing ideas .

through speaking and writing
Appreciating the value of written

resources
Developing an interst in reading and

writing
Making judgments concerning what iareadi
Appreciating the value of different forms

of writing, different forms of
communication

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

KEY: 1 ='extensive use, 2 = moderate use,
3 = some use, - = little or no use
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READ PROBLEM SOLVING IN MASSCOMMUNICATIONS

Identifying and-Defining Problems

Deciding on Informabion and
Investigations Nbeded

1

Determinine What Needs to Be
Done First, Setting Priorities

Deciding on Best Ways to Obtain
,Information Needed

Students identify traffic regulationslor bicyclists as
A topic or problem about which they would like to

informmAny people.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables.

Students decide Mist they need to determine who would
....

/be interested in their message.
After a diacussion students decide to find put uat

media materials and equipment are-avalh.able and how

they can learn to use or 4erate equipment with Which

/
.

'they are unfeadiliar.
.

.

.

Students agree to research for further information about_

traffic regulations for bicyc10..sts,

Students decide to find out what equipment isavailable,

costs of supplies, and how they" can obtain funding.

Students decide to learn to use media equipment and to
conduct research for content of presentations before
developing actual presentations.

Students decide to conduct a survey to find out how-
much adults And children 'know About traffic regulations

for bicyclists-.
-..Students ask personnel frOM school or district Media-de-

partment and experienced adults Tor-help in using

variouimelia equipment.
I,StUdents decide to interview policemen about traffic

regulations for bicyclists.

.Working Cooperatively in Groups Students form groupa (1) to survey adults and children

on Tasks
about knowledge of bicycle rules, (2) to find out about

availability of equipment and supplies, and cost
variousMedia presentations, and (3) to collect data

for content of preseneations.
Students form groups to develop several presentations

using one medium or several-media.

Making DecislonS as Needed Studente decide to work in groups_so-that-theycarry
out more activities.

v.



Making Decisions Needed (copt.)

Utilizing and Appreciating Plsic
Skills and Processes

T\

Carrying Out Data Collection
Procedures--Opinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, Classifying,
Experimenting, Constructing

Inn

191

Students decide to survey every fifth person who passes

by a certain location.
Students decide that certain media will be best to use

in reaching their intended audience.
Students decide that a ceitain design or a certain script

is better than others.i
Students decide which information will be best suited

for each medium. t

Students decide to compar6 efiectiveness of their
presentations using several media by cohducting and

comparing tests on knowledge aboUEtraffic regulations
for bicyclists both before and after presentations.

Students write ciearly worded.questions for their survey:-
Students write easily understood messages and scripts

for their piiaintations.
Students measure size of lettering and posterboard and

Size of Tri-Wall for making scenery.
Students use stopwatches*to time lengths of their

presentations.
Students give oral presentations.
Students draw graphs of survey data.
Students recognize that telling others about rules of

the road for bicyclists will help many people besides

themselves.
See also MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, and
LANGUAGE ARTS lists.

Students conduct opinion surveys to find out which type

of medium is preferred.
'Students measure length of their presentations.
Students research additional information from books in

library.
Students classify important characteristics from each
medium and, types of commercial presentations using

that medium.
Students make stage scenery for their skit and for their

videotape production.
See also MATHEMATICS list: 'Classifying/Categorizing;
'Measuring.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing; Classifying;
Manipulating, Controlling Variables/Experimenting!
Designing and ConstrUcting Measuring Devices and Equip-
ment; Measuring/Colledting, Recording Data.

1 92
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.Carrying Out Data Collection
Proceduresapinion Surveying,
Researching, Measuring, rlassifying,
Experimenting, Constructing (cont.)

Asking Questiolis, Inferring

t'

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying; Manipulating, Controlling Variables/
Experimenting; Collecting, Recording Data/Measuring.

Students ask whether both children's and adults' knowing
traffic rules for bicyclists is a problem. They infer

from data collected that it is
Students ask which media presentations will,yeach the
largest number of people. They infer from their data

and from their estimations that posters and public
address announcements will reach more schoolmates while
flyers and posters'will reach more people in the

community.
Students ask which media presentation was most effective.
They decide that the one that best informed the
audience about traffic rules for bicyclists was most
effective and infer from their datal that a.certain
presentation was moat effective.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses.

Distinguishing Fact from Opinion, Students recognize the qualitative aspects of data

Relevant from Irrelevant Data, ,
gathered from preference surveys as distinct from

Reliable from Unreliable Data quantitative data on knowledge gained from media
presentations as obtained frOm pretests and posttests.

Students recognize that media instructors and hobbyists
are good sources of information on using media.

Students recognize that they must clearly differentiate
between fact and opinion when making an unbiased pre-,

sentation.

Evaluating Procedures Used for Data
Collection and Analysis, Detecting
Flaws in Process or Errors in Data

c Students decide that their questionnaires need revisions

and they discuss improvements that can be made.
Students Aecide to use a larger .sample for their opinion

survey.
Students decide to take repeated timings of a presents-

tion'to find the median time.
Students decide that using a tape measure rather than a

meter stick gives thempore accurate dimensions of
the stage.



EValuating Procedures Used for Data

Collection and Analysis, Detecting.
Flaws in Prodess or Errors in Data (cont.)

See also MATHEMATICS list: Estimating/Approximating/

Rounding Off.
a
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Organizing and Processing Data Students order and group survey data on preferred Media

to make bar graphs and histograms.
Students record their data on number of people reached
by different presentations onbhirts and on graphs.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data. ----/
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SC1E/Oft lists: Organizing,"

Processing Data.

Analyzing and Interpreting Data

Predicting, Formulating Hypotheses,
Suggesting Possible Solutions
Based on Data Collected

195

Students find the median time for each presentation.
Students analyze their bar graphs to find which presenta-

tions reached the largest audience.
Students find that children preferred presentations in-
volving both sight and sound and adults,preferred
visual presenfations.

6 Students analyze and compare gapopretests and posttests
to determine which presentation was most effective
in conveying information on traffic regulations for
bicyclists.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Stitistical Analy-

sis: Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Variable
Rates of Change/Maximumand Minimum Valued.

See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Analyzing;

Interpreting DA.

As a result of theW hnalyses of commeraal media pre-
sentations, itiidents predict the characteristics that

a good presentation should have.
Students hypothesize that the results of one samAle sur-

vey reflect the general knowledge of their schoblmates,
about traffic regulations for bicyclists.

Students make predictions about the number of people who

will be reached by different media.
Students hypothesize thaeposters placed in busy locations

will be noticed by more people.
Students suggest using the Medium theY have found to be
most effective to other classes who wish to communicate
with many other people

See ales SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing,Hypotheses/Modeling.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/iredicting/

Formulating, Testing.Hypotheses.
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EValuating Proposed Soitions in

Terms of Practicality, Social
Values,, Efficacy, AesthetiC Values

Trying Out Various Solutions
and,Evaluating the Results,
Tesiing Hypotheses

Communicating and Displaying Data

or Information

Working to Implement Solution(s)
Chosen by the Class

Making Generalizations That Might
'fold True under Similar Circumstances;
Applying Problem-Solving Process to
Other Real Problems

Studenti discuss advantages and disadvantages of each
media presentation in terms of cost, time neede4 for
presentation in terms of cost, time needed for frepara-
tion, number of people reached, and effectiveness of

conveying message.

Students use rehearsals to try out different Ways of

giving their prisentations.
Students use various media to convey their message add

then assess the efficacy of each.
.Students compare results of pretests and posttests.

See also SCIENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,

Testing Hypotheses/Modeling. ,

See also SOCIAL S9IENCE list: Inferring/Predicting/
Formulating, testing Hypotheses.'

Groups report to the class on their findings.
Students draw bar graphs to show size of audiences
Attending presentations., preferences of adults and

students.
Students drAw histograms of number of questions answered

correctly on pretests and posttests.
Students use a Atoryboard technique to arrange their

slides in sequence and to develop the script.
See also MATHEMATICS)list: 'Graphing; Scaling.
See also SCIENCE and SOCIAL SCIENCE lists: Communicating,

Displaying Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list.

Students convey their message by making several presenta-
tions using one medium or several media.

Students find that they can apply graphing and survey

skills to other problems.
Students working' on Mass CoOmunications apply Skills
acquired to work on Advertising and other USMES units
and to problems invOlving communicating with a large
number of people. .

See also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to

New ProblemS.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

19s



ACTIVITIES IN MASS COMMUNICATIONS 'UTILIZING MATHEMATICS .

Basic Skills

Classifying/Categorizing

Counting

Computation Using Operations:

Addition/Subtraction

199

Categorizing characteristics of profeasional media'pre-
sentations (V and radio programs, slide shows, news-
papers, flers, billboards, etc7).,

Categorizing characteristics of &medium in more than one

way.
Otganizing and classifying sets of media equipment, mate-

rials,'activities, or information.

-N Using the concepts and language of sets (subsets, unions,

intersections, set notations) to classify audiences and

to plan presentations according to andience preference.

See also SCIENCE list: Classifying.

See also SOC1 SCIENCE list: ObsArving/Describing/

Classifying.

Counting votes for choice of.media to use in communi-

cating message.
Counting survey data, questionnaire 'data on audience
'Ineference for particular media presentations.

Counting number of seconds in a taped.message, number of

locations for poster placement, nuMber of people in
audience, :limber of inches when constructing stage

scenery.
.Counting to read scales on therMometers, sound-level

meters, light meters, or meter sticks.
Counting by sets to find scale for graph axes.

Adding one-, two-, or three-digit whole numbarr to find
total tally of people reached by several preoentations'
or total measurement of poster board:needed.

,Adding minutes and seconds when timing oral presentations
such as,skits, slide/tape shows, videotapes, radio or

intercom announcements.
Subtracting to find differences between predicted and

actual size of audience at a particular presentation,
amount of paper needed for newspaper.

Subtracting to find differences between predicted and
actual test scores of children and adults after viewing

a presentation.
Subtracting one-, two-, or three-digit whole,numbers to

find ranges for graph axes or measurement data or to
compere sets'of data.

1004.
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Computation Using Operations:

Multiplicitioo/Division

Computation Using Operations:
Fractions/Ratios/Percentages

ok I' , I.,

. .

Hatiplying whole numbirs to find total tally of peoPle
whbwill pass by a poster, diap ay dniing a weekt total
nuei of transparencies:heeds for making slides.\

HnitiplYing or dividing to find for graph axes.
Dividing to,find unit measure of paper needed for eac

flyer.

a Mnitiplying aii4 dividing to convert from yards te feet
and vice versiA leotard to centimeters and vice versa,
and second to ndnutes and vice versa.

Dividing to calculAe average number of peoplawho pass
by a poster locaOokeach 4ayt average number, of stu-
dents in each classrOom.

Dividing to calculate ratios, fractions, or percentages.
,

k Using mixed numbers to calculate unit measures or averages.
Changing fractions to higher er'lower terms (equivalent

fractions) to perform celculatiens. ,

Using fractione and ratios to conveit from inches to-feet,
degrees Fahrenheit to degrees centigrade.

Using fragtions in measurement, graphing compeiing
measurements..

Using slope diagrams to compare ratios ok,cost to quantity
when, figuring unit cost of supplies.

Calculating percentage of students who pasa,by a certain
poster location during the morning, percentage of audi-
ence who prefer one particular media presentation over
another, percentage of improvement on posttest; percen-
tage of photographs that turn out well.

Computation Using Operations: Adding and subtracting dollars and cents to perfotm cost
Business and Consume:. Mathematics/ analysis on supplies needed for a particular preaenta-
Money and Finance tion.

Multiplying to find total cost of producing a presen ation
having several performances.

Multiplying and dividing to perform cost analysis on
needed materials that are available froth different me
chants.

Dividing to find unit cost for each photograph taken.
gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and limi

tations of revenues available for making media presenta-
tions.

Investigating costs of equipment and materials needed for
each presentation vs. use, bu4get restrictions, and nUm-
ber of peoplereacheci.

20/ Using comparison when shopping for media supplies and-,
materials.

,

1

7

_
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Computation Using Operations:
Business and Consumer Mathematics/
Money and Finance (cont.)

Measuring

Comparing

1103

4-A4Sessing cost benefit of quantity purchases, benefit of
imass production for booklets, posters, newsletters, and
quality control.

Converting from cups ,to quarts to gallons of liquAd
'needed for developing photographs from degreed centi-

grade to degrees Fahrenheit when measuring water telle

perature.
Using arbitrary units, such as paces, to measure stage

'dimensions.
Using affernnt standard units of measure to design lay-

outs of posters, books, newspaper-
Using different measuring tools to record length, width,

area, temperature, laidness, or brightness.

Reading measuring devices accurately.
Timing, using a stopwatch, the length of oral announce-

ments. -
-See also' SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, Recording

Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

Data/Measuring.

Uaing the concept of greater than and less than in-taking

i
comparisons of noise levels, amount of light, test

I results.
Comparing measurements obtained by using a meter...stick

and a tape measure.
Comparing,qualitative information, such as people's ob-

servations and opinions, gathered from various sources.
Comparing qualitative data gathered from a preference
survey with quantitative data gathered from pretests
and posttests on content of Message conveyed.

Comparing estimated and aual'results of pretest and
posttest, estimated andtctual number of flyers to be

distributed.

Making sraphic comparisoni; of'test scores or media pref-

erences of students vs.:adults.
Comparing pretest and posttest data on-content of message
-conveied by different presentations.
Making graphic comparisonsia fractions and ratios on
slope diagrams of amount,vs. price of various media
supplies.

Comparing costs of various media presentations.
See also-SCIENCE list: Analyzing, interpreting Data.

o See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.
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Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off o 'Estimating error in qualitative judgments on media pref-
erentes wherrcollecting survey data.

Estimating the number ofi people who will attend a presen-
tation, wto will pais by a given poster location, wto
will prefer a particular preientation.

Estimating amount Of supplies needed for making slides,
cost of Super-8 film'for a five-minute movie:

Lmtimating placement of posters On walls or scenery on
stage by eyeballing.

Using approximation in constructing props and scenery for
'skits.

Rounding off data according to accuracy required.

Organizing Data

Statistical Analysis

-PO:-

-J

4.`

Recording data on charts.
Tallying votes to determine wtich media Will be used to
o 4unicate message.

1 `.ying on bar graphs, histograms.
Tallying and ordering survey data, questionnaire data on

media preferences.
Ordering numbers on graph axes.
Ordering the steps in a process, such as developing

photographs.
Ordering units of measdre in terms of size such as inch,

foot, yard.
Ordering unit'costs to determine which brands and,types

of materials axe least expensive.
See also SCIENCE liSt: Organizing, Processing Data.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE lisi: Organizing, Processing

Data.

Finding the median in ah*ordered set of data on length of
public address announcements, number of questions an-
'swered correctly on pretests and posttests.

Determining the range of data on public address announce-

ments.
Finding the quartiles and iaterquartile range of repeated

measureinents.

Finding the average number of students in each classroom,
average scor,e on pretests nad posttests.

Taking repeated measurements of an oral announcement and
using the median measurement

See alio SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting Data.
See also SOCAL SCIENCE.list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.



Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques

Graphing

Conducting surveys op media preferences; defining data
collection methods.and thejmakeup and size of sample.

Devising methods of ottaining quantitative information
about subjective opinions, such as people's views about
effectiveneds of media.

Conducting pretest and posttest suryeys on content Of

presentations.
Evaluating survey methodology, admiAistration of survey,

size and makeup of samples.
See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing," Interpreting Data.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interpreting

Data.

Using alternative methods of displaying data, e.g.,

charts, graphs.
Making a graph formdividing axei int6 parts, deciding

on an appropriate scale.
Obtaining information from-graphs.
Representing data on graphs.

Bar 'graphplotting number of people who preferred
different media presentations.

Conversion graph--plotting inches vs. feet.
Cumulative distribution graph--plotting number of
public address announcements that took cetain times
or less. ,

Histogramplotting length of public address announce-
ments and the number of times the dicferent lengths
happened.

Line cha' -rlotting sfvdent and adult responses for

media laeferences.
floY4-Q plot--plotting pretest and posttest scored.

Scatter graph--plotting number of gum wrappers picked
up that week vs. number of public address announce-
ments in one week about littering.

Slope diagram--plotting cost per package of paper vv.

number of sheets per package.

See also SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying Data.

See alsoSOCIAL SCIENCE list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.

Spatial Visualization/Geometry Drawing a design of a newspaper masthead 4ar a symbol to be

used \with each message.
Constnkting and using geometric figures, for example,

triangles, circles, squares for stage scenery and props.

oro.,
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Spatial Visualization/Geometry (cont.) Using standard mensurational formulas, e.g., A=Lxii
(Area = Length x Width).

Making a flow diagram of actors' movements during skit.

Areas of Study

Numeration Systems

Number Systems and Properties.

Using decimal system in making metric measurement for

camera distance.
Using declmal system in calculations involving money, such
as cost analysis of different kinds of reproductive

paper,for developing photographs.
to-Using fractions in measuring length (parts of inches),

voluMe (parts of cu s).

See Computation Using Opera ons.

Denominate Numbers/Dimensions See Measuring.

Scaling

Symmetry/Similatity/Congruence

Using a map of the school to derive information on number
of classrooms, on number of exits and entrances for
poster placemen

Using maps of ne by areas for determining locations for

handing out fl rs.'

See Spatial Visualization/Geometry.

Accuracy/Measurement Error/ See Measuring and Estimating/Approximating/Rounding Off.

Estimation/Approximations

Statistics/Random Processes/
ProbSbility

See Statistical Analysis. V

Grsphing/Functions See Graphing.

Fraction/Ratio See Computation Using Operations: Fractions/Ratios/

Percentages.

209
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Maximum and Minimum Values

129

Finding a media presentation that reaches the maximum numr
ber of people, considering budget.restrictions.

Using slope diagrams to find the minimum costs of sipplies.
Minimixing time needed to put together a booklet or n ws-

_ letter by using an assembly line.

Equivalence/InequalitSr/Equations See Comparing and Computation Using Operations.

Money/Finance

Set Theory

or

See Computation Vting Operations: Business and Consumer

Mathematics/Abney and Finance.

. Seetd4assifying/Ca t egorizing:
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Process

0 Observing/Describing

Classifying

Identifying Variables

ACTIVITIES IN MASS COMMUNICATIONS UTILIZING-SCIENCE

Defining Variables Operationally

ObAerving and describing the different characteridtic
of commercial media presentations (e.g., bright colors,

lively background music).
Observing and describing a problet that needs to be

communicated to many people (e.g., traffic regulations

for bicyclists).
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Classifying media according to senses affected, e.g.,

hearing, sight.
Claisifying media according to equipment needed.
ClassifYing media according to type of activity required

from audience, e.g., listening, reading, viewing.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Observing/Describing/

Classifying.

Identifying variablei that affect the quality of re-

cording, such as quality of equipment, volume control

--oil-machine, distance of speaker from microphone, loud-

ness of background noise, loudness of speaker's

voice.
Identifying variables that affect the quality ora
photograph when it is being taken, for example, type
of film, blightneas of object, shutter opening and

speed, disOnce rom object photographed, focus,

steadiness of ca4era.

Identifying variab es that may affect the quality of a

videotape, inclu ing both audio and video.
Identifying variat es that affect the sound of Adialogue

. in a play, such as empty or full auditorium,/direction
. ,

speaker is,fading,/etc.
See also SOCIAL'SCIENCE list: Identifying Problems,

Variables. /

Defining soundfilevel as the VU-meter reading on a tape

recorder whel: the volume is set at five. /



Defining Variables Oierationally (cont.) Defining foam temperature of water for developing photos

as the temperature measured by a thermometer 10 degrees

Celsius (or Fahrenheit) at some given point in the room.
Defining amount of light as the reading on a light meter

at a certain distance., 1

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE lieu Identifying Problems-A --

Variables.
1

Manipulating, Controlling
Variables/Eaperimenting

Designing and Constructing
Measuring Devices and Equipment

Inferring/Predicting/Formulating,
Testing Hypotheses/Modeling

215

Keeping the' volume of the,tape recorder at location of

the microphone (or the location of the noise source),

the same each time the sound level is measured.,
Testing different typem of film under the same conditions:

Testing different camera settings under the same con-,

ditions.
Using different amounts of time to-rinse photograph

,

negatives in different solutions while keeping the

other stepsein developing a photograph the same.
Testing the readability-of*sters by trying out

different sizes; types, and colors of lettering; making

sure that lettering is changed- in only one waY, for each

test.

13/

Measuring traffic flow past certain poster locations at
. ._

. different times during the day. , .

Testing different lights for illuminatio 'of photos oi

-play setting: .

cp

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list:" Manipul, ing, Controlling

Variables/gxperiailting.

Constructing a darkroom for use in developing and print-

ing film.
Construcintg devices to measure light levels in various

parts of the room or outdoors.:
Constructing deviceito measume sound levels in various

parts of the room.

Inferring from data that poster letters should be a

44P,' certain size, type, and,color.
Inferring from data that a certain type of film, a

certain camera setting, certain lights; and,a certain
develoOing procedure produce the best photos.

Inferring from sound level data that certain people in
a play, or making a recording, need to speak louder.,

1,

g16
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Inferring/Predicting/Fmmulating,
Testing Hypotheset/Modeling (cont.)

Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data

Organizing, Processing Dat a

0

Hypothesizini that more people will.read posters if

placed in a tertain lqcation; testing-shypothesis by
collecting data on the number of-people pulsing dif-

ferent locations.
Inferring from videotape ttials that ceitain lighting and

certain placement of the microphone,work beet.
Measuring sound and light levels in play setting before

play starts.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Inferring/Pre dicting/

Formulating, Testing Hypotheses,

Measuting the water temperature when developing photo-

graphs.
0,Using,a sound level device to find the quietest area of

the room for making a recording or to test the level

, of people!s voices for plays or,for recordings.
tsing a light meter device to find out i;hetherthereis

sufficient,natural light for taking photographs without

a flash. ,

Timing and iecording the length of rehearsals for oral

announdesents.'
Measuring and recording the dimensions of the 8t43e

before designing scenery for a skit.
Counting and recording the numberiof people who pass by

a poster locetion at different times of day for

several days.
See alsp MATHEMATICS list: Measuring.

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Collecting, Recording

, Data/Measuring.

Transferring data.to a chart to make it more easilyread

and understood.
OrderiUg'the data on length of oralannouncements from

latgest to smallest.
Finding the median or average number of people who pass

by different poster lobations each day.
Tabulating test data and displaying them on graphs,.

Orderfng data from smallest to.largest.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data. ,

See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Organizing, Processing

Data.



Analyzing, Interpreting Data

Communicating, Displaying Data'

1

Generalizing/Applying Process to

New Problems

Areas of Study

Measurement

133

Calculating the probable leniih of 'un oral announcement
byilinding-the median or average time during rehearsals.

Interpreting graphs to determine-beat size, types and
colors for poster letters.

Finding the median, mode, range, and maximum value of
sound level data.

Determining stage directions by looking at layout of

stage.
Interpreting,graph to determine that particular locations
Will be beat for poster displays because of greater
pedestrian traffic.

Determining the best film, beat lighang, best developing
procedure for photos.

Determining the beet lighting and best location of
camera and microphone for videotapes.

See also MATHEMATICS list: .Comparing; Statistical
Analgsis; Opinion SUrveys/Sampling Techniques;
Graphing; Maximum and Minimum,Values.

Showing data on various tYpes of graphs.
Incorporating graphic charts and displays into presenta-'

See also 'MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SOCIEt SCIENCE'list: Communicating, Displaying

Data.
See also LANGUAGE ARTS list. .

. Applying skills learned from using one medium of
communication 'to using another medium to tell about

the same problem or topic.
Applying skins learned from communicating one problem

or topic to communicating another prbblem or topic.
See also SOCIAL SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying

Process to Daily Life.

Learning to read measuring devices accurately.
Using a stopwatch to time the steps in deyeloping photo-

'graphs.-
Using a stopwatch to time the length of intercom announce-
ments.

4d4d

Using sound level meter to intensity.

Using light meter to measure-light ntensity.

I I
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Measurement (cont.)

Force

Friction

Weight

Observing the difference in length of time between
minutes and seconds when timing the length of their

Super-8 movie.
Measuring, using a ruler or meter stick, when laying out

a poster design.
Using standard and nonstandard units of measure for

. determining camera distance.
Using various units of volume to measure amount of water

needed for degeloPing photographs.
Measuring temperature with Celsius (or Fahreheit)

thermometers.
Determining when a measurement is accurate enough for

a certain purpose.
See also Designing and Constructing Measuring Devices

and Equipment; Measuring/Collecting, Recording Data.

Observing that more force must be used to cut severAr
pieces of paper than to cut one steet.

Observing that force must be used to hammer nails and

that the hammer increases the force exerted.
Observing that saber saws are faster and require less

effort to.operate than hand saws when.cutting Tri-Wall

or lumber.

Observing that a blade becomes warmer when a piece of

Tri-Wall or wood is sawed vigorously because doing
work.against the force of friction generates heat.

Observing that a photograph feels slick to the touch

because smooth,surfaces generate less friction than

rough ones.
Observing, while sanding wood, that the smoother the ,

wood, the less resistance it offers to the motion of

the sandpaper,

Observing that weight is a measure of gravity, which

pulls objects towards the earth, when taping pOster-

board to a wall.

0
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Mechanical Work and Energy

Solids, Liquids, and Gases

States of Matter

Properties of Matter

Electricity

4m, Observing that light energy and sound energy are trans-

. formed into electromagnetic energy when videotapes

are made.
Observing that using hand saws require^ energy.
Observing that electrical energy is transformed into
mechanical energy when power tools are used.

Observing that sound energy is transformed into electrical
energy when sound level meters are Used.

Observing that light energy is transformed into electrical
energy when.light meters are used.

Observing that light energy is transformed'into cirmical

energy when photos are made.
See also Motion and Force.

Observihg that some media supplies, are in

others are in liquid form.
Observing' that glue is available in solid

which have different properties.
Observing that heat from a glue gun turns

of glr into hot liquid glue.

solid form and

or liquid forms

a ccibl stick

'Observing that various construction materials, such as \
lumber or Tri-Wall, have different textures, densities,
colors that make them useful for different tasks.

Observing that papermaterials available for making
posters and flyers have different colors and different

weights.
Observing, while mixing tempers paints or dyes, that

dry powder mixes uniformly with water.
Observing that liquids have no form of their own but

take the shape of the container they are in.
Observing that fine powders dissolve easier than large

lumps.
Observing that sUbstances dissolve faster in liluids

when stirred.
Observing that different fYpes of 19m react differently

to the chemicals in developers,
Obserying that special materialaare used for film strips,

film, and videotapes.

n /
Observing that plugging in the videotape machine alldla

Ole equipment to be turned on.
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ilectricity (cont.)

_Heat/Temperature

Light

4a

Observing thak tape ranorders, saber aws, and other
electrically powered devices go on when the switch

4i closed and go off when the switch is open.
Observing that e ectricity can be transformed into

1 mechanical ene jtape recorder, saber saw) or into

heat energy (gl gun).
Observing that.ele tricity does not flow through

insulation in -wires.
Obderving that different'brandi of batteries used for

cameras and tape redOrders have different lifetimes.

Observing changes in temperature of water-for developing

photos by reading a thermometer.
Observing that media equipment, such as the tape recorder

and videotape playback, generate heat when turned on
because electrical energy is transformed into.heat

energy:

dmerving that paints and papers come in different colors,
caused by the reflection of light of a given color
and the absorption of light of other colors by the

pigment in the paint or paper.
Observing that murals, posters,ana other signs,may
attractalore attention and be more legible at a
greater distance if the colors are bright'and con-

treating..

Observing that signs and posters ii4e more easily read in

well-lighted areas because objects become visible as
light is 'reflected from them to the eye.

Observing that chemical energy of batteries can be
transformed to light energy, e.g., in a flashbulb.

Observing that a glare is produced and interferes with
photography when a light source shines direttly on a

shiny, smooth surface.
Observing that the side of a room near the windows is)
brighter than the rest of the room and that the inten-
sity of illumination decreases as the distance from

the light source increases.
Measuring light levkls using a light meter.
Observing that variations in light level affect the

lightness or darkness of photographs.
Observing that the lens of a camera.(still or video) is
used to form an image of an object or a scene that is

smaller than the original object or scene.

r)op
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/ iound
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Measuring sound levels using professional sound-level
meters or tape-recorder meters.

Observing that the loudness Of A recorded sound is
affected by the pound-level control on the'retorder,
both when r coatis and playing back.

Observing,th t noise from n adjacent classroom will
tr

A
sometimes e picked up on a recording.

Observing that sounds differ in tone, pitch, loudness, .

and quality.
Observing,that a sound becomes less intense as it

moves away from its source.
Observing that Sound readily travels*around objects. ,
Observing that some of the electrical energy supplied

to power tools is transformed into sound energy
..,

(noise).

1371
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ACTIVITIES IN MASS COMMUNICATIONS' UTILIZING SOCIAL SCIENCE

Process

Observing/Describing/Classifying

Identifying Problems, Variables

Manipuiating, Controlling
Variables/Experimenting

Inferring/Predicting/Formulaang,
,-Testing Hypothesaa

\

Ay

Observing and describing people's reactions to various

media presentations.
Organizing and classifying types of maim communications,

types of potential audience membersi steps to be
undertaken to complete a media,Presentation.

Observing and describing characteristics of professional
media.presentations,

See also MATHEMATICS list: Classifying/Categorizing.

See also SCIENCE list: Observing/DescrIbing, Classifying.

Identifying problem or topic that needs to be communicated
to many people, e.g., traffic rules for bicyclists.

Identifying people who need to know, or would be in-
terested in knowing, about the problem or topid.

a Identifying variables that might affect Which medil the

class chooses to use, e.g., availability of equipment,
cost of supplies, amount of expertise required,
suitability for intended audience, amount of time to

organize and carry out presentatio4, and effectiveness

of medium in conveying-message. '

Identifyi4 problems that arise during preparation of
media presentation, such as blurreA print on dittoed

newsletter.

See also SCIENCE.list: Identifying Variables.

cooducting opinion surveys, using_ptritiOed samples.
Conducting opinion surveys of different groups (Aults .
and students, males and females) tkdetermine media

preferences.
Conducting tests of audience both befgre and after
presentation (pteteit and poiattest).

Conducting trial runs of media presentations.

See ilso SCIENCE list; Manipulating, Controlling

Variables/Experimenting.

rvInferring from results of surveys that certain groups

shOuld be the target audieucef that certain preferfed
media should be useds that some presentations convey'

t, 030-4
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Inferring/Pridicting/Formulating, information bettei than others.

Testing Hypotheses (cont.) Hypothesizing that'certain groups of people will be.

attracted to particular presentations; testing hypothe-
sis by checkinuresults of survey.

Hypothesizing that the results of a sample survey reflect
the opinions of all members of a partucular group;
testing hypothesis by taking a larger sample and
comparing.repults with those from the analler,sample.

See also SCIENtE list: Inferring/Predictin4/Pornu1at1ng,
Testing Hypotheses.

Collecting, Recording Data/ Counting number of people readied by_a particular medium.

Measuring Collecting data on the availability of equipment, amount
of expertise required, cost.of supplies, amount of
time to organize and carry out presentation,.

Recording survey or questionnaire results on'tally
sheets, bar graphs, or histograMs.

Using a voting procedure tc. determine which media to

See also MATHEMATICS list: Measuring..4-

See also SCIENCE list: Measuring/Collecting, R

Data.

Organizing, Processing Data

Analyzing, Interpreting Data

231

Tallying votes'to determine which media to use.
Ordering results of preference surveys from *lost popular

to least popular.
Preparing cost and e analysis for different media

presentations.
3ee also MATHEMATICS list: Organizing Data.

See also SCIENCE list: Organizing, Proceising Data.

Comparing qualitative information gathered from inter-
viewing various groups of people.

Determining preferred media by using a rating scale on
survey results.

±Optermining the most effective medium by comparing re-
( sults of pretests and posttests on content conveyed by

presentation.
Evaluating survey methodology, size and makeup of sample.
ComParfng data obtained from different groups of people

or fram samples of different site.
See also MATHEMATICS list: Comparing; Statistical
Analysis; Opinion Surveys/Sampling Techniques; Graphing;
Maximum and Minimum Values;

See also SCIENCE list: Analyzing, Interprting Data.

232
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Communicating, Displaying Data

Generalizing/Applying Process to
Daily Life

Attitudes/Values

Accepting Responsibility for
Actions and Results

Developing Interest and Involvement in
Human Affairs

111cognizing the Importance of
/ndiVidual and Gtoup COntributions
to tociety

Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative

43-3-

ar,Representing survey data and questionnaire data on graphs
) or charts.

See also MATHEMATICS list: Graphing.
See also SCIENCE list: .Communicating, Displaying Data
See also LANGUAff ARTS list.

Using one's knowledge of comparative shopping for media
supplies in formulating personal buying habits.

Using knowledge acquiredffrom taking opinion surveys to
help solve other Oroblems,where attitudes are important.

Using knowledge acquired from communicating a topic or
problem to get people:concerned or to inform them
about other problems or topics.

Gaining insight into the problems of'creating and pro-
ducing a media presentation.

Concluding that working together in a group gives
faster, more accurate, and morkipaginative results
than working individually.

See,also SCIENCE list: Generalizing/Applying Process to
.New Problems.

Making sure that various tasks (e.g., administering
surveys, learning to operate media equipment,
arranging to have supplies available when needed,
cleaning up after group work) are done.

Scheduling and giving media presentations.

Recognizing that a particular topic or problein needs to
be communicated to many people.

Seeking ways to communicate with many people about a
particular problem or topic;

Recognizing that communicating their message will help
other people as well as themselves.

Assessing the effects of group action in communicating
with a large number of people.

Conducting group sessions with help from the teacher.
Dealing with merchants in obtaining supplies and equip-
ment for their media-presentations;



Developing Inquisitiveness, Self-
Reliance, and Initiative (cont.)

/1

Recognizing the Values of Cooperation,
Group Work, and Division of Labor

Understanding Modes of Inquiry Used
in the Sciffinces; Appreciating Their

Power and Precision

IV

Respecting the Views, Thoughts,
and Feelings of Others

Being Open to New Ideas and
Information

Learning the Importance and
Influence of Values in Decision-Making

235

Finding their own solutions to problems encountered in
addition to the main problem of the challenge.

Choosing and developing the best 'way of presenting a
plan to the principal or to other persons in authority. \

Finding that work on putting together a media presenta-
tion progresses more rapidly and smoothli when work is
done in groups.

Eliminating needless overlap in work by setting
priorities and planning ahead.

Finding that work can be fun when people cooperate.

Using scientific modes of inquiry to investigate and,
solve the problem of putting together a media
presentation.

Convincing others that their suggested solution should
be accepted:through the use of supporting -data, graphs,
and charts.

See also MATHEMATICS and SCIENCE lists.

Considering all suggestions and assessing their merits.
Considering the opinions of others; recognizing that
people's opinions vary.

Recognizing that compromise solutions are sometimes
necessary.

Recognizing and respecting differences in values
according to age,'experience, occupation, income,
interests, culture, race, religion, ethnic background.

Respecting the thoughts, interests, and feelings of
members of the opposite sex when working in groups.

Considering alternative ways of performing vaiiops tasks.
Conductint research to find out additional information

about topic or problax that is being communicated.
Asking other people for opinions, ideas, apd information.

Recognizing that cost effectiveness alone is
ficient in considering a solution; effects
must also be considered.

Realizing that preferences for various media
values of each individual.

not suf-
on people

reflect the

q,rti ).0
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Learning the Importance and
Influence of Values in Decision-Making

Areas of Study

Recognizing that different groups of prople in the
targei audience may have different values that affect
their psreferences for media which must be considered

in any solution.

Anthropology Observing and describing language chiracteristics re-

lated to cultural and geographic background.

Economics

Geography/Physical Environment

Political Science/Government Systems

fl

Recent Local History

Social Psychology/Individual and
Group Behavior

Using economic concepts and terms, for example, cost,
discount, rctaqprice, wholesale cost, when purchasing

media 'Ajuipment iffd supplies.

Gaining experience with finance: sources, uses, and

limitations of revenues for the purchase of media

equipment and materials.
Investigating costs of equipment versus use of-equipment

A and budget rJstrictions.
Gaining experience in comparative shopping for materials;

analyzing costs.

2
Making and using maps of the school, the neighborhood,

and nearby areas when determining poster placement

and number of posters to be made and displayed.

Getting in touch with and working with school authorities

for permission to give media presentations.
Investigating regulations and policies,affecting a planned

media presentation, for example, distributing flyers

in the community.

Investigating previous attempts to convey information

about the same topic or problem.

Developing a gimmick to attract people to media

presentations.
,......o_Recognizing and using different ways of approaching

different groups, such as students and administrators.
Recognizing need for leadership within small and large

groups. Recognizing-differing capacities of indivi-

duals for various roles within groups.

3



Social Psychology/Individual and Analyzing the effects of a small group making decisions

Group Behavior (cont.) for a larger group.

Socioloe/Social Systems Devising a system of working cooperatively in small
and large groups.

Investigating problems and making changes that affect
noeonly themselves, but society (other students in

'the school, people in the community, etc.).
Working within established social systems to promote.

changed. .

,Experiencing,and understanding differences in social
systems, in different social groups (children, adults,

women, men).
Recognizing that there are.many different social groups

:Touiltlhat one person belongs to More than one social
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ACTIVITIES IN MASS CONNUNICATIONS UTILIZING LANGUAGE ARTS

Basic Skills

Reading:
Literal Comprehena1on- -Decoding
Words, Sentences, and Paragraphs

Reading:
Critical Reading - -Comprehending

Meanings, Interpretation

Oral Language:
Speaking

Decoding ifords, sentences, and paragraphs whilmomplding
opinion surveys; drafts of letters; dialogues for plays
and announcements; instructions for use of media equip-
ment; newsletter, poster, and flyer texts.

Obtaining factual information about.topic,or problem
being communicated; about use of meal*, sound, and light.

Understanding what is read; learning meaning of new words1

'
Interpreting what is read; distinguishing between fact

and opinion.
Following written direction:4.

Offering ideas, suggestions, and criticisms during.dis-
cussions in small group work and class discussiouf on

problems and proposed solutions.-
Reporting to class about dais collection, use of a-par-

ticular medium and any probiems'encOuntered, scale-
drawing activities, graphing, etc.

Responding to criticism of activities; answering questions.
Preparing and givinweffective oral presentations of sur-

vey questions, me6ods, findings, and suggested solu-

tions.
,s Learning to speak before an audience; pronouncing-words

/ ..clearly'and distinctly.
Using the telephone properly and effectively to obtain,

information,or'to invite a resource person,to speak to

the.class.
Conducting oral opinion surveys.
Using new words learned in a proper context.
Preparing, practieviii7Z:d giving skits, plays;'slide/tape

shows, publie-address.announcamentsxideatapesetc-
Using rules of grammar in speaking.
Giving oral directions on use of media equipment and sup-

plies, on finding.locations for poster,diiplays, on best

fdIrdw When seeking'location-of-presentation.

0, AJking que utions-to-obtain- additional-informs tion-; phrasing--

question to elicit type information desired.

() 4
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. Oral Language:

Xistening

Oral Language:
Memorizing

Oral Language:
Spelling

Written Language:
Grammar--PunctuKtion, Syntax,
Usage

1

Written Language:
Clmposition

Study Skills:
Outlining/Organizing

*N\N,

Listening to reports of small group activities, to presen-
tations ofOther groups.

Listening to responses_while conducting,opinion sdrveys
oi questionnaires.

FoJpwing spoken directions.
stening.to comierciai presentations.

Memorizing pinti!ens of oral presentations; memorizing
roles in skits,.plays,,videotapes, films, etc.

Memorizing steps to follow in developing film.

Using correct spelling in preparing reports; letters,
dialogues for oral presentations, and all written pre-
sentations such as,posters, booklets, newsletters,
47,7s.

Using ruis of grammar in writing reports, letters,
presents

Using new wo ds learned in proper context.

Writing to commun cate effectively:
preparing opin ,n surveys and questionnaires; dev sing
questions to 4icit-desired informationOmdgi
whether a question isrelevant and its mesningA61ear.

preparing written keports and letters, usink notes,
data, graphs, etc.,.communicating importance of
'proposed topic or-problem.

, writing skits, ploys, announcements, newslettr and,
book articles, and text for.pesters and flyers.

Taking notes when consulting resource materials or people
about use of media equipment.

Taking notes on suggestions for improving_a presentation.
Developing opinion survey; ordering questions around cen-

tral themes, such as audience preferences for particular
media.

Planning and organizing a media presentetion.
Planning and preparing drafts of letters, dialogue ot

texts for prehtntations, Wild reports for ertiital review
by the class before final copr is written./

Organizing ideas, facts, data for inclusion in letters,
reports, presentations, etc.



Study Skills:
Using References and Resources

.

Atptudes/Values .

1\t,

,

7----"--\..

Appreciating the Value of Express ng

,
Ideas Through Speaking and Writing,

Appreciating the Value of
Written Resources

Developing an Interest in
Reading and Writing

Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read

Using the library to research for information on using
media equipment and making media presentations. t

Using reference volumes, such as a dictionary or ehcyclo-
pedia, to locate information.

Using indices and tablet: of contents of books to locate
desired information.

Inviting experts on the-topic 'or problem or experta on
using various media.to speak .to the class and aniwer
questions.

Using "How To" Cards for information on graphing, using a .

- stopwatchvimaking a scale drawing, etc.

v

Finding that classmates and teacher may approve of an
idea if it is presented clearly.

Finding that school officials or others i authority may
be persuaded to,approve proposed changes or to incor-
porate them int0 their plans.

Finding that a large number of peop e can be informed
about a topic or problem by using 4A mass' media presen-

tation, such as a newsletter.
Finding that a written let,ter_or A tel phone conversation
evokes a response from peoPle, for e ample, the princi-
pal, parents, city officials.

Finding that certain desired information on light, sound,
or media presentations can be found in books and written
materials.

Willingly looking up information on making a media pre-
sentation.

Showing a desire to write an opinion survey, letters,
reports.

Volunteering to write sefipts for plays, skits, announce-
41 ments or articles for newsletters or books.

Deciding whether what is read is relevant to thi particu-
lar problem, e.g., spotted photographs.

Judging reliability of information; distinguishing between
fact and opinion.

.t 0
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Making Judgments Concerning
What is Read (cont.)

Deciding whether written material developed by the class
is appropriate for the intended audience, whether it
says what it is supposed to say, whether it needs
improvement.

Appreciating the Value of Finding that certain data o'r information should be written
Different Forms of Writing, down so thatlit can be referred to at a later tiMe.
Different Forms of Communication Finding that best method of communicating is determined,

in part, by the intended audience,

Finding-that oral messages are sometimes better'than
written messages, oral instruttions-are sometimea better
than written instructions, and vice versa.

Finding that certain data can best be conveyed by writink
them down, preparing graphs or charts, etc., or using
other accompanying visual objects such as photographs
or drawings:

\/)
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